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Section A: Introduction 

This manual contains a description and instructions for this DSD product.  Operating instructions 

are included for the features added by this product to Sage 100. For instructions on using Sage 

100, refer to the appropriate Sage 100 manual, or call your Sage 100 reseller.  DSD Business 

Systems offers excellent Sage 100 support, at an hourly rate. 

Web Resources 

DSD web site: http://www.dsdinc.com 

 

The Enhancement page contains: 

 Current Release Schedule 

 Purchasing Information 

 Installation Instructions 

 Product Support 

 Enhancement Links 

SMSM S/M Service Center:  

http://www.dsdinc.com/enh/pages/SMSM.htm 

The product web page contains: 

 Product Description 

 Web Links 

 Current Product Version Table 

 Product Installation File Download 

 Product Manual in .pdf Format 

 Revision History 

 FAQ 

Support 

DSD provides product support through Sage 100 resellers. Support is provided for the current 

version. Older versions are supported at an hourly rate. DSD’s telephone number is 858-550-5900. 

Fax: 858-550-4900. 

For a hard error, where the program displays an error dialog, report: 

Error number. 

Program name. 

Line number. 

Program version. 
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Exact sequence that caused the error, including menus and menu selections. 

Other pertinent information. 

If leaving a message or faxing, please include: 

Your name. 

Your phone number (and fax if applicable) and extension. 

It is possible to be unable to duplicate a problem, because of data corruption or because we have 

not exactly duplicated a particular operating environment. In such circumstances, we can only 

continue to try to fix the problem if we can either access the system with Symantec PCAnywhere or 

by some other means access or duplicate the system. 

S/M Service Center Features 

The Service Center module keeps your company in touch with your customers and with the 

products you sell and service. Service Center allows you to track warranties, return products, 

exchange items, and process repair orders. 

The Service Item data base automatically tracks items sold from your inventory so that when a 

repair is required, you can see when it entered your inventory, when it was sold, to whom it was 

sold, who the current end-user is, what warranties cover it, and what service has been performed in 

the past. 

If a Service Item needs to be repaired, replaced, or returned, you can create a Service Order to 

process the item through your operation and accounting system. At the time you create the Service 

Order, you can also see whether the item being repaired is under warranty, what is covered under 

the warranty, what repairs have been done in the past on the same item, or whether the customer 

is on credit hold. You can print service order forms, service item labels, picking sheets, bar code 

labels, and shipping labels for each order in text or graphical format. You can charge for labor and 

track that labor by service technician. If repair parts are needed, you can search your inventory for 

the parts, select from any warehouse, and utilize the special pricing options set up in your Inventory 

Management system for that customer. 

Service Orders can move through a series of status codes that you control until the repair is 

complete. At that point the system can automatically create a Sales Order invoice to bill for the 

whole Service Order, or for just the Service Items that have been completed. 

As you process Service Orders, you create a database of service history, labor analysis, failure 

codes and customer invoices. 
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Section B: Getting Started 

• If you reinstall or upgrade one of the Sage 100 modules listed 

in the following table, you must also reinstall this 

Enhancement.  

• Enhancements from different Sage Developers are generally not designed to work together. 

If installed together, problems are likely to occur. 

• Check with DSD before installing more than one Enhancement. 

Required Levels 

Sage 100  

Module 

Module 

Required 

Required 

Level 

A/P  Y 5.20 

A/R Y 5.20 

C/I Y 5.20 

I/M Y 5.20 

P/L Y 5.20 

P/O Y 5.20 

S/M Y 5.20 

S/O Y 5.20 

L/M Y 5.20 

Installation 

1. Back-up: Exit all Sage 100 sessions. Back-up existing Sage 100 data. 

2. Check Levels: Sage 100 module levels must match those listed above. 

3. Run Enhancement Setup Program: Save the executable installation program (sent to you or 

downloaded from our website) in a convenient location on the Sage 100 server.  Launch the 

program from Windows Explorer or by selecting Start/Run, and then browse for the file in the 

location you saved it.  Follow on-screen instructions.  

4. Send your Sage Serial Number to your DSD Representative: Send your Sage Serial Number to 

your DSD representative in order for us to send you back the encrypted keys to unlock your 

system. This serial number can be found in Library Master\Setup\System Configuration, Tab 3. 

Registration as Serial Number. 

5. Re-Start Sage 100: Sage 100 will be updated. 

6. Unlock the Enhancement: DSD Enhancements must be unlocked to run. When any part of the 

Enhancement is run for the first time, the DSD Enhancement License Agreement and 

Activation window will appear. Follow the steps shown on that window. You can click the Help 

button for more detailed instructions. 
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Note: On the next page is a screenshot of the DSD Enhancement License Agreement and 

Activation window. 

After accepting the License Agreement, you can then select the type of unlocking that you’d 

prefer. The choices are File, Web, Demo and Manual Entry. 

File Unlock:  After receiving your encrypted serial number key file from DSD, and placing that 

file in the MAS90/SOA directory, selecting this option will unlock all products keys contained in 

the file. This means you can unlock all enhancements at once using this option. 

Web Unlock: If the system that is running the DSD Enhancement has web access and you have 

sent DSD your Sage Serial number, you can unlock the Enhancement without assistance using 

Web Unlock. When this option is selected, the program will attempt to download encrypted 

serial number key file from DSD and then proceed to unlock all enhancements contained in 

the file. 

• The Sage 100 system that is being used must have web access for this option to be 

effective. 

• You can send your Sage Serial Number to your DSD Enhancements sales 

representative. 

Demo Unlock: If a Demo 

mode is available for the 

Enhancement you’re running, 

you will be able to Demo 

unlock the product without 

assistance from DSD for 

demo purposes. 

• Creating a Demo 

Unlock is a good way 

to temporarily unlock 

DSD Enhancements 

off-hours, if you do not 

have web or email 

access. Later, you can 

unlock the product 

fully, during business 

hours. 

Manual Entry Unlock: If you want to unlock a single enhancement using a single encrypted key, 

you can select this option and enter the 64 character key you receive from DSD by copy and 

paste.  

 Note: You can also unlock a DSD Enhancement through the DSD Enhancement Control Panel 

found on the Library Master Utilities Menu.  Then, select the Enhancement with your mouse 

from the list of Enhancements and click the Unlock Product button on the right side of the 

window. 

7. Convert Data: After registration, the Data Conversion window will appear. Follow on-screen 

instructions to complete data conversion. You can exit the conversion program without 
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converting data. The Enhancement will not proceed, however, until data is converted. If you 

enter an enhanced program and data has not been converted, the conversion program will run 

again. 

 

 

 

 

DSD Enhancement Control Panel 

Starting with version 3.61, all DSD Enhancement products include DSD’s Enhancement Control 

Panel. The DSD Enhancement Control Panel is accessed from the Library Master Utilities menu. 

The DSD Enhancement Control 

Panel is a simple to use yet 

powerful system to help maintain 

DSD Enhancements installed on a 

Sage 100 system. To use it, select 

an Enhancement product from the 

list on the window and then click 

the button, on the right side of the 

window, which corresponds with the 

desired task. 

View Manual: This button will 

display the product manual for the 

selected Enhancement using Adobe 

Acrobat. For this to be possible, the 

PDF file for the corresponding 

manual must be in the 

“MAS90/PDF” folder in the Sage 

100 system. If the file is not present, and the system has web access, the correct PDF file will be 

automatically downloaded from the DSD website, put into the “MAS90/PDF” folder and then 

displayed. 

Check the Web for Updates: This button will check the DSD website to see what the current build is 

the selected Enhancement and alert the user if a later version is available. This requires an FTP 

web connection on the Sage 100 system. 
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Unlock Product: This will cause the DSD Enhancement License Agreement and Activation window 

to appear. Using this window is 

described on the previous page. 

This button is disabled if the 

selected Enhancement is already 

unlocked. 

Unlock All Products: This will cause 

the DSD Enhancement All License 

Agreement and Activation window to 

appear. This window is similar to the 

one described on the previous 

page, but has only web and file as 

options to unlock. This button is 

never disabled.  

Convert Data: After verification, the selected Enhancements data conversion program will run.  

Data conversion is non-destructive, and may be triggered any number of times.  Sometimes this is 

required to fix data records imported or updated from a non-enhancement installation. 

Help: The Help button, located at the bottom right of the window, opens an HTML help file . 

Get Adobe Acrobat: Opens the Adobe Acrobat website to the page where Acrobat can be 

downloaded and installed. 

Uninstall Enhancement If this option is available, then selecting this button will start the un-install 

process, removing the enhancement from the system. 

There are also links to the DSD website and the Enhancement page on that site. 
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Section C: Setup 

Getting Started 

You will not find fixed steps to get started with Service Center.  Each company has its own 

procedures and uses the software differently.   What this section will do is give you some things to 

think about when making decisions.  We strongly recommend that you bring in a consultant familiar 

with Service Center and with service businesses in general.  This person can then work with your 

managers to arrive at the optimal settings and procedures to make the most of Service Center. 

 

Service Items - The fundamental concept of Service Center is that you are keeping track of 

individual units that may or may not carry warranties and that may need repair, exchange, or 

returns.   We call these units Service Items.   The generic name is used because Service Center 

applies to so many different types of service companies.  A Service Item is uniquely identified by the 

combination of Item Code and a Serial number.  The database of service items keeps track of what 

you know about that unit, including ownership, original sale, original purchase, warranties and 

service history.  Think about how your company will create the service item records: 

• Inventory can be set up to automatically create a service item record when the item code is sold 

through sales order invoice. 

• A service item can be added directly through service item maintenance. 

• The end user can add the service item on-the-fly while creating a service order. 

• The Sales History Conversion utility can scan prior invoice history and add service items that were 

previously sold. 

 

Statuses - Think about how a service item, be it a repair, exchange or a return, flows through your 

shop, or the different stages a service order goes through.  Status Codes can be used to help you 

track the units or the orders and determine who is responsible or what needs to be done.   There 

are several statuses that are built-in and permanent, but you can add your own and define them to 

mean different things.  The basic steps indicated by the status code are: 

• New - (status code "N") This is the status assigned when the unit, or service item, is first added to 

the service order.   

• Received - (status code "R")  If the customer has sent the service item back to you, you would 

change the status to "R" when you receive that item.  This will not only indicate that the unit has 

been received, but it will also set the Actual Received Date on the service item entry and will stop 

the service order RMA from expiring. 

• Vendor - (status code "V") If you decide to send the service item off to a vendor for repair, you can 

change the status to "V" and enter the vendor number and vendor RMA number to keep track of 

where that unit is and who has it.  Service Center does not manage the shipment of the unit to 

the vendor. 

• Closed - (status code "C")  When all the repair or processing is complete on a unit, changing the 

status to "C" indicates that the entry is now ready to bill.  Once the status is set to "C", no further 

changes can be made to that particular service item entry.  It is then ready to create an invoice. 
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Those are the simplest statuses generally used in Service Center.  You may want to add more 

statuses and, as part of your internal procedure, change the status every time the service item 

moves from one station to the next.   Since every status change is logged, you can then use a 

custom report to show exactly how long each service item stays at a particular station or waiting for 

a particular operation.   

 

Billing - When you are repairing a service item, you will use parts out of inventory or you may charge 

for labor or other non-inventory items.   These charges and parts are entered on the service order 

Lines tab.   Each unit, or service item entry, on the order has its own list of charges on the lines tab 

and can be closed and invoiced separately from any other service item entries on that same order.  

 An entry must be closed before and invoice can be created.   Closing an entry means that the 

status is changed to "C", or any user-defined status code that indicates all work is complete and it is 

ready to bill.   There are several ways that invoices can be created.  You must think about which 

method works within your organization. 

• Create Service Invoices - This menu option will scan all the service orders looking for service item 

entries that are closed and ready to invoice.   It will then create invoices in Sales Order Invoice for 

each of those, combining entries for one order when appropriate.   This method is good for high-

volume shops where technicians are completing repairs all day long, changing the statuses to 

closed as they finish.  At the end of the day, a billing clerk can then create invoices for all the 

completed entries at once.  If you wish to use Sage 100 ERP features to ship the units back to the 

customers, then this method is not for you.   It is also important to note that if you use serialized 

or lot parts in the process of repair and you put those items on the lines panel in the service 

order, you may have to go to the invoice to distribute the lots or serial numbers. 

• Create Invoice - A button at the top of the screen in Service Order Entry will create an invoice for 

one order at a time.  The options for this button (see Service Center Options) will determine if it 

automatically closes all the entries or just creates an invoice for the entries already closed.   If 

you wish to deal with one service order at a time and create the invoice then print it, this is an 

ideal approach.   

• Invoice Data Entry - On the Sales Order Main menu, you can create an invoice for each service 

order much as you would for a sales order.  If you like to create your own invoice numbers, this is 

the way to go.  Keep in mind that the service item entry must be closed before it is available to 

invoice with this method.   

• Shipping Data Entry - On the Sales Order Shipping menu, you can create a shipper invoice for 

each service order in the same way you would ship a sales order.   If you wish to integrate to 

shipping software, print packing lists and use other shipping features of Sage 100 ERP, this is a 

good choice.  Keep in mind that the service item entry must be closed before it is available to 

invoice with this method.  

 

Warehouses - Service Center uses inventory management warehouses and will, on occasion, move 

item quantities or serial numbers from one warehouse to another.  You should consider if your 

company uses the following features of Service Center and set up the warehouses appropriately in 

Service Center Options. 
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• Demos/Loaner - Do you send out loaners when a customer's service item is in your shop for 

repair?  If so, you should designate a source warehouse for loaners and demos to be shipped 

from, and a target "virtual" warehouse that will hold those demos or loaners until the customer 

returns them.  The units that are on demo or loaner will appear on the Demo/Loaner report and 

will show up on the valuation and stock status reports in inventory in the Demo/Loaner 

warehouse. 

• Refurbish Orders - Do you sometimes do work on units that you own (not customer units) that are 

in your own inventory?   Sometimes this is because the item came back from the customer and 

needs to be cleaned, inspected and repaired before it can be shipped back.  Sometimes it is 

because the unit must have an upgrade performed that may even cause an item code change.  

Either of these can be managed with a Refurbish order.  The refurbish order will lock the serial 

number in inventory while the repair is being performed.  When the service item entry is closed 

and invoiced, the unit will be transferred to the refurbish target warehouse. 

If you do not already have multiple warehouses, you will probably want to create them in order to 

realize the benefits of some of the Service Center features.   

 

Customers - Service Center integrates closely with Sage 100 ERP A/R, so all the customers in the 

list will be automatically available to Service Center.   There is one new customer you may need to 

add.   Service Center requires that one customer be designated as the "company-owned customer". 

  This basically means you.   Create a customer to use for internal billing.   A refurbish order is 

created and processed for an internal customer.  In order to relieve inventory and post costs, even 

a refurbish order must go through the sales order invoice process, but you will create a zero-dollar 

bill for that internal customer.   Set up the internal customer in Service Center Options. 

 

General Ledger Accounts - In addition to the G/L accounts that you might set up for product lines in 

inventory or for miscellaneous codes (like labor), you may also find the need to add a few new G/L 

codes to use certain features of Service Center.    

Work In Process - When you refurbish a unit in your inventory, there is a feature to take the costs of 

the repair (from items pulled from inventory or from labor) and add them to the original cost of the 

unit being refurbished.  This feature, called "Cost Rollup", requires that a Work In Process G/L 

account be designated as shown on the Service Center Option main screen. 

Exchange Accounts - If you send out exchange, or warranty replacement, units, you can choose to 

have the outgoing unit revenue and cost book to the same accounts that the credit amount and 

costs book to.  This is set in the Service Center Options Service Item Entry tab. 

 

Setup Menu 

The Service Center Setup menu contains the options to build and maintain the options and codes 

required for the operation of the Service Center module. 

You can access the Service Center Setup menu at any time to modify the Service Center options.  In 

addition, you can modify or delete the information contained in the setup files. 

As a general guideline, when you begin to set up a new system, you can start at the first menu 

option and work your way through to the bottom. 
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Service Order Options 

Each Module can be customized to fit your company’s specific operations and accounting 

requirements.  Service Order Options presents a series of options that allow you to select features 

most appropriate for your business.  These options are organized into six tabs.  Click on the image 

or the link below for more information about the options on each tab. 

 
 

Main Tab  

 

 
Customer No for Company-Owned Refurbish Items - When a service item is returned from a 

customer into your company's stock, the ownership of that service item is changed to the "Company 
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Owned" customer.  Also, if you wish to create a refurbish order to modify or repair something owned 

by your company, this is the customer that will be assigned to that service order.  You must enter a 

customer number here.   Use the lookup button or F2 to view a list of customers. 

Default Customer Group Code - If you have chosen to use Group Codes to set up categorize 

customers for pricing and warranty purposes, you can designate which group is the default here.  

The group code you enter here will be used for any customer that is not assigned to another group.  

Often the default group only has a repair warranty assigned to it so that repair warranties will be 

assigned to repaired service items regardless of which customer.  For more information about 

Group Codes see Group Code Maintenance. 

Default Warehouse for Company-Owned Refurbish - Enter the source warehouse for service items 

being refurbished.  The refurbish service order will allow you to repair or modify a serialized item in 

your own stock and transfer it from the source warehouse to a target warehouse, with a new cost if 

desired, upon completion.  You would typically transfer the items needed modification to the 

Default Warehouse for Company-Owned Refurbish prior to creating the refurbish order. See Service 

Types in the Helpful Hints section for more information about Refurbish orders. 

Default Target Warehouse for Refurbished Items - Enter the target warehouse for service items 

that have been refurbished.  When you close and invoice a refurbish service order, the item that 

was modified or repaired is transferred into this warehouse.  Typically it would be finished goods 

warehouse in preparation for sale or exchange. See Service Types in the Helpful Hints section for 

more information about Refurbish orders. 

Default Source Warehouse for Demo/Loaner Items - Enter the warehouse you wish to use by 

default to ship Loaner items from.  See Demos and Loaners in the Helpful Hints section for more 

information about sending a loaner, or take a look at the Service Order Create Loaner or 

Replacement option) 

Default Target Warehouse for Demo/Loaner Items - Enter the warehouse where demos and 

loaners will be stored while out at the customer site.  Remember that demos and loaners are not 

actually relieved from your inventory.  They are instead transferred to this warehouse until they are 

returned from the customer via a credit memo.  See Demos and Loaners in the Helpful Hints 

section for more information. 

Default Warehouse for Service Parts - When you enter lines on a service order, this will be the 

default warehouse for inventory items. 

Default Warehouse for Warranty Restocking - When an exchange service item entry is returned, 

this will be the default target warehouse for that service item when the invoice is updated. 

Default Warehouse for Credit Return Restocking - When a Credit Return service item entry is 

returned, this will be the default target warehouse for that service item when the invoice is 

updated. 

Auto-Transfer Refurbish Items - Check this box if you wish to automatically transfer the service item 

that has been refurbished from the warehouse it is currently to the Default Target Warehouse for 

Refurbished Items.  The assumption is that an item needing repair or modification will not be 

available for sale, so you will keep it in a separate warehouse in your inventory, but when the 
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refurbish order is complete, the item needs to be automatically transferred to a finished goods 

warehouse ready for sale or to be sent out as a exchange or loaner.  

Default Refurbish Cost Rollup Setting -  If you check the Auto-Transfer Refurbish Items box, this 

options will be enabled.   When an item is refurbished, you are modifying or repairing a serial 

number that is in your inventory.  This option allows you to take the cost of the repairs, calculated 

from the parts and charge codes you enter on the lines panel for the refurbished service item entry, 

and add those costs to the original cost of the serial number to create a new cost.  The serial 

number will then be put back into inventory with a new cost which includes the cost of the repair. 

The choices are: 

Disabled - This means that you do not want to allow the cost of the repair to be rolled up into 

the new cost of the refurbished item. 

No - This means that you will allow the cost of the repair to be rolled up when the item is 

refurbished, but that by default you will choose not to do it.  This can be changed for each 

service item entry. 

Yes - This means that you will allow the cost of the repair to be rolled up when the item is 

refurbished and that the default choice will be to do the rollup.  This can be changed for 

each service item entry.  

Work In Process Account - If you check the Auto-Transfer Refurbish Items box and the Default 

Refurbish Cost Rollup is not Disabled, this field will be enabled.  Enter the G/L account to be used 

for Work In Process.   When you have chosen to roll up the cost of the repair, the original inventory 

item (serialized) will be relieved from inventory and the cost will be expensed to the work in process 

account entered here.  The parts and charges used for the repair will also be expensed to this 

account. Then the refurbished item/serial is put back into inventory with the new cost, calculated 

from the total booked into the WIP account, and WIP is relieved and inventory is debited. 

Zero Refurbish Line Prices - Check this box if you want to automatically set the price to zero on a 

refurbish order/entry line. 

Inherit Warranty on Replacement - On an exchange service order, an existing service item is 

returned from the customer and you have the option to send out an exchange or replacement 

service item. Check this box to allow the replacement units to inherit the existing warranty.  

Allow Cost Change on Returns - Check this box to allow the user to change the cost of a service 

item that is being returned to stock with an exchange or a Credit Return order. 

Inventory Category Settings -  

Use - Check this box if you wish to enable this Inventory Category field for use on the Service 

Item.  See Using Inventory Categories for more information. 

Status to Use if Invoice Deleted - Typically the status of a Service Item Entry is changed to "C" or 

Closed and an invoice is created when the work is complete.  If the invoice is deleted before it is 

updated, the status of the service item entry is changed back to "O" or open, by default, so that it is 

not automatically invoiced again.  If you do not wish for the status to be "O" (open) after the invoice 

is deleted, you can designate another status code to be assigned when the invoice is deleted. 
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Entry Tab  

 

 
 

Next Automatic Service Order Number - When you create a new service order, you can click the '#' 

button or hit Alt-X on your keyboard to assign the next service order number.  This is where you can 

determine what that number will be. 

Next Automatic RMA Number - If you choose to use RMA numbers on the service order header and 

you wish to assign a new number automatically, this is where you can determine what the next new 

number will be. 

Default Days til RMA Expiration - If you choose to enter an RMA number on a service order header, 

you will automatically set an expiration date for that RMA based upon the number of days you enter 

here.   When the expiration date is hit, if none of the service order entries on that order have been 

received the order will expire and can be removed using the Expired RMA Register and Update on 

the Utilities menu.  See Service Order Status Maintenance for more information about how to flag a 

service item entry as received and stop the expiration. 
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Allow Create Invoice from Order Entry - There is a button on the Service Order header that will allow 

you to create an invoice quickly for a single service order.  Check this box to enable that button. 

Create Invoice Option - If the Allow Create Invoice from Order Entry is checked, this option will 

appear.  Choose whether you wish to automatically close all the service item entries and create the 

invoice without asking, prompt to close all the service item entries then create an invoice, or simply 

create the invoice for those service item entries that are already closed. 

Automatic Numbering -  This table allows you to set up five prefix letters or numbers to be used 

when creating a new Service Order. If an order number begins with any one of these five prefixes, 

then the remaining columns in the table will affect the invoice numbering and pricing for that order. 

Order Prefix – This is a one-character field that will be used to identify types of Service 

Orders. If you fill in a letter or number here, you will be able to also fill in the Next Order 

column, Next Invoice, and the Zero Inventory Price column for that Order Prefix. If this letter 

or number appears at the beginning of an order number, then the invoice resulting from that 

order will be numbered based upon the Next Invoice column. 

Next Order – If you fill in a prefix character, you can automatically assign the next order 

number that goes with that prefix. When you are creating a new order, you have the option of 

entering one of the Order Prefix characters, then pressing <ENTER> or <TAB>. The program 

will then look at the Next Order column to complete the Service Order number for you, then it 

will increment the Next Order and save it for the next time you use that prefix. 

Next Invoice – When an invoice is created from a Service Order, this feature will look to see 

if the order number begins with one of the Order Prefix characters that you specified. If it 

does, the invoice number will be assigned based upon the Next Invoice column you enter 

here. For example, in the image above, if I create an invoice from order number B001001, 

the invoice number will be B000107. Once the Next Invoice Number is assigned, it is 

incremented and stored. Please note that if the Status Code used to close the order is set to 

have its own numbering sequence by marking Require Separate Invoice in Status Code 

Maintenance, then the Status Code next invoice number will be used instead of this one. 

Zero Inventory Price – If this box is checked for a particular Order Prefix, then any inventory 

item added to a Service Order whose number begins with that prefix will be automatically 

priced at zero. In the above example, inventory items sold on order B001001 will have zero 

prices, but order number C009102 will not have zero prices (unless they are under 

warranty!). 

Do Technicians Earn Commission - If this option is checked, you will be allowed to assign a sales 

person code to the Service Technician record (see Service Technician Maintenance) 

Split Commissions Between Salespersons - If you have checked the Do Technicians Earn 

Commissions box, you can optionally check this box to determine if you will split commissions 

among salespersons on the service order header. 

Use Shipping Code to Calculate Freight -  

Yes to use preset shipping codes to calculate freight charges.  

No to manually enter all freight charges, or if freight charges are not required.  
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Actual to calculate freight charges using the total weight of all items ordered; this option 

allows you to use ship codes and the actual weights from the Item file and is available only if 

the Inventory Management module is integrated with Sales Order. Individual shipping codes 

are defined in Shipping Rate Maintenance. 

Flag Pick Sheet Printed Only if Closed - On the Service Item Entry on a Service Order, there is a flag 

that indicates whether the pick sheet has been printed for that service item entry.  If you check this 

box, that flag will only be set if the service item entry was closed at the time the pick sheet was 

printed.  The Crystal Report can be modified to only show closed service item entries and to skip 

those that have already been printed.  In this way, the pick sheet can be used to pull completed 

service item entries for shipment. 

 

Service Item Entry Tab 

 

 
Allow Service Type by Service Item - Check this box if you wish to allow each service item entry on a 

service order to have its own Service Type.  This is by far the most common selection.  This allows 
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you to have multiple service item entries where one can be a standard repair, one can be a credit 

return, etc. 

Allow Status by Service Item - Check this box if you wish to allow each service item entry on a 

service order to have its own status.  If you clear this box, then the status on the header of the 

service order will apply to all the service item entries. 

Apply Status Changes to Service Item Entries - When you change the status code on the header of 

the service order, it has to change all the service item entries to match.  This is a fast way to 

change all the statuses at once.  If this box is cleared, then every time you change the header 

status, the system will ask you if you want to change all the service item entry statuses.  If you 

check this box, all the service item entries statuses will be changed without asking you. 

Allow the Same Svc Items on Order - If this box is checked, then you can enter the same service 

item to a service order more than once.  This is useful if you have multiple phases for repair or 

modification and want to bill them separately or give different technicians responsibility.  If you 

clear this box, a service item will only be allowed once on a service order.  Note that if the service 

item entry service type is Credit Return, Refurbish or Exchange, then you will not be allowed to put it 

on the order more than once.  All of these service types require changes in inventory that does not 

work well with duplication. 

Warn if Item Not Tracked in I/M - When adding a new service item, you enter an item code and a 

serial number.  If you check this box, the system will warn you if the item code you entered is not 

set up to track in service.  Track in service is a flag in Item Code Maintenance that specifies that an 

item, when sold, should create a service item. 

Allow Apply-To Invoice on Service Item - Check this box if you wish to be able to enter an open 

invoice to apply a credit memo to when you add a Credit Return or Exchange service item entry to 

an order.  When the service item entry is completed and the credit memo for that return is created, 

the Apply-To invoice will automatically be on the credit memo header. 

Default to Sales Invoice - If you checked the Allow Apply-To Invoice on Service Item box, this field is 

enabled.  Check this box if you wish to automatically fill in the Apply-To Invoice field on the service 

item entry with the invoice number that was used to originally sell the service item.  This invoice 

number will be found on the Service Item record (see Service Item - Main Tab) 

Auto-Assign Serial Number - If you are adding service items manually through Service Item 

Maintenance (see Service Item Maintenance) you can enter an item code then hit enter at the 

blank serial number.  The system will prompt to automatically create a serial number based upon 

the date or the service order number.  If you select No, then it will not prompt to create a serial 

number automatically. 

Auto-set Loaner/Replacement Price - When you click the Loaner/Replacement button on the 

Service Item Entry panel on the Service Order, the dialog pops up to allow you to enter the item 

code you wish to send as a loaner or a replacement for the service item entry, serial number (if 

applicable), warehouse and price. Check this box if you wish to automatically set the 

replacement/loaner price to the standard price for this item and the Service Order customer. See 

Create Loaner or Replacement for more information. 
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Match Return Price to Replacement Price - When you click the Loaner/Replacement button on the 

Service Item Entry panel on the Service Order, the dialog pops up to allow you to specify what item 

code you wish to send as a loaner or a replacement for the service item entry. Once you have filled 

in the item code, serial number (if applicable), warehouse and price, the system will automatically 

create a sales order. If you check this box, the line price for the service item being returned will be 

automatically set to match the replacement price. 

Match Replacement Cost to Return Item Cost - Check this box if you wish the cost for the returning 

item to be the same as the cost posted for the replacement\loaner item being sent. See Create 

Loaner or Replacement for more information. Note: the cost substitution will be done during the 

update of the replacement/loaner invoice if the Exchange/Credit Return Service Item Entry the 

replacement/loaner was sent for is still in progress. 

Set Apply To Invoice to Replacement Invoice - Check this box if you wish to set the Apply to Invoice 

field on the Exchange/Credit Return Service Item Entry to the same invoice number that was 

created for the replacement/loaner item sent from this Service Item Entry. Note: the Apply to 

Invoice field will be set during the update of the replacement/loaner invoice if the Exchange/Credit 

Return Service Item Entry is still in progress. 

Use Exchange G/L Accounts - When you click the Replace/Loaner button on the Service Item Entry 

panel on the Service Order, it automatically creates a sales order and puts the loaner or 

replacement item you selected on that sales order. If you check this box, then the replacement item 

being sent and the line item for the unit being returned will use the Exchange G/L accounts 

(described below) for sales and cost of goods sold. If you clear this box, or the specified Exchange 

G/L accounts are not valid, then the standard G/L accounts for the item will be used.  

Exchange Sales Account - If you check the Use Exchange G/L Accounts box, this field will be 

enabled.  Enter the G/L account to be used as a sales account for the replacement item being sent 

and the line item for the unit being returned.    

Exchange Cost of Goods Sold Account - If you check the Use Exchange G/L Accounts box, this field 

will be enabled. Enter the G/L account to be used as a cost of goods sold account for the 

replacement item being sent and the line item for the unit being returned.  

Set Default Technician - If you would like to have a default technician automatically assigned to 

service items, check this box, enter or choose a technician, and it will automatically fill in on any 

new service item entry you create. This is for users who do not actually keep track of technician 

times, since Service Center requires that a technician be entered. 
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Line Entry Tab 

 

 
 

Use Item Default Warehouse - If you check this box, the system will ignore the default Service Parts 

Warehouse and will use the warehouse for that Item Code when an item is added to the lines panel 

of the Service Order. 

Default Order Quantity to One - Check this box if you want to automatically set the quantity to 1 

(one) when a new item line is added to the lines tab of a service order. 

Display Unit Cost - Check this box if you wish to show the unit cost in the grid on the lines panel of 

the service order. 

Get Serial Numbers from Line Entry - Check this box if you wish to assign serial numbers from the 

list to the service items when service items are automatically created for the sold non-serialized 

inventory items (see Service Items). The list of serial numbers can be added in Service Order Entry, 
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Sales Order Entry, or Invoice Entry.  This applies only to inventory items that do not have a 

Serialized valuation and yet do have the "Track In Service" box checked (see Service Item Setup ).   

Require Serial Number List - Check this box to require a serial number from the serial numbers list 

for each sold non-serialized inventory item when a service item is automatically created for this 

item.   If this box is checked and a non-serialized inventory item which is flagged to "Track In 

Service" (see Service Item Setup ) is on an invoice line but the serial number list does not contain 

enough separate serial numbers for the quantity shipped, the user will not be allowed to update the 

sales journal for that invoice.  

Enable Lot/Serial Distribution - Select this check box to enable the distribution of lot and serial 

numbers in Service Order Entry and Service item Data Entry. If this check box is selected, you can 

distribute and commit quantities for lot or serial items using the Lot/Serial Number Distribution 

window. Clear this check box if you do not want to enable lot and serial distribution in Service Order 

Entry and Service Item Data Entry. Note: If sales order distributions already exist, this check box 

cannot be cleared.  

Require Lines to be Fully Distributed - Select this check box to require the data entry lines for lot or 

serial items to be fully distributed. Clear this check box if you do not want to require to fully 

distribute the data entry lines for lot or serial items. If this check box is cleared, all lot or serial line 

items can be partially distributed. This field is available only if the Enable Lot/Serial Distribution 

check box is selected.  

Use Product Line from Service Item - Select this check box to default the line item G/L accounts to 

the Sales and Cost of Goods Sold accounts of the Service Item Product Line instead of the 

Inventory Item Product Line when a new item has been added to the grid on the lines panel of the 

service order. 

The Product Line, which is defined in Product Line Maintenance (Inventory Management - Setup 

menu) defines what G/L accounts will be used for the sales and cost of goods sold on the detail line 

of the service order for a inventory item code (miscellaneous charge, miscellaneous item code, or 

special item get their G/L accounts from elsewhere). Under normal circumstances, it's the product 

line for the item code on the detail line that is used. If this box is checked, though, instead of using 

the detail line item code the product line on the service item entry is used instead. If this box is 

checked, the service item entry product line is used for BOTH inventory item lines and labor 

miscellaneous item lines. If the product line on the service item entry is blank (meaning no service 

item code has been entered on the service item entry) then the system will fall back to the standard 

behavior and will use the product line from the detail line, or from the miscellaneous code. Once 

detail lines have been added and G/L accounts assigned (with service entry product line blank), if 

the product line on the service item entry is filled in, the system will change the detail line G/L 

accounts to the ones on the product line form the service item entry. 

Use Service G/L Fields from Product Line - Select this check box to default the line item G/L 

accounts to the Service G/L product line accounts instead of the Sales and Cost of Goods Sold 

product line accounts when a new item has been added to the grid on the lines panel of the service 

order.  
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If you check this box, you are telling the system to use the special Service G/L accounts for Service 

Material Sales, Service Material Cost, Service Warranty Material Cost, Labor Sales, Labor Cost, 

Labor Warranty Cost, and Service Returns. If this Box is cleared, the system will use the standard 

Sales, Cost of Goods accounts. In both cases, we are talking about the G/L accounts that are 

automatically filled in on the detail lines. This check box works whether you check Use Product Line 

From Service Item or not.  If you do not check Use Product Line From Service Item and do check 

User Service G/L Fields from Product Line, the labor G/L fields will not be used because labor is a 

miscellaneous item code and therefore does not have a product line on the detail line. 

Automatically Create Labor Lines from Transaction - Select this check box if you want to 

automatically create labor lines on the service order directly from Technician Time Transactions as 

soon as the technician closes (enters the end time) the transaction, as long as there is a billing 

code. 

Group Transaction by - This drop down box gives you the option of how you would like your 

transactions to be grouped. Your options are 'No Grouping', 'Item Code', or 'Item Code and 

Technician'.  

 

If you choose to group by 'Item Code and Technician' and two different technicians enter time with 

the same item code, two lines will be created, one for each technician. If they come back and enter 

more time using the same billing item code, the program will add the new time to the existing lines. 

Note: the grouping options only affect what happens with the transactions updated after the option 

is changed. For example, if two technicians had lines with billing code "/Labor" and you changed 

the option to group by 'Item Code', then one technician added a transaction, it would find the first 

line using the "/Labor" code and add the transaction hours to that one even if the line was orginally 

belonged to the different technician. 

Require Billing Code on Closed Time Transaction - Select this check box if you want to require a 

billing code when the time transaction is closed. 
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Forms Tab 

 

 
 

Print Service Order - Check this box if you wish to be able to print service orders.  If this box is 

cleared, no one will be allowed to print service orders. 

Print Picking Sheets by -  

Bin - Select if you want lines on picking sheets sorted by bin location. 

Item - Select if you want lines on picking sheets sorted by item code. 

Line Number - Select if you want lines on picking sheet sorted by line number. 

None - Select if you do not wish to enable picking sheet printing. 

Include Kit Items on Picking Sheets - Select this check box to print sales kit items and kit 

components on picking sheets. Clear this check box to print only sales kit components on picking 

sheets. This field is available only if an option other than None is selected at the Print Picking 

Sheets By field, or the Inventory Management module is integrated with Service Center. 
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Print Service Item Labels - Check this box if you wish to be able to print service item labels.  Service 

item labels print one form for each service item entry on the service order.  If this box is cleared, no 

one will be able to print service item labels. 

Print Shipping Labels - Check this box if you wish to be able to print shipping labels.  If this box is 

cleared, no one will be able to print shipping labels. 

Default Number of Shipping Labels per Order - If you check the box to Print Shipping Lables, enter 

the default number of labels to print for each order.  You can override this number on the service 

order header. 

Skip Quick Print Select - There is an option to Quick Print an order which pops up a dialog to allow 

you to select whether to print service order, picking sheets, and service item labels, and which 

forms to use.  If you have set up user-based quick print options (see Quick Print Preferences) then 

you can check this box and the user's default selections will be used and no selection dialog will 

pop up. 

 

Message Text Tab 
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Use Standard Loaner/Exchange Messages - When you click the Replace/Loaner button on the 

Service Item Entry panel on the Service Order, it automatically creates a sales order and puts the 

loaner or replacement item you selected on that sales order, along with the text selected here.  

Check this box to use the standard text show, or clear it to enter your own text to use on the 

replacement or loaner sales order.   See Create Loaner or Replacement for more information. 

 

Generate PO Tab 

 

 
 

Combine Sales Orders by Vendor  - Select this check box to combine multiple service orders for a 

vendor into one purchase order. If this check box is selected, the item lines on multiple service 

orders that contain the same vendor number will be generated into one purchase order. Clear this 

check box if you do not want to combine the service orders by vendor. Note: This applies only to 

item lines that are not drop shipped.  
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Use Service Order Number as Purchase Order Number - Select this check box to use the service 

order number as the purchase order number when automatically generating purchase orders from 

service orders. If this check box is selected, the order number for the generated purchase order will 

be the same as the service order number. If this check box is cleared, the next purchase order 

number can be entered in the Purchase Order Additional Options window during generation. This 

field is available only if the Combine Service Orders by Vendor check box is cleared.  

Apply Incremental Value to Purchase Order No. At - Select an option to apply an incremental value 

to the purchase order number when using the service order number as the purchase order number 

if the purchase order number already exists or if more than one purchase order needs to be 

generated for the service order. 

• Select Beginning to replace the leading zero of the order number with a numeric character 

beginning with 0 through 9, and then alpha characters (A through Z) when more than 10 

purchase orders are generated.  

• Select End to remove the leading zero of the order number and apply an alpha character 

(A through Z) to the end of the purchase order number. 

If a purchase order with the same number as the sales order already exists, the purchase order 

number will be incremented or appended for any additional purchase orders. This field is available 

only if the Use Service Order Number as Purchase Order Number check box is selected.  

Base PO Header Required Date On - Select an option to use for the required date on the Header 

tab in Purchase Order Entry. 

• Select Svc Order Date to use the service order date. 

• Select P/O Date to use the Purchase Order module date. 

• Select System Date to use the software system date. 

• Select Prompt to be prompted to select a required date when generating the purchase 

orders. 

Note: If P/O Date is selected and the purchase order is generated from Service Order Data 

Entry, the Service Order module date will be used instead if no Purchase Order tasks have 

been accessed. 

Base PO Lines Required Date On - Select an option to use for the required date on the lines in 

Purchase Order Entry. 

• Select P/O Date to use the Purchase Order module date. 

• Select System Date to use the software system date. 

• Select Prompt to be prompted to select a required date when generating the purchase 

orders. 
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Note: If P/O Date is selected and the purchase order is generated from Service Order Data 

Entry, the Service Order module date will be used instead if no Purchase Order tasks have 

been accessed.  

Print Auto Generate Listing Sorted by Customer Number - Select this check box to print the Auto 

Generate from Service Order Listing sorted by customer number. Clear this check box if you want to 

print the listing sorted by vendor number. 

Print Purchase Order Number Assignment Listing - Select this check box to print the Purchase 

Order Number Assignment Listing after generating the purchase orders. Clear this check box if you 

do not want to print the listing. 

Access Purchase Order Entry After Generation - Select this check box to open Purchase Order 

Entry after generating the purchase orders from service orders. Clear this check box if you do not 

want to open Purchase Order Entry. 

Note: Purchase Order Entry can be accessed only with the appropriate security setup. 

Print Purchase Orders After Generation - Select this check box to be prompted to print the 

purchase orders after generating them from service orders. Clear this check box if you do not want 

to be prompted to print the purchase orders. This field is available only if the Access Purchase 

Order Entry After Generation check box is cleared.  

Enable Purchase Order Generation During Service Order Entry - Select this check box to enable 

purchase order generation in Service Order Data Entry. If this check box is selected, the Generate 

PO button is enabled in Service Order Data Entry to generate one or multiple purchase orders for 

the selected service order. Clear this check box if you do not want to enable purchase order 

generation for new service orders only. 

Note: The Purchase Order Generation button can be accessed only with the appropriate 

security set up. 

Prompt to Generate Purchase Order on New Sales Orders - Select this check box to be prompted 

to generate purchase orders after the new service order is created in Service Order Data Entry. 

Clear this check box if you do not want to be prompted to generate purchase orders for new service 

orders. This field is available only if the Enable Purchase Order Generation During Service Order 

Entry check box is selected.  

Ship-To Address - Select an option to include on the purchase order. 

• Select Drop Ship Only to use the service order ship-to address information for drop-

shipped purchase orders only. 

• Select All Purchase Orders to use the service order ship-to address information for drop-

shipped and standard purchase orders. 
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Note: This field is available only if the Combine Service Orders by Vendor check box is 

cleared. 

Ship Via - Select an option to include on the purchase order. 

• Select Drop Ship Only to use the service order ship via information for drop-shipped 

purchase orders only. 

• Select All Purchase Orders to use the service order ship via information for drop-shipped 

and standard purchase orders. 

Note: This field is available only if the Combine Service Orders by Vendor check box is 

cleared. 

FOB - Select an option to include on the purchase order. 

• Select Drop Ship Only to use the service order FOB information for drop-shipped purchase 

orders only. 

• Select All Purchase Orders to use the service order FOB information for drop-shipped and 

standard purchase orders. 

Note: This field is available only if the Combine Service Orders by Vendor check box is 

cleared. 

Confirm To - Select an option to determine whether to include the service order confirm-to 

information on the purchase order. 

• Select Yes to include the service order confirm-to information. This option is available only 

if the Combine Service Orders by Vendor check box is cleared. 

• Select No to exclude the service order confirm-to information. 

• Select Drop Ship Only to include the service order confirm-to information for drop-shipped 

purchase orders only.E-mail Address - Select an option to determine whether to include 

the service order e-mail address information on the purchase order. 

• Select Yes to include the service order e-mail address. This option is available only if the 

Combine Service Orders by Vendor check box is cleared. 

• Select No to exclude the service order e-mail address. 

• Select Drop Ship Only to include the service order e-mail address for drop-shipped 

purchase orders only.  

COGS Accounts for Drop Ship Lines - Select this check box to include the sales order cost of goods 

sold (COGS) account for drop-ship lines only on the purchase order. If this check box is selected, the 

service order COGS account will be included at the G/L Account field on the purchase order lines. 
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Clear this check box if you do not want to include the service order COGS account for drop-ship 

lines.  

Alias Item Number for General Types - Select this check box to include the service order general-

type alias item number. Clear this check box if you do not want to include the service order general-

type alias item numbers. This field is available only if the Purchase Order and Service Order 

modules are integrated with Inventory Management.  

Service Order Status Maintenance 

 

 
 

Status Code - The Status Code is a ten-character code used to determine the current stage or 

location of a work order.  The status code can apply to the whole service order, or to a specific 

service item on that order (see Allow Status by Service Item Entry on the Service Order Options 

Service Item Entry Tab ).  There are several status codes that are provided by the system and 

cannot be deleted. 

• N – New: When an order is first entered, it is automatically assigned this status. 

• O – Open: As soon as the order is first printed, the status automatically changes from New to 

Open.  It can stay Open indefinitely until changed by the user. 

• C – Closed: This status signifies that the work on this order (or Service Item) is complete and 

the order or item is ready to be billed and/or updated. 

• R – Received: This status can be used to indicate that the item to be serviced has been 

received from the customer, or returned from the vendor.  In either case, when this status is 

entered, the Received Date on the order or item is set. 
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• V – Vendor:  When an item must be sent to a third-party for additional service, this status can 

be used to not only flag the item as in another location, but it also allows for entry of the 

vendor ID and the vendor RMA number. 

• X – Expired: This status is automatically assigned to all expired service orders deleted using 

the Expired RMA Register and Update utility. 

You can set up any status codes that will help you track your Service Orders through their various 

stages.  The rest of the information on the status code maintenance screen will tell the system how 

to handle orders or Service Item Entries with this each status. 

 

Status Description -This long description is for you to more fully identify the status and its usage. 

Short Description - The short description is useful in some reports and on some screens where 

there is not enough space to print the longer description. It is important to enter a short description 

because some reports and screens will only print this.  If it is blank, then the status information will 

not be visible in those situations. 

Set Received Date - If this box is checked and this status is assigned to a service item entry, the 

Actual Received Date will be set if it is not already set. 

Remove RMA Expiration Date - If this box is checked and this status is assigned to a service item 

entry, the RMA expiration date will be cleared and the service order RMA will no longer expire.   

Sent To Vendor - If this box is checked and this status is assigned to a service item entry, the 

Vendor Number field and Vendor RMA Number field will be enabled, allowing you to enter which 

vendor the unit was sent to and what the vendor's RMA number is.  This is useful for tracking which 

items are sent to vendor for repair. 

Status Means Complete - Ready to Update - If this box is not checked, which is the default, then 

the service item entry is  not ready to update and the Create Service Invoices feature will ignore the 

entry with this status.  If you check this box, then the order with this status will be updated.  

Updating the order might mean creating an invoice or inventory transactions or simply moving the 

order to history. 

If this box is checked, meaning that the order is ready to update, the rest of the fields will be 

available for change. 

Create Invoice When Updated - Most of the time you will want to create an invoice (or credit memo) 

when a Service Order is complete.  The invoice serves not only to bill the customer for the work 

done, but it also is the only way that parts entered on the Service Order can be relieved from 

inventory.  There are some circumstances where you might want to close an order but not affect the 

accounting function at all.  In these cases you will uncheck this box. 

Require Separate Invoice - If you check this flag, then invoices created from orders with this status 

will use a different numbering sequence from the standard sales order invoice numbers.  The 

resulting number will start with the status code and be followed by the number you specify in the 

next field. 
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If the status code is setup to require separate invoice and automatic numbering is also enabled in 

Service Order Options, the status code next invoice number will be used. 

Next Invoice Number - Enter the next number to use for invoices created as a result of this status 

code. 

 

Warranty Code Maintenance 

 

 
 

Warranty Code - Every service item has one or more warranties associated with it.  The ten-

character warranty code defines the warranty period and coverage.  You can enter any ten 

characters you wish to identify the warranty record.  This code will be stored with the Service Item. 

 

Warranty Description - Enter a description to help you identify this warranty.  It is a good idea to put 

enough in the thirty characters to describe the coverage since this can be used during data entry to 

identify the desired warranty. 
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Header Tab 

 

 
 
Warranty Type - Each service item can have up to three warranty codes in effect at one time.  There 

are three warranty types.  An “original” warranty is usually the default, or base warranty given to a 

unit by the manufacturer when it is made or sold.  An “extended” warranty is usually sold as an 

option when the item is distributed.  A “repair” warranty can be automatically assigned to an item 

(through the use of the Group Code) when a repair is completed. 

Warranty Period Units - Select whether the warranty period is measured in days, months, or years.  

The warranty period units field is used with the number of units to calculate the ending date of a 

warranty. 

Units in Period - Enter the number of days, months, or years this warranty is to be in effect.  

Whether you use days, months, or years depends on the Warranty Period Units you selected. 

Start After Current Warranty - When an extended warranty is sold after the original item is sold, this 

flag will determine when the new warranty starts.  If this box is checked, then the replacement 

warranty’s start date will begin the day after the original warranty’s end date.  If it is unchecked, 

then the new extended warranty will start on the invoice date.  For more information on warranties 

see Warranty Processing in the Helpful Hints section. 
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Warranty Parts - Check this box if this warranty covers parts used to repair.  If you check this box, 

then any inventory items you enter on the lines of a service order for repair of a service item 

covered by this warranty will automatically have a zero price. 

Warranty Labor - Check this box if this warranty covers labor used to repair.  If you check this box, 

then any labor charges you enter on the lines of a service order for repair of a service item covered 

by this warranty will automatically have a zero price. 

Coverage Description - You can enter up to 300 characters to describe the coverage of this 

warranty.  This description can be viewed when entering or maintaining a service item or service 

item entry. 

Miscellaneous Items - This box shows the one or more Miscellaneous Item Codes that can be used 

to sell this warranty on a Sales Order or a Service Order.  You can click the Add/Edit button to set 

up Miscellaneous Items or go to Miscellaneous Item Maintenance.  You can also read more about 

this in Helpful Hints - Warranty Processing. 

 

Pricing Tab 
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Warranty Pricing allows you to add items or product lines that might need this warranty at the time 

of sale.   In the Sales Order entry or Invoice Entry, if you enter one of these items, or an item in the 

product line, it will pop up a dialog offering to sell a warranty for the item you are selling.   This tab 

is where you specify what items or product lines qualify for this warranty and how to price the line 

on the sales order.   If one of the warranty lines is selected, then a new miscellaneous item is 

added to the sales order. If more than one Miscellaneous Item Code can be used to sell this 

warranty, the first one will be chosen. 

 

Item Code - Enter the Inventory Item Number for which you wish to set up warranty pricing. This 

item must be valid in the Sage 100 ERP Inventory Management system, and must also have the 

“Track Service” flag turned on. You can use the lookup button (magnifying glass) or the F2 key to 

display a list of the items that can be maintained.  

 

Product Line - Enter the Inventory Product Line for which you wish to set up warranty pricing. This 

item must be valid in the Sage 100 ERP Inventory Management system, and must also have the 

“Track Service” flag turned on. You can use the lookup button (magnifying glass) or the F2 key to 

display a list of the items that can be maintained.  

 

Calculation Method - Options include " 

• Flat Price - You then enter a price for each warranty sold, and that price becomes the unit 

price for the sales order line 

• Act % -  Percent of Actual Price. This calculation will use the actual price you entered for 

the item on the sales order, then calculate the warranty price using the percentage figure 

that you enter. Keep in mind that if the actual price for the item is zero, the warranty will 

also be priced at zero. 

• Std % - Percent of Standard Price. This calculation will use the Standard Price from the 

Inventory Item Masterfile and calculate the warranty price using the percentage figure you 

enter. 

 

Flat Price - If the calculation method is Flat Price, enter the unit price for each warranty sold.  

 

Percent - If the calculation method is Std % or Act %, enter the percentage of the item price to use 

as the warranty unit price. 

 

Service Technician Maintenance 
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The Service Technician is a ten-character code used to refer to a technician or mechanic.  The 

technician code can be assigned to a service item entry or to a labor line in Service Order entry.  In 

Service Technician Maintenance you can setup default values specific to the service technician and 

see the history associated with the Technician Service information.  Service Technician Code and 

Service Technician Name are covered on the Service Technician Maintenance - Main Tab. Click on 

the image above or the links below for more information about the options on each tab. 

 

Service Technician Maintenance - Main Tab 

 

 
 

Service Technician Code - Enter up to a ten-character code to represent each service technician 

that will be assigned to repairs.  You will also need to set up one technician to represent 

unassigned repairs.   Every time you enter a service order and a service item to be repaired, you are 

required to assign a service technician using the code set up here.  The program uses this to assign 

labor rates and to accumulate labor hours and charges for the labor analysis reporting.  You also 

have the option of tying the technician code to an A/R salesperson code so that commissions can 

be paid to technicians. 
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During Service Order Data Entry, when you use a labor miscellaneous item code, the system will 

prompt for a technician code and will use the labor rate and cost that you set up here. 

Name - Enter the name of the technician, limit thirty-characters. 

Labor Hourly Price - Enter the hourly labor rate to charge the customer for this technician.  This will 

be used in Service Order Data Entry when you enter a labor miscellaneous item code on a line and 

assign this technician.  A labor miscellaneous item code starts with “R” (for Repair) and has a unit 

of measure of “HOUR.”   If you leave this amount at zero dollars, then the data entry program will 

use the default rate from the Miscellaneous Item Code setup.  Keep in mind that if the service item 

being repaired is under labor warranty, then the price on the order will be zero regardless of what 

you put here. 

Labor Hourly Cost - Enter the hourly cost amount for this technician.  This will be used in Service 

Order Data Entry when you enter a labor miscellaneous item code on a line and assign this 

technician.  A labor miscellaneous item code starts with “R” (for Repair) and has a unit of measure 

of “HOUR.”   If you leave this amount at zero dollars, then the default unit cost from the 

Miscellaneous Item Code setup will be used on the data entry line. 

Default Whse - You may assign a specific warehouse to this technician.  If this technician code is 

then assigned to a service item entry, any subsequent parts lines that are entered for that Service 

Item Entry in Service Order Data Entry, will automatically be assigned this warehouse. 

Salesperson - If you chose to pay commissions to technicians in the Service Order Setup (see Entry 

Tab ) then you will enter the A/R Salesperson Code for this technician.  When an invoice is created 

from Service Orders where this technician is assigned, then this Salesperson Code will be assigned 

to that invoice. 

Labor Sales Account - Enter the General Ledger account number to credit with the extended 

amount (sales amount) on Service Order Data Entry repair lines where this technician is assigned.  

This is an optional field.  If you leave it blank, the sales account from the labor Miscellaneous Item 

Code will be used.  If you fill in a valid account here, it will be used in service order line entry instead 

of the Miscellaneous Item Code value. 

Warranty Labor Cost Account - Enter the General Ledger account number to debit with the 

extended cost on service order repair lines where this technician is assigned.  This account will be 

debited if the service item being repaired is under warranty. This allows the labor analysis reports to 

show a separate cost for warranty repairs.  This is an optional field.  If you leave it blank, the "cost 

of sales" account from the labor Miscellaneous Item Code will be used.  If you fill in a valid account 

here, it will be used in service order line entry instead of the Miscellaneous Item Code value. 

Service Labor Cost Account - Enter the General Ledger account number to credit with the extended 

amount (sales amount) on Service Order Data Entry repair lines where this technician is assigned.  

This is an optional field.  If you leave it blank, the "cost of sales" account from the labor 

Miscellaneous Item Code will be used.  If you fill in a valid account here, it will be used in service 

order line entry instead of the Miscellaneous Item Code value. 

Payroll Labor Offset Account - Enter the General Ledger account to credit with the cost amount of 

service order repair lines where this technician is assigned.  This account is the offset to the cost 
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accounts specified in the prior two fields, and provides a method for reclassifying salary expense to 

cost of sales.  One suggestion is to create a contra-account close to the salaries expense account 

and use that contra-account for this offset.  In this way, you can easily see in your General Ledger 

reports how much of your salary expense is being applied to repair work.  This is an optional field.  If 

you leave it blank, the "inventory" account from the labor Miscellaneous Item Code will be used.  If 

you fill in a valid account here, it will be used in service order line entry instead of the 

Miscellaneous Item Code value. 

NOTE - Sage 100 has a standard RMA function unrelated to Service Center's RMA number.  If you 

put an RMA number on a service invoice, it will change the "inventory" account used and will ignore 

the technician Payroll Labor Offset Account.  It is unlikely this will ever happen, though.   

 

Service Technician Maintenance - History Tab 

 

 
 

The Service Technician Maintenance History Tab is similar to the Sales Person Maintenance History 

Tab. However, it displays information pertaining to Service Technicians.  
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Wty Hours - This field displays the number of Wty Hours the technician worked during the month for 

the defined period and fiscal year. The total or all the period Wty Hours is displayed in the Total 

Row.  

Non-Wty Hours - This field displays the number of Non-Wty Hours the technician worked during the 

defined period and fiscal year. The total or all the period Non-Wty Hours is displayed in the Total 

Row. 

Wty Labor Cost - This field displays the amount for the Wty Labor Cost for the technician during the 

defined period and fiscal year. The total or all the period Wty Labor Cost is displayed in the Total 

Row. 

Non-Wty Labor Cost - This field displays the amount for the Non-Wty Labor Cost for the technician 

during the defined period and fiscal year. The total or all the period Non-Wty Labor Cost is displayed 

in the Total Row. 

Labor Sales - This field displays the amount for the Wty Labor Cost for the technician during the 

defined period and fiscal year. The total or all the period Wty Labor Cost is displayed in the Total 

Row. 

Miscellaneous Item Maintenance 
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The standard Miscellaneous Item Maintenance feature of Sage 100 ERP has been modified to 

allow certain codes to be designated as labor and to allow the sale of extended warranties.  If the 

Item Type is "Miscellaneous" and the "Allow Use in Sales Order" box is checked, the link "Click here 

to set Warranty or Labor" will appear.   Click this link to set this miscellaneous item as a labor item 

or as an item used to sell an extended warranty. 

For a more detailed description of the standard functions and usage of Miscellaneous Item 

Maintenance, look in the Sage 100 ERP© Sales Order help files.   

Labor Miscellaneous Code Setup - If the miscellaneous code you are setting up is for labor, take a 

look at Miscellaneous Item Maintenance - Labor 

Warranty Miscellaneous Code Setup - If the miscellaneous code you are setting up is to sell an 

extended warranty, take a look at Miscellaneous Item Maintenance - Warranty. 

 

Miscellaneous Item Maintenance – Labor 
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Item Code - This field will automatically populate with a /and the Miscellaneous Item code when the 

user clicks on the "Click here to set warranty or labor" link on the Miscellaneous Item Maintenance 

form.  

Warranty/Labor - Select whether this is for a Warranty or Labor reference relative to the 

Miscellaneous Item code.  In this example, the miscellaneous code is for Labor, so the Warranty 

Code field is hidden and Hour Conversion Factor appears. 

Hour Conversion Factor - If the standard unit of measure is not an hour, you enter a conversion 

factor here.   Enter the multiplier used to convert from an HOUR to your standard unit of measure.   

For example, if the standard unit of measure is a quarter of an hour (QTRH - 15 minutes), you would 

enter a conversion of .25, since you multiply the hours by .25 to arrive at the number of quarter 

hours.  If the standard unit of measure is 1 hour then this setting will need to stay as the default 

1.0000. 

For example, if your unit of measure is QTRH and you entered a quantity of 3 on the service order 

line, the system would divide that by .25 to arrive at the number of hours - .75 hours.   The service 

technician history would then show .75 hours for that line. 

 

Miscellaneous Item Maintenance – Warranty 
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Item Code - This field will automatically populate with a /and the Miscellaneous Item code when the 

user clicks on the "Click here to set warranty or labor" link on the Miscellaneous Item Maintenance 

form.  

Warranty/Labor - Select whether this is for a Warranty or Labor reference relative to the 

Miscellaneous Item code.  In this example, the miscellaneous code is for Warranty sale, so the 

Warranty Code field is shown and the Hour Conversion Factor is hidden. 

Warranty Code - Warranties have to be sold as a Miscellaneous Item, this is where Warranties are 

attached to Miscellaneous Items.  

 

Technician Diagnostic Lines 

 

 
 

Comment codes that start with the letter "T" are treated in a special way in Service Center.  In an 

earlier version, the only way that failures could be recorded and analyzed were with the "T" codes, 

also called technician diagnostic codes.  The current versions have Failure Reason Codes that can 

be assigned to the service item entry and the lines.  In order to give maximum flexibility to all users 

of the system, including those who have used the old "T" codes for years, the new Failure Analysis 

Report will recognize Miscellaneous Comment lines that start with "T" as failure codes. 
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Service Item Maintenance 

 
 

Service Item Maintenance is the feature that allows you to add, change, and delete Service Items 

from your permanent database.  For more information about Service Items and their important role 

in Service Center Management, see Service Types.  One of the critical features of a good store of 

service information is the ability to find the equipment or items the customers own easily, and to 

quickly retrieve the history pertaining to that item.  In Service Item Maintenance, you can find 

records by entering an Item Number and Serial Number, or a Serial Number by itself, or you can use 

the lookup feature to search for Service Items by almost any field, or a combination of fields. Click 

on the image above or the links below for more information about the options on each tab. 

Once you have found the record, the information pertaining to that record is divided into four 

sections, each on a tab of its own. 

The three fields shown here, Item Code, Serial Number, and Item Description all covered in more 

detail in Service Item Main Tab. The buttons for Service Item Memo's, Change Serial Number, and 

Service History are also covered in the More section under the Service Item Main Tab. 
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Service Item - Main Tab 

 

 
 

Most of the information shown on the Main Tab is automatically filled in when an item is sold from 

Sales Order.  For more information about this, see Service Items in the Helpful Hints section. 

Item Code - Enter a valid inventory item number, which is the first part of the unique identifier for 

the service item. 

The F2 key or standard lookup button on the left  will show you the Service Items already on file, by 

item number.  The lookup button next to standard lookup button  is the Item Search button.  Use 

this to look for valid item numbers in your inventory files.   

Serial Number - Enter the serial number of the service item you are adding or changing.  The serial 

number, when added to the item number, forms the complete unique identifier for the Service Item. 
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 All Service Items must have a serial number to distinguish each from the other.  If you have not 

entered an item already, you can enter the serial number only, and the program will try to find that 

serial number on file.   

If more than one Service Item has the same serial number, you will see a list from which you can 

choose.  If you use the F2 or lookup button here after you have entered an item number, then all 

the serial numbers on file for that item number will be listed.  If you use the F2 or lookup button 

without an item number, you will see a list of all the Service Items on file, by serial number. 

Item Description - This field will default to the item description from the inventory file, but it can be 

changed; limit thirty characters. 

Service Item Memo -  - Each service item can have its own set of memos. For more information see 

Service Item Memo. 

Change Serial Number -  Once a service item is created, you can change the serial number by 

clicking this button.  For more information see Change Serial Number. 

Serial Change History -  If a serial number has been changed, you can see all the past serial 

numbers by clicking this button.  For more information see Serial Change History. 

Owner History - The Owner History button in the top right corner will pop up a list of all the former 

owners, both sold-to and end-user.  Take a look at Owner History for more information. 

Apply - If you have made changes to the service item you can apply those changes to open service 

orders by clicking the Apply button. See Apply Service Item Changes for more detail. 

Invoice Date - This is the date that the service item was sold to the customer.  If the record was 

created automatically from a Sales Order, then this will contain the sales order date for your 

reference. You can change it to any date you wish, or if you do not know when the item was sold, 

you may leave this field blank. 

Invoice Number - This is the number of the invoice upon which this service item was sold.  If the 

record was created automatically from a Sales Order, then this will contain the sales order invoice 

number for your reference.  If you are adding this record for the first time and you do not know the 

invoice number then you may leave this field blank. 

If you checked the “Allow Apply-To Invoice on Service Item” box on Service Order Options Service 

Item Entry panel, then checked the “Default to Sales Invoice”, this is the invoice number to which 

the credit memo will be applied. 

Sales Price - This is the price the customer paid for the item when it was first sold.  This amount will 

automatically fill in if the item is sold through Sales Order.  You can change this amount or leave 

the field blank. 

Sold As - This is the condition of the item when it was sold to the customer.  You can select from the 

drop box values “New,” “Used,” or “Refurbished.”  Typically, when an item is sold from Sales Order 

and automatically added to the service item database, then Sold As is set to “New.”  However, if 

this particular item and serial number already exists as a Service Item when the sales order invoice 

is updated, it will be set to “Used.”  the “Refurbished” condition is set when a Service Item is 
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created by a Refurbish Order (see Service Types in the Helpful Hints section for more information 

about order types). 

Inventory Categories - If you selected to Use Inventory Categories in the Service Order Options (see 

Service Order Options Main Tab) the four categories from the inventory system will show up here. 

Still In Service - By default, this box will be checked, meaning that the customer is still using this 

Service Item, as far as we know.  You can uncheck the box if the customer tells you it is no longer in 

service.  If the item is returned to stock through a Credit Return or an Exchange order, then this box 

will automatically be unchecked.  For more information on returning items, see Service Types in the 

Helpful Hints section. 

Scrapped - If the unit is not only out of service, but completely thrown away, you can check the 

Scrapped button.  This button will also be checked automatically if the unit is returned using a 

Credit Return or a Exchange service order and the "Scrap" button is checked on the service item 

entry.  For more information about the scrap checkbox on a service order, see Service Item Entry 

Columns. 

Reference - Use this fifteen-character field to store any miscellaneous information that is useful. 

Some companies use it to show an old part number that used to apply to this item. 

Warehouse - This is the warehouse from which the item was sold originally.  This must be a valid 

warehouse in the Inventory Management system.  

Product Line - Service Item Product Line.  This must be a valid product line in the Inventory 

Management system. When the record is first created and the item code is a valid inventory item 

number, the product line is pulled from the Common Information Item Master file.  You may 

override the product line on the Service Item if you wish. If the item code is not a valid inventory 

item number, the product line can still be entered. 

Sold To - This is the customer number to whom the service item was first sold. 

End User - This is the customer number who currently owns or uses the service item. 
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Service Item - Warranty Tab 

 

 
 
Warranty Code - There are three warranty codes that can apply to this service item.  These codes 

are used to provide information about warranty coverage as well as to calculate the warranty 

expiration dates.  For more information see Warranty Code Maintenance. 

The Original Warranty is generally the manufacturer’s warranty that is assigned when the item is 

made or sold.  The Extended Warranty is generally an optional warranty that can be sold to the 

customer and will extend the coverage.  The Repair Warranty is assigned after a repair has been 

made to the Service Item. 

Original and Extended warranties can be automatically assigned when the Service Item is first 

created, based upon the customers inclusion in a Group Code and the settings for that group.  

Additionally, the Repair Warranty can be automatically assigned when a service order is completed 

and the Group Code settings include a repair warranty.  For more information, see Warranty 

Processing and Group Codes in the Helpful Hints section. 
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Warranty Zoom -  Press the “eyeglass” button to see the detail settings for the specified warranty 

code.  This drills into Warranty Code Inquiry screen to show you the Warranty Code record. 

Warranty Start -This is the date the specified warranty began on this service item.  For the original 

warranty, this date is usually when the item was first sold  during a Sales Order Invoice update, and 

will be the same as the invoice date.  For an extended warranty the date will usually match the 

invoice date for the invoice on which the extended warranty was sold.  However, if the extended 

warranty is set to start after the original warranty it will begin the first day after the original warranty 

expires.  The repair warranty start is set to the invoice date for the invoice on which the service 

order was updated.  The warranty start date can be overridden by the user. 

Warranty End -This is the last day of the specified warranty period.   This date is calculated based 

upon the settings of the warranty code (see Warranty Code Maintenance) and the start date of the 

warranty.  This date can be overridden by the user. 

Preserve Wty - Under certain circumstances an item might be sold, returned, then sold again.  If 

this box is checked, then the original warranty on the item from the first time it is sold will remain 

with the service item through subsequent returns and sales.  This is useful if your company 

maintains a pool of items for the customer, each of which carries its own warranty, but which you 

stock and ship as needed to the customer. 
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Service Item - Sold To Tab 

 

 
 

Sold To Customer No - This is the customer number to whom the service item was first sold.  

Sometimes this is referred to as the dealer.  Typically, once this code is entered, either 

automatically or by you, it does not change.  The bill to address and phone are read from the 

Accounts Receivable Customer Master file during initial setup.  You may, if you wish, change the 

address for the Sold To customer.   

Ship To - When the item is first sold, this is the ship-to code to which the item was shipped.  It can 

be changed at any time, but it must be a valid ship-to code for the Sold To Customer. 

Reset Sold-To User Address -  The service item record stores an address for the sold-to customer, 

or dealer.  When the record is first created and the customer numbers are entered, the address is 

pulled from the Accounts Receivable Customer record.  You may override the address on the 

Service Item if you wish.  If the address on the Service Item does not match the address found for 

the customer in A/R, this buttons will appear.  You can press the button to read the new address 

from the Customer record and set the Service Item record to match. 
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Service Item - End User Tab 

 

 
 

End User Customer No - This is the customer number to whom the service item was first sold.  It 

can later be changed if it was subsequently sold to another customer. The bill to address and 

phone are read from the Accounts Receivable Customer Master file during initial setup.  You may, if 

you wish, change the address for the End User customer.   

Ship To - When the item is first sold, this is the ship-to code to which the item was shipped.  It can 

be changed at any time, but it must be a valid ship-to code for the End User Customer. 

Current Location Address - Initially the current location will be the address from the ship to code 

entered.  If the service item is located in a different place than the end user bill to address, you can 

enter that other address here and make it a permanent part of the service item record. 

Reset Sold-To User Address -  The service item record stores an address for the end user customer. 

 When the record is first created and the customer numbers are entered, the address is pulled from 

the Accounts Receivable Customer record.  You may override the address on the Service Item if you 
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wish.  If the address on the Service Item does not match the address found for the customer in A/R, 

this buttons will appear.  You can press the button to read the new address from the Customer 

record and set the Service Item record to match. 

 

Service Item - Purchase Order Tab 

 

 
 

Vendor Number - This is the code for the vendor who sold the item to your company originally.  The 

number entered here must be a valid Vendor ID in Accounts Payable.  This field will automatically 

fill in if you received the item originally through Purchase Order receipts. 

Purchase Order - The original Purchase Order number goes here.  If you received the item originally 

through Purchase Order receipts, then the purchase order number will automatically fill in here.  

This number is not verified against purchase orders, so you can enter whatever is useful. 

Purchase Order Date - Enter the date of the original purchase order here. 
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Receipt No - The original Receipt number goes here.  This number will automatically fill in from the 

Purchase Order receipt process, or you may enter whatever number you wish. 

Receipt Date - This is the date that the service item was originally received into your inventory, 

before it was sold to the customer. 

Purchase Cost - Enter the original cost of this service item when it was put into your inventory.  

When you return the item to your stock using a Credit Return or Exchange service order (see 

Service Types in the Helpful Hints section), it will be put in inventory using this cost by default. 

Vendor Warranty - This field is for your information only.  You can enter or use the lookup to select a 

valid warranty code (see Warranty Code Maintenance).  This warranty code is used, along with the 

receipt date, to calculate the Expire Date.  The code is not currently used for any other purpose in 

the system. 

If you have set the item to Track In Service and you entered a Default Vendor Warranty, this field 

will be automatically filled in when the item is sold through sales order invoice entry. 

Expire Date - Enter the date that the vendor warranty will expire.  This date will fill in automatically 

based upon the vendor warranty and the receipt date. 
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Service Item - Service Info Tab 

 

 
 

The Service Info tab lists all the service orders, current and history, that exist for this service item.  

You can sort the list by clicking on one of the headings at the top of the list box.    

To see more information about any one of the service records, click the drill down button on the 

right (). If the highlighted service order is a history service order, clicking on the drill down button 

will start up history inquiry for that service order. If the highlighted service order is a current service 

order, clicking on the drill down button will start up service order entry allowing you to edit that 

service order.   

If all you want to do is see the full text of the problem description that was entered for that service 

item entry, click on the problem description button (). 
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The button "Create Service Order" will allow you to pick a service type and then will create a new 

service order with one entry for this service item. 

Group Code Maintenance 

 
 

The Group Code allows you to group customers according to the warranties, pricing, and repair turn-

around time that you provide them.  Using the Group Code settings, you can provide default 

warranties for service items that are added “on-the-fly” during service order entry.  You can also 

determine how quickly a repair must be completed, and set price levels for parts and pricing for 

specific miscellaneous items. Click on the image above or the links below for more information 

about the options on each tab. 

In addition to setting these values for the group, you can have different values depending on the 

item number or product line that is being serviced. 

When you are entering a service order for a customer assigned to a group, you will be able to pop 

up all this information about the group values while you are setting up the order and entering the 

lines.  You can also designate a default group for all customers that are not assigned a group (see 

Service Order Options Main Tab).  For a more detailed discussion see Group Codes in the Helpful 

Hints section. 
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Group Code Main Tab 

 

 
 

Customer Group - This ten-character code uniquely identifies each group.   You can also use the 

lookup button or F2 to list the group codes that are already on file. 

Description - Enter the thirty-character description for this group.  This is for your benefit in 

distinguishing groups. 

Default Warranties - You can assign three warranty codes to be the default warranties when a new 

service item is added on-the-fly during Service Order Data Entry.  If you are entering a new Service 

Order for a customer that is assigned to GROUP1, for example, the warranty codes for that Service 

Item will automatically fill in with the codes you enter here, overriding the OEM Warranty that is set 

up in Inventory Maintenance (see Inventory Management changes). 

This feature is primarily intended for companies that do not sell the Service Items, but rather act as 

warranty service locations for manufacturers. 
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When an item comes in for repair in these companies, it is typically not already in the Service Item 

database, and it is therefore necessary to add the item while entering the Service Order.  This 

feature will automatically fill in the warranty codes according to the group and the product line or 

item number. 

For more information take a look at Group Codes and Warranty Processing in the Helpful Hints 

section. 

Hourly Labor Charge Code - Enter a miscellaneous item code for labor that you wish to use for this 

group.  If you are entering lines on a service order for a customer assigned to a group, and you 

enter a miscellaneous item code that matches the one in the Hourly Labor field, the system will 

recognize that and will pull the price for that line from the default rates table depending on whether 

the service item is in warranty or not.  For more information about miscellaneous item labor codes 

see Miscellaneous Item Maintenance - Labor. 

Clean and Tune Charge Code - This is the miscellaneous item code you use to charge for a simple 

inspection and cleaning, or tune-up.  If you enter this code on a line of a service order for a 

customer in this group, the price for that line will be pulled from the default rate table for Clean & 

Tune depending on whether the service item being repaired is in warranty or not. 

Flat Rate Charge Code - Here you can enter a kit item number that you use as a flat rate repair for 

this group.  When you use this code on a line of a service order for a customer in this group, the 

price for that kit will be pulled from the default rate table for Flat Rate depending on whether the 

service item being repaired is in warranty or not. 

Turn-Around Days - Enter the number of days that a repair for this group should take.  In some 

cases you have agreements with customers on the length of time you will need to repair their items. 

 You can enter that time period here in days, and the Due Date on the service order header will be 

automatically set when a new order is created.  For more information see Service Order Header. 

Hourly Labor Default Rates - You can assign an in-warranty and out-of-warranty hourly labor rate for 

this group.  If you enter the miscellaneous item code designated as the Hourly Labor charge code 

(see Miscellaneous Item Maintenance - Labor ) on a line on a service order for a customer in this 

group, the data entry program will look to see if the service item being repaired is in warranty.  If it 

is, the line will be priced with the Hourly Labor – In Warranty price you enter.  If it is not, then the 

program will use the Hourly Labor – Out of Warranty price. 

Note that if the this is a labor charge code and the warranty covers labor (see Warranty Code 

Maintenance ), then the price will be automatically set to zero if the Service Item is in warranty, 

regardless of the default rate. 

Clean & Tune Default Rates - You can assign an in-warranty and out-of-warranty clean and tune 

rate for this group.  If you enter the miscellaneous item code designated as the Clean & Tune 

charge code on a line on a service order for a customer in this group, the data entry program will 

look to see if the service item being repaired is in warranty.  If it is, the line will be priced with the 

Clean & Tune – In Warranty price you enter.  If it is not, then the program will use the Clean & Tune 

– Out of Warranty price. 
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Note that if the this is a labor charge code and the warranty covers labor (see Warranty Code 

Maintenance ), then the price will be automatically set to zero if the Service Item is in warranty, 

regardless of the default rate. 

Flat Rate Default Rates - You can assign an in-warranty and out-of-warranty flat rate repair price for 

this group.  If you enter the flat rate kit item number designated as the Flat Rate Charge Code on a 

line on a service order for a customer in this group, the data entry program will look to see if the 

service item being repaired is in warranty.  If it is, the line will be priced with the Flat Rate – In 

Warranty price you enter.  If it is not, the program will use the Flat Rate – Out of Warranty price. 

Note that if the warranty covers parts (see Warranty Code Maintenance ), then the price will be 

automatically set to zero if the Service Item is in warranty, regardless of default rate. 

Parts Limit - You can enter here a limit amount for the price of parts when doing a repair for a 

customer assigned to a group.  For example, you may have an agreement or policy that you will 

notify the customer if the price of parts exceeds $100.00.   The Parts Limit will display on the line 

entry screen during Service Order Data Entry, and will turn red if the total price of inventory items 

for the service item exceeds the parts limit entered here. 

Price Level - The Price Level is a one-character code used by Inventory Maintenance to set custom 

pricing for inventory items sold in Service Order Data Entry.  Normally the price level on a line is 

assigned according to the individual customer on the order.  You can simplify this by putting the 

Price Level on the Group Code, which will override the customer price level.  A great advantage of 

this is that you can have a different price level if the service item being repaired is in warranty. 

Note that if the warranty covers parts (see Warranty Code Maintenance ), then the price will be 

automatically set to zero if the Service Item is in warranty, regardless of the price level. 

Group Text - You can enter up to 200 characters of text to fully describe this group or special 

handling for customers in this group.  This text can be viewed during line entry. 
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Group Code Customers Tab 

 

 
 

On the Customers tab of Group Code Maintenance you can add or remove customers from the list. 

Enter a valid A/R customer number in the field, or use the F2 key or lookup button to select a 

customer from the list. 

A customer can only belong to one group at a time.  If you enter a customer number that is already 

assigned to another group, you will be notified and given the option of moving the customer to the 

new list. 
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Items/Product Lines Tab 

 

 
 

For any group you define, you can set different values for the default warranties, charge codes, 

default rates, and price levels, depending on the inventory item number or the product line.  This 

panel shows the list of exceptions that have been entered.   As you can see, one exception is for the 

product line “PS&A” and another exception is for the item number "D1400”. 

When you are creating a service order for a customer assigned to this group, you add the service 

item entry that is being repaired.  The system will look first to this list to see if that specific item 

number is here.  If it is, it will use the values for default warranties, charge codes, default rates, and 

price levels that are set up for that item number.  If the item number is not in the list by item 

number, it will look for the product line that the item number is in.  Finally, if neither the item 

number nor the product line are found in this list, the program will look at the Group Code 

Maintenance Main Tab to find the values. 
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Group Code Listing 

 

 
 

When you press the Printer icon  the Group Code Listing report option selection screen appears.  

With the options selected as above the Group Code Listing report shows all information for each 

Group Code. 

Complaint Code Maintenance 

 
 

The complaint code can be entered on a service item entry or on lines to indicate the primary 

complaint the customer has that has prompted the service order. This information can be useful for 

later reporting of failures using Business Insights Reporter or for analysis with the Failure Analysis 

Report. 

Complaint Code - This is a ten-character code that uniquely identifies this complaint.  You can also 

use the F2 key or the lookup button to list  complaint codes already on file. 
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Description - Enter a thirty-character description for this complaint code. 

Failure Reason Maintenance 

 

 
 

The Failure Reason allows you to assign a codified explanation of the cause of the broken service 

item to either the service item entry or a line on the service order.  In addition to being useful for 

reporting using Business Insights Reporter, the failure reason can also be used to void a warranty 

on a line item or stop a repair warranty from being assigned after a service order is closed.  For 

more information about repair warranties see Group Code Main Tab or Warranty Processing. 

Failure Reason - This is a ten-character code that uniquely identifies the failure reason.  You can 

also use the F2 key or the lookup button to list Failure Reasons that are already on file. 

Description - Enter a thirty-character description for this Failure Reason. 

Invalidates Warranty - If this box is checked, then the line item on a service order where this failure 

reason is used will be taken out of warranty and priced as non-warranty, regardless of the warranty 

coverage of the service item. 

Prohibit Repair Warranty - Failure Reasons marked Prohibit Repair Warranty can be assigned in 

service item entry to prevent the default repair warranty defined in in Group Code Maintenance 

from being assigned to the Service Item after a repair has been made.  Note that using a Failure 

Reason marked Prohibit Repair Warranty on the lines tab will not prevent the Repair Warranty from 

being assigned to the Service Item. 
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Quick Print Preferences 

 

 
 

Quick-Print Preferences allows you to assign default forms and print options for the Quick Print 

feature of Service Order Entry.  After selecting a user code, you can select a code for each of the 

forms that might need to be printed:  Service Order, Picking Sheet, Service Item Label and Shipping 

Label. 

For each form, check the box in the Print column to determine if you wish, by default, to print that 

form when the Quick Print button is selected.  For more information see Service Order Data Entry 

Quick Print. 
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Demo/Loaner Record Maintenance 

 
 

This maintenance task allows you to view and edit items which have been sent out as demos or 

loaners (see Demos and Loaners in the Helpful Hints section).  You can enter the full key of the 

unit, which includes the item code, serial number (which is the customer number in  the case of 

non-serialized items), invoice number and invoice history sequence number.  Since it is unlikely that 

you know all of this data, you can either use the browse buttons to move from record to record, or 

use the flashlight search button just to the right of the Item Code.  

One use for the Demo/Loaner Record Maintenance task is to correct records that are wrong.  For 

example, a customer may have returned a unit to you, but instead of going through the proper 

procedure to return a demo (a credit memo with the line flagged as a Demo), someone just did an 

inventory adjustment.  In this case, you might have an item that is back in the proper warehouse in 

your inventory, but that still appears on the Open Demo/Loaner Report. To remove the item from 

the report, find that item in the Demo/Loaner Record Maintenance and modify the quantity 

returned to match the quantity shipped, which signifies that the unit has  been returned and should 

no longer be on the report. 

Return Item - The quickest way to create a credit memo to properly return a demo or loaner is to 

use the Return Item button. Just click the Return Item button and a new credit memo will be 

created for this item.  The serial number of the demo or loaner unit will be automatically distributed 

on the line of the credit memo, avoiding possible errors.  When the credit memo is updated, the 

demo/loaner will be flagged as returned and will no longer appear on the report. 

Sell Item - On occasion a customer may request to simply keep the demo or loaner that was sent.  

In this case, you can create a Debit Memo in Sales Order Invoice Data Entry, enter the item and 
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select the Sell Demo field for that item.  A better and faster way is to click the Sell Demo button, 

which will do all the work for you.  When you click the Sell button, the program will prompt you for a 

price to use, and will show you the standard price and the price charged on the original invoice.  Be 

default, if the original invoice line for the shipment of the demo/loaner was not zero, then the Sell 

price for the demo will be zero so that the customer is not charged twice. 
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Section D: System Operations 

Main Menu 

Service Order Data Entry 

 

 
 

Before a service order number is entered: 

When you first select Service Order Entry from the menu, the cursor lands in the Service Order 

number field.  Before the service order number is entered, the following options are available. 

Service Order Number - The service order number uniquely identifies the service order.  It is 

seven characters long, typically numeric, but it can also contain alphabetic characters.  If you 

enter a number here, it will be automatically left justified and zeros will be added at the front to 

make seven characters.  For example, if you enter '55', it will be automatically changed to 

'0000055'.   If you enter any alphabetic characters it will not be changed.  If the order number is 

already on file, the record will be retrieved and the header tab will be displayed. 

Lookup -   Click the magnifying glass button or press F2 to pop up an advanced lookup to find 

the order that you are looking for. 

Next New Order Number -  The pound sign (or hash mark) button will assign the next order 

number based upon the settings in the Service Order Options Main panel.  If you have set up the 

Automatic Numbering options on the Service Order Options Entry panel, you can enter one of 

the defined prefix letters and hit Alt-X or click the Next Order button () to assign the next order 

number for that prefix. 

Service Item Entry Lookup -   The first flashlight icon will pop up an advanced lookup showing all 

the service item entries that are currently in the service order data entry tables.  This allows you 

to find the service order by using the serial number or item code of the unit being repaired. 

Lot Serial Lookup -   The second flashlight icon will pop up an advanced lookup showing all the 

distributed line items that are currently in the service order data entry tables.  This allows you to 

find the service order by using the serial number or item code. 

Defaults - Click the defaults button to pop up a dialog of data entry default values as shown in 

the Service Order Entry Defaults topic. 

When a new service order number is first entered: 

If you have clicked on the Next New Order Number button or or entered an order number that is 

not already in the file, the following buttons and fields will immediately appear on the top of this 

panel. 
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Copy From - If you are creating a new service order that is very similar to an existing service 

order, either in the current table or in service history, the Copy From button will allow you to 

select that order and copy it, in total, to the new service order number. 

 

 
 

Since all service orders, even those still in process, are automatically stored in the Service Order 

History, it is easiest to select Service Order History from the Copy From box.  You then can look 

up the Copy From Number and select a service order from history to copy into the current order. 

   

When an existing service order number is entered: 

If you have entered a service order number that is already on file, or selected one from the 

advanced lookup, or once you have entered a valid customer number, the following buttons and 

fields will immediately appear on the top of this panel. 

Create Invoice - If the Allow Create Invoice From Order Entry box is checked, then this button will 

be enabled.  Depending upon the selection made in the Create Invoice Option, the system may 

pop up a prompt telling you that it will close all the service item entries and create an invoice.   If 

the Invoice Closed Only is selected in the options, then only those service item entries that have 

a status indicating "Complete and Ready to Update" will be invoiced.  For more information 

about statuses, see Service Order Status Maintenance. 

Customer - If you wish to pop up customer information, in abbreviated form, to review or change, 

you can click this button. 

Credit - Pressing this button will pop up the credit information dialog, showing the accounts 

receiving and credit limit information for the customer assigned to the service order. 

Once the order number is entered, you will be on the Header Panel, which is covered below. 

• Header Tab - The general information about the order, including the customer, the contact, 

the sales tax, freight and salesperson information is entered here. 

• Address Tab - The customer bill-to and ship-to address is maintained here. 

• Service Items Tab - The list of equipment, or service items, that are being repaired, returned 

or exchanged on this order. 

• Lines Tab - The parts that are used on this order and the charges to the customer are 

entered on this panel. 
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• Totals Tab -This panel shows the totals for the service order. 

 

Other options on the Service Order panel: 

 

 

 

At the bottom of the service order panel there are some additional options that can be used 

when the service order has been completely entered. 

Quick Print - Clicking this button will pop up the Quick Print dialog, allowing you to print a service 

order, picking sheet, service item label or shipping label for the order that is on the screen.   For 

more information about these options see Service Order Quick Print. 

Recalc Price - Once an order has been entered, with line charges, the Recalc Price button will go 

through the lines, read the item codes again, and recalculate prices as if each line were entered 

new.  This is useful if prices have changed since the service order was entered. 

Accept - The Accept button will save all the service order information to the physical file so it can 

be retrieved later or used by other workstations. 

Cancel - The Cancel button will abandon any changes that have been made in this most recent 

editing session and will leave the order as it was when first retrieved.   If it is a brand new order 

that has never been accepted, then the whole order will be abandoned and it will not be saved. 

Delete - Once an order has been Accepted at least one time, the Delete button will appear.   

Pressing this button will remove the order completely.  It will still exist in the service history files 

and will be flagged as Deleted. 

Print - The printer icon will pop up the Service Order Printing option to allow you to print all 

unprinted orders, or to select the orders that you wish to print. 
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Service Order Entry Defaults 

 

 
 

Pressing the Defaults button on the Service Order Entry header panel before a service order 

number is entered will pop up this dialog to set default values for any subsequent orders that are 

created. 

Next Order No - Entering a new value here will override the Next Automatic Order Number that was 

set in the Service Order Options.  When you click the Next Order button, or use Alt-X to select the 

next new order, the system will use the order number you enter here.   Changing this value will 

actually change the Next Automatic Service Order Number in the options record as well. 

The remaining fields are described on the Service Order Header page.  Entering a default value on 

this dialog will make that value also fill in the same field on the Service Order Header page. 
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Service Order Header 

 

 
 

Order Date - Enter the date of the order.  For a new order, this date will automatically fill in based 

up the date found in the Service Order Entry Defaults, which is generally the current application 

date.  This date is used when calculating whether a service item entry is in warranty. 

Order Type - The order type on the service order header will determine the service type on the 

service item entries.  If the order type is Standard, the service item entries can be changed to any 

other service type.  A more detailed description of the possible service types and their uses can be 

found in the Helpful Hints section Service Types.  There are five possible order types: 
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• Standard - The typical repair and return order.  The customer will send the items to be 

repaired.  The service item will be repaired in the shop then shipped back to the customer. 

 If the header order type is Standard, then the individual service item entries can be 

changed to any service type. 

• Price Quote - The only difference between a Price Quote and a Standard order type is that 

with a price quote, the parts (item codes) entered on the lines panel will not be committed 

in inventory when you use a price quote.  If you create a Price Quote order, you can later 

change it to Standard, but you cannot change the header order type to anything but 

standard.   You cannot complete an order and invoice it when the order type is Price Quote. 

• Credit Return - If the customer is going to return a service item back to your stock, or to 

scrap, use the Credit Return order type.  If the header order type is Credit Return, all the 

service item entries will also be set to Credit Return and cannot be changed.  You can also 

change the inventory item code and serial number of the unit being returned, if desired. 

• Exchange - This will allow you to not only return the service item from the customer, but 

will also allow you to send a replacement service item from your inventory.  The item that is 

returned will be flagged as "replaced" and the new service item sent will be flagged as 

"replaces" and will inherit the warranty from the replaced unit.  You can also change the 

inventory item code and serial number of the unit being returned, if desired. 

• Refurbish - When you wish to modify or repair a service item that is in your own stock, you 

can use the Refurbish order type.  This type will commit the serial number in your inventory 

and allows you to roll up the cost of the repair or modification into the new inventory cost 

of the item.  You can also change the inventory item code and serial number if desired. 

Customer - Enter the customer number for the order, or click the Lookup button to list all customer 

numbers. If you have set up divisions in the Accounts Receivable module, the first two characters 

entered must be a division number. If the customer is on credit hold or has exceeded the credit 

limit established, the Customer Credit History window appears automatically.  

Click the Next Number button to automatically increment the customer number for a new customer. 

The Next Number button is available only if the Auto Increment Customer Number check box is 

selected in Accounts Receivable Options. 

Click the field hyperlink to launch this field's associated maintenance task. If a value is entered at 

this field, the associated data displays in the maintenance window. This maintenance task can be 

accessed only with the appropriate security setup. 

A new customer number can be added on the fly. The Customer Maintenance (On the Fly) window 

appears; some nonessential fields are omitted to speed data entry. Access Customer Maintenance 

at a later time to complete the remaining entries for a new customer number. 

Click the Memo button to view, create, or maintain memos. The Memo button is available only if the 

appropriate memo type has been set up in Memo Manager Maintenance for this task. If a memo 

already exists for this task, the Memo button appears yellow. If a memo does not exist, the Memo 

button appears blue. For more information, see Memo Maintenance. 
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Customer PO - Type the customer purchase order number assigned to this sales order. This field is 

available only if a valid customer number is entered at the Customer No. field. 

Apply Status Changes to Service Item Entry - When you change the header status code, it will 

change all the service item entry statuses to match the header.  This is not optional.  however, if 

this box is cleared, the system will warn you before it changes all the service item entry statuses.  If 

this box is checked, all the service item entry statuses will be changed without any warning when 

the header status is changed. 

Status Code - The header status can be changed as a quick way to change all the individual service 

item entry statuses.  When Service Center is determined whether a service item is received, at the 

vendor, complete or any other status, it looks at the service item entry, and not the header.  The 

reason for having a status on the header is to give an easy way to change all the service item entry 

statuses at once.  You can use the lookup button or F2 to display all the status codes available.  

See Service Order Status Maintenance for more information about status codes. 

Status Date - The date the status was changed.  This date will be copied to the status date of each 

individual service item entry and will appear in the status history log for each service item entry. 

Status Comment - Enter a comment regarding the status change.  This comment will be copied to 

the status comment of each individual service item entry and will appear in the status history log for 

each service item entry. 

Vendor No - The vendor the service items were sent to for processing if the status code says "Sent 

to Vendor".  This data will be copied to the individual service item entry and will appear in the status 

history log for each service item entry. 

Vendor RMA No - The vendor RMA Number for outside processing if the status code says "Sent to 

Vendor".  This data will be copied to the individual service item entry and will appear in the status 

history log for each service item entry. 

Date Received - The date that the first service item entry was received into your shop.  This date is 

set when any service item entry status is changed to a status code that says "Set Received Date".   

See Service Order Status Maintenance for more information about status codes. 

RMA Number - If the customer is to be sending a unit in for processing, you can assign a Return 

Material Authorization number and give it to the customer for tracking the return.  You can enter a 

number, hit the Next RMA button () to assign the Next Automatic RMA number as determined in 

Service Center Options.  You can also use the service order number as the RMA number by clicking 

the RMA Equals Order No button ().  

When an RMA number is entered, an RMA Expire Date is also entered.  The date is calculated from 

the order date plus the number of Default Days til RMA Expiration as determined in Service Center 

Options.  If none of the service item entries have been received by that date, the order can be 

expired.  Expiration of RMAs is done by the Expired RMA Register and Update on the Utilities menu. 

RMA Expire Date - The date the RMA is to expire.  This is automatically set based upon the order 

date plus the Default Days til RMA Expiration as determined in Service Center Options.  If none of 

the service item entries have been received by that date, the order can be expired.  Expiration of 

RMAs is done by the Expired RMA Register and Update on the Utilities menu. 
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Due Date - The due date is when this order should be complete.  It is automatically set based upon 

the customer Group and the turnaround days.  See Group Code Main Tab for more information.  

This date is for your use only.  The program does not need it. 

Warehouse - Enter a warehouse code to use for this order, or click the Lookup button to list all 

warehouse codes.  If there is a default warehouse defined for the customer ship-to address entered 

at the Ship To Address field, this field displays the customer ship-to warehouse. If there is no 

default warehouse defined for the ship-to address entered, this field displays the default 

warehouse entered at the Warehouse field in the Service Order Entry Defaults window. If a value is 

not saved in the Service Order Entry Defaults window, this field displays the warehouse entered at 

the Default Warehouse for Service Parts field in Service Center Options. 

Sales Tax Schedule - Enter the tax schedule for the invoice, or click the Lookup button to list all tax 

schedules. This field automatically displays the tax schedule for the ZIP Code of the ship-to address 

entered at the Ship To Addr field. 

Ship-To Address Code - Enter a location code to automatically enter a shipping address defined in 

Accounts Receivable Customer Ship-To Address Maintenance. Click the Lookup button to list all 

location codes.  

The ship-to location code defaults to the ship-to location entered at the Primary Ship To field in 

Customer Maintenance. 

Click the field hyperlink to launch this field's associated maintenance task. If a value is entered at 

this field, the associated data displays in the maintenance window. This maintenance task can be 

accessed only with the appropriate security setup. 

A new location code can be added on the fly. The Customer Ship-To Address Maintenance (On the 

Fly) window appears; some nonessential fields are omitted to speed data entry. Access Customer 

Ship-To Address Maintenance at a later time to complete the remaining entries for a new location 

code.  

Terms Code - Enter a terms code for this customer, or click the Lookup button to list all terms 

codes. 

Click the field hyperlink to launch this field's associated maintenance task. If a value is entered at 

this field, the associated data displays in the maintenance window. This maintenance task can be 

accessed only with the appropriate security setup. 

A new terms code can be added on the fly. The Terms Code Maintenance (On the Fly) window 

appears; some nonessential fields are omitted to speed data entry. Access Terms Code 

Maintenance at a later time to complete the remaining entries for a new terms code.  

Ship Via - Enter a shipping code, or click the Lookup button to list all shipping codes. This field 

displays the shipping method entered for this customer at the Ship Code field in Customer 

Maintenance. 

If Yes or Actual is selected at the Use Shipping Code to Calculate Freight field in Service Center 

Options, you must enter a shipping code defined in Shipping Rate Maintenance.  
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Click the field hyperlink to launch this field's associated maintenance task. If a value is entered at 

this field, the associated data displays in the maintenance window. This maintenance task can be 

accessed only with the appropriate security setup. 

FOB - Type the FOB (freight on board) location. The FOB location indicates the location this order is 

placed on board a freight carrier at no charge to the customer. This field automatically displays the 

freight on board location entered at the FOB field in the Default Values for Sales Order Entry 

window, but can be changed. 

Confirm To - Enter the name of the person to contact regarding orders for the current ship-to 

address, or click the Lookup button to list all contact codes.  

Email - Type the e-mail address of the person to contact regarding orders for the current ship-to 

address. This field displays the e-mail address defined for the ship-to address entered at the Ship 

To Addr field. If there is no ship-to e-mail address, this field displays the e-mail address of the 

customer selected. Click the E-mail button to compose a new e-mail message to the address 

entered at this field.  

Fax No - Type the customer's fax number starting with the area code. This field displays the 

customer fax number entered for the ship-to address or the customer. 

Batch Fax - Select this check box to include the document for batch faxing. Clear this check box if 

you do not want to include the document for batch faxing. This field is available only if a fax number 

is entered at the Fax field.   Note The fax number must include the area code to process a fax.  

Comment - Type a comment relating to this order. 

Salesperson - Enter a salesperson code, or click the Lookup button to list all salesperson codes. If 

divisions are defined in the Accounts Receivable module, enter a salesperson code that is in the 

same division as the customer entered at the Customer field. This field is available only if the 

Salesperson Commission Reporting check box is selected in Accounts Receivable Options.  

Click the field hyperlink to launch this field's associated maintenance task. If a value is entered at 

this field, the associated data displays in the maintenance window. This maintenance task can be 

accessed only with the appropriate security setup. 

A new salesperson can be added on the fly. The Salesperson Maintenance (On the Fly) window 

appears; some nonessential fields are omitted to speed data entry. Access Salesperson 

Maintenance at a later time to complete the remaining entries for a new salesperson.  

This field defaults to the salesperson code selected in Customer Maintenance. 

Split Commission - Select how the sales commission will be distributed. This field is available only if 

the Split Commissions between Salespersons check box is selected in Sales Order Options.  

� Select Yes to distribute the total commission amount among up to five salespersons. 

� Select Override to enter an override commission. If the Override option is selected, the 

standard commission will be posted to the primary salesperson. The override commission 

will be posted to the salesperson specified in the Override Commission Entry window.  

� Select No to post the commission only to the primary salesperson on the order. 
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Click Split Comm to enter or maintain commission rates in the Split Commission Entry window.  

Print Order - Select this check box to print a service order acknowledgment for this order. Clear this 

check box if you do not want a service order acknowledgment printed for this order. After a service 

order is printed for a new order, this check box is cleared automatically. You can reprint open 

service orders by clicking the Print button, or by selecting them using Service Order Printing. You 

can print the current  service order by clicking the Service Order Quick Print button.  

This field is available only if the Print Service Orders check box is selected in Service Center 

Options. 

Print Orphan Detail Pick Sheets - Select this check box to print a picking sheet for this order orphan 

details. Clear this check box if you do not want a picking sheet printed for this order orphan details. 

After a picking sheet is printed for a new order, this check box is cleared automatically. You can 

reprint picking sheet for open service orders by clicking the Print button, or by selecting them using 

Picking Sheet Printing. You can print the current  service order by clicking the Service Order Quick 

Print button.  

This field is available only if the Print Pick Sheets check box is selected in Service Center Options. 

No of Ship Labels - Enter the number of shipping labels that you want to print if you select Shipping 

Label Printing of choose to print shipping labels with Service Order Quick Print. 

 

Service Order Address 

 

 
 

Bill To - If the Enable Bill To Customer Reporting check box is selected in Accounts Receivable 

Options, you can create service orders and quotes for bill-to and sold-to customers. If the Enable 

Default Price Level by Customer check box is selected in Sales Order Options, you can specify the 

price level to be defaulted for a line item by customer and product line. The system will then use the 
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pricing logic to determine the actual price for the item.  In Accounts Receivable this is referred to as 

National Accounts feature, but some also call it third-party billing. 

Bill To Address - This address is pulled from the customer record, but can be overridden on this 

screen.   When a Zip code is entered, it is validated against the Zip Code database in the Common 

Information and the city, state and country will be automatically filled in if the Zip Code is valid. 

Ship To - Enter a location code to automatically enter the corresponding shipping address defined 

in Customer Ship-To Address Maintenance. Click the Lookup button to list all location codes. This 

field is not required. 

Click the field hyperlink to launch this field's associated maintenance task. If a value is entered at 

this field, the associated data displays in the maintenance window. This maintenance task can be 

accessed only with the appropriate security setup. 

A new location code can be added on the fly. The Customer Ship-To Address Maintenance (On the 

Fly) window appears; some nonessential fields are omitted to speed data entry. Access Customer 

Ship-To Address Maintenance at a later time to complete the remaining entries for a new location 

code. 

If the ship-to location code is changed, the default warehouse will also change, which will optionally 

change all the lines.  It will change the salesperson code, also.   If you wish to override the 

salesperson, change the ship-to code first, then override the salesperson. 

Copy Ship To - Click this button to copy the ship-to information to the bill-to fields. 

Residential Address - Select this check box if the ship-to address is located in a residential delivery 

zone. Clear this check box if the ship-to address is not located in a residential delivery zone. 

External shipping systems such as StarShip require this information to calculate shipping rates.  
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Service Item Entry 

 

 
 

A unique feature of the Service Center service order is that you can list the units, or service items, 

you are repairing, and can enter the separate charges for each of these units.   Each service item 

that you list on the Service Items tab of the service order is a Service Item Entry.  Above you can see 

what a service item entry screen looks like.   There is a primary grid, at the top, which has a row for 

each unit that is being repaired, refurbished or returned.  As each row is highlighted, the secondary 

grid, just below the primary, will show additional fields that related to that service item entry.    
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Each user can move fields from the primary to the secondary grid, or vice versa, and change the 

order of the fields, to suit unique needs.  A new service item entry is added by entering a new Entry 

Description. 

Entry Description - The Entry Description is a free-form field that labels a new service item entry.  

You can put whatever text you wish here, include spaces, to indicate that you are adding a new 

service item entry to the grid.  Alternatively, you can click the plus sign or press F2 to automatically 

add a number to the Entry Description field and this start a new service item entry.   

Quantity - The Quantity field is only available for Credit Returns and Exchange Service Types that 

have no serial number entered. This field is useful when large amounts of items are being returned 

or exchanged that are not being individually tracked. Replacements can also be sent out for those 

items sine the Replacement Dialog now allows a quantity to be entered, defaulting to the quantity 

returned. This field is disabled if the item has a serial number entered on the Service Item Entry 

grid. 

Grid Buttons - Just above the primary grid are a row of buttons, or icons, that can be used to do 

various tasks related to creating new service item entries, getting additional information about the 

highlighted service item entry, or performing some other task related to the service item entries on 

the panel.   For more information about the grid buttons, take a look at Service Item Entry Grid 

Buttons. 

 

Service Item Entry Grid Buttons 

 

 
 

Just above the service item entry lines are a row of buttons that can assist in adding entries, give 

information about entries, or perform tasks related to the service item entries. 

Optional Search - This button provides several ways to search for service items.  See Optional 

Search for more information. 

Create Serial Number - If the Service Order Options allow for automatic serial number creation (see 

the Auto-Assign Serial Number field in Service Order Options Service Item Entry Tab ).  

Create Loaner - If you wish to send out a loaner to the customer while repairs are being done, click 

the Create Loaner button.  Take a look at Create Loaner or Replacement for more information. 
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Copy Service Item - Use the Copy Service Item button to quickly duplicate a service item entry as 

many times as you wish.  A more detailed discussion can be read on the Copy Service Item page. 

Sales Order - Use the Sales Order button to drill into Sales Order Entry and see the Sales Order 

created when you sent out a loaner or replacement. 

Create Replacement - If you wish to send a replacement unit for an Exchange service item entry, 

click the Create Replacement button.  Take a look at Create Loaner or Replacement for more 

information. 

Quick Row - The Quick Row field is where you can enter the row number that you want to work on.  

It will immediately scroll to that row number and highlight it so you can begin work on that service 

item entry.  This is useful if there are many service item entries in the grid. 

Problem Description - The Problem Description is one of the grid fields, either primary or secondary, 

but since it is a very long field, this button will pop up a larger dialog so you can enter the 

description in paragraph form so you can see what you're writing. 

Show Service Item - Each service item entry refers to a service item in the permanent database, as 

long as an item code and serial number are filled in.  If you wish to see more information about that 

service item, such as warranty and past service history, you can click on the Show Service Item 

button to drill into Service Item Maintenance. 

Reset Values from Service Item - If you used Show Service Item, or Service Item Maintenance, to 

make changes to the service item, such as warranty dates, you can bring those new values into the 

current service item entry row by clicking the Reset Values from Service Item. 

Show Service Item Entry Status Log - Every time you change the status of a service item entry, 

whether on the service item entry grid or by changing the header status, a record is written to the 

status log.  You can view that log by clicking on the Show Service Item Entry Status Log button. 

Show Current User Location - Each service item has a sold to billing address, an end user billing 

address, and a current location for the service item.  You can quickly view the current location by 

clicking the Show Current User Location button. 

Text Editor or Extended Text - If you click on the grid cell and then on this Extended Text button, a 

new window will appear where you can enter text and then save it to the grid cell. The new screen 

will appear for text fields that allow for more than 30 characters. 

Change Status Log Records - If you wish to change Status Date or Status Time on one of the status 

log records, click the Change Status Log Records button. 
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Service Item Entry Columns 

 

 
 

Each service item, equipment or unit that you are repairing, returning, or refurbishing is added to 

the Service Items tab in a grid.   Each row on the grid is called a service item entry.   To create a 

new row for a new service item entry, you simply have to enter a description in the Entry Description 

field.  It does not matter what the value is, since this is simply to tell the program that a new row 

needs to be created.  

The fields that you see on your screen may not match exactly what is shown in the picture or match 

the sequence of the list below because each user can modify the primary and secondary grids to 

match unique requirements. 

There are four service types that determine which fields are open for modification and use.  You 

can learn more about service types in the Helpful Hints section.  The following fields are coded 

according to the service types for which they are valid:  STD= Standard, REF=Refurbish, 

WTY=Warranty Replacement and CRD=Credit Return. 

Svc Type - (STD REF WTY CRD) There are four basic service types as described in Service Types in 

the Helpful Hints section.  Use the drop box to select the correct service type for this service item 
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entry.  If the Service Order Header order type is "Standard", you can select any service type for the 

individual service item entries.  If the Service Order Header order type is not "Standard", the service 

item entry service type is automatically set to match the header and cannot be changed. 

Item Code - (STD REF WTY CRD) The Item Code is part of what identifies the unique service item 

that is being repaired, refurbished or returned.  It is usually a valid inventory item code, but does 

not have to be.  The item code field can be left blank initially, while waiting for the unit to arrive 

from the customer, for example, but before the service item entry can be closed and invoiced, the 

item code and serial number must be filled in.  Use the lookup button or the F2 key to search the 

customer's service items.  You can also use the Optional Search button to find service items. 

Serial Number - (STD REF WTY CRD) The Serial Number is part of what identifies the unique service 

item that is being repaired, refurbished or returned.  It can be left blank initially, but must be filled 

in before the service item entry can be completed and invoiced.  You may type in a serial number 

without an item code and the system will find it if is already on file.  Use the lookup button or the F2 

key to find existing service items by serial number. 

Problem Description - (STD REF WTY CRD)  You can enter up to 2048 characters for the problem 

description.  This could be the explanation from the customer or the results of testing or repair.  It is 

up to you.  The problem description can also be entered in a larger box by clicking the problem 

description button above the grid.  In Service Item Maintenance and inquiry, when you are viewing 

the service history, the problem description can be popped up easily for each service order. 

Svc Technician - (STD REF WTY CRD) Enter the primary service technician responsible for this 

repair, return or modification.   This field is required before the service item entry can be completed 

and an invoice created.   The service technician is created in Service Technician Maintenance on 

the Setup menu, but it can also be created on-the-fly if the user's role has permission.  The service 

technician entered here will be the default service technician on any labor lines that are added on 

the lines panel. 

Product Line - This field displays the product line of the item selected, and can only be viewed. 

Once a Product Line is entered, it can be changed but it cannot be blanked out. The product line is 

first pulled from the Item Code when a Svc Item Code is entered. When a serial number is also 

entered, making it a valid Service Item, then the product line is pulled from the Service Item record. 

The user can override the product line on the service item entry at any time. 

Complaint Code - (STD REF WTY CRD) The complaint code is a way to standardize what the 

customer tells you is wrong with the item.  This code is used for later analysis.  You ca set up the 

code that you need in Complaint Code Maintenance.  The complaint code that you enter here will 

be the default complaint code on the lines that are entered for this service item entry. 

Failure Reason - (STD REF WTY CRD)  The failure reason is a way to standardize why the product 

failed for later analysis.  The failure reason can also tell the system that the warranty will not be 

honored or that a repair warranty is not to be applied.   You can add the failure reason codes you 

need and get more information in Failure Reason Maintenance.  The failure reason code you enter 

here will be the default failure reason code on the lines entered for this service item entry. 

Prohibit Rep Wty - (STD REF WTY CRD) When a failure reason code is entered, it may have a check 

box that prohibits a repair warranty from being assigned.  The repair warranty assignment comes 
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from the group code for the customer on the order.  You can override the Prohibit Repair Warranty 

flag to either allow or disallow a repair warranty to be applied when the service invoice is updated. 

Replace/Loaner - (STD REF WTY) DISPLAY ONLY  If you have clicked the Create Loaner or 

Replacement button to send out a replacement (for Warranty Replacement service types) or a 

loaner (for Standard and Refurbish service types), this box will be checked.  For more information 

about loaner processing, check out Demos and Loaners in the Helpful Hints section. 

Loaner SO No - (STD REF WTY) DISPLAY ONLY  If you have clicked the Create Loaner or 

Replacement button to send out a replacement (for Warranty Replacement service types) or a 

loaner (for Standard and Refurbish service types), the sales order being used to send out the loaner 

or replacement will be shown here.  For more information about loaner processing, check out 

Demos and Loaners in the Helpful Hints section.    

Print Label - (STD REF WTY CRD) Check this box if you wish for this service item entry to print a 

service item label on the next Service Item Label Printing.  It is checked by default on a new service 

item entry. 

Pick Sht Printed - (STD REF WTY CRD) If this item has been printed on a picking sheet (see Picking 

Sheet Printing) this box will be checked.  Whether the box is checked may depend on the options 

setting for "Flag Pick Sheet Printed only if Closed" on the Service Item Entry Tab in Service Order 

Options.  If that box is checked, the Pick Sheet Printed flag will not be checked when the picking 

sheet is printed unless this service item entry status is "Complete and Ready to Update".  For more 

information about status codes look at Service Order Status Maintenance. 

Return Whse - (WTY CRD)  When a service item is returned to stock with a credit return or a 

warranty replacement service type, this is the warehouse where that item will end up after the 

service invoice is updated.  It will default to the warehouse specified for returns in the Service Order 

Options but can be changed. 

Rfrb Srce Whse - (REF) When a refurbish service item entry is complete and the invoice is updated, 

the item that was refurbished is transferred from the warehouse it was in to another warehouse.  

The Refurbish Source Warehouse is where the item being refurbished is currently found in your 

inventory.  The system will fill this warehouse in for you and will commit that serial number in 

inventory so no one else can sell it while it is being refurbished. 

Rfrb Targ Whse - (REF)  When the refurbish service item entry is complete and the invoice is 

updated, the serial number that was refurbished is transferred from the Refurbish Source 

Warehouse to this warehouse.  This target warehouse comes from Service Order Options Main Tab 

by default, but can be changed by the user. 

Roll Up Rfrb Cost - (REF)  When you complete a refurbish service item entry, you can optionally "roll 

up" the cost of the lines items entered for that service item entry on the lines panel to put the 

service item back into stock with a new cost.  This Y/N flag allows you to determine whether cost 

roll up is to be performed for this service item entry.  It is set according to the Default Rollup 

Refurbish Cost Setting on the Entry page in Service Center Options.  For more information you can 

look at the Refurbish service type in the Helpful Hints. 
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Scrap - (REF WTY CRD) - Whenever a service item is to be put back into inventory, either when 

returned from a customer on a Warranty Replacement/Credit Return or when transferred to a 

Refurbish target warehouse, you have the option of telling the system that the service item is no 

good and cannot be repaired.  Checking the Scrap button will flag the service item as out of service, 

but will put nothing back into inventory when the service invoice is updated. 

Apply To Invoice - (WTY CRD) - Any time that the service item entry is being put back into stock, a 

credit memo will be created from the service order.  In these cases you can select an invoice for 

that customer to which to apply the credit memo.  This option is available if the Allow Apply-To 

Invoice On Service Item box is checked on the Entry panel in Service Center options.  It is also 

possible that this field could be filled in automatically with the original sales invoice if you select 

that option. 

Original Price - (STD REF WTY CRD) - DISPLAY ONLY - This is the original selling price for the service 

item pulled from the permanent service item record. 

Price Overridden - (WTY CRD) - DISPLAY ONLY - If you change the price to be refunded to the 

customer on a service item being returned, this box will be checked. 

Status Code - (STD REF WTY CRD) Status Codes can be used to show where in the repair process a 

service item entry is.  Some status codes signify that a service item has been received, others that 

the service item has been sent to a vendor, and others that the repair process is complete and the 

service item entry is ready for an invoice or credit memo to be created.  You can learn more about 

status codes in Service Order Status Maintenance. 

Status Date - (STD REF WTY CRD) - Each time you change something on the service item entry, you 

can also change the status, status date, or status comment.  When you do this, the change, along 

with the user code, date and time and other information is recorded in the Show Status History. 

Status Comment - (STD REF WTY CRD) - Each you change something on the service item entry, you 

can also change the status comment.  When you do this the change is recorded in the Show Status 

History. 

Vendor - (STD REF WTY CRD) - If the status code you entered indicates the service item has been 

returned to vendor (see Service Order Status Maintenance) you can enter the vendor number here 

for your information.  This will also be recorded in the Show Status History. 

RMA Number - (STD REF WTY CRD) - If the status code you entered indicates the service item has 

been returned to vendor (see Service Order Status Maintenance) you can enter the vendor RMA 

number here for your information.  This will also be recorded in the Show Status History. 

Received - (STD REF WTY CRD) - DISPLAY ONLY - This check box indicates that the unit to be 

repaired or returned has been received into your shop.  This flag is set when the status code 

entered for the service item is defined to Set Received Date.  Once the service item entry is 

received, the RMA Expire Date will be set to a date so far into the future that the RMA will never 

expire. 

Received Date - (STD REF WTY CRD) - This date indicates when the service item to be repaired or 

returned was received into your shop.   It is automatically set when the status code you set 
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specifies to Set the Actual Received date.  See Service Order Status Maintenance for more 

information.  

Est Comp Date - (STD REF WTY CRD) - For your information only, the Estimated Completion date 

can be used to plan and give information to the customer. 

Act Comp Date - (STD REF WTY CRD) - The actual completion date is automatically set when the 

status code is changed to one defined as "Complete and Ready to Update".  See Service Order 

Status Maintenance for more information.  

Updated - (STD REF WTY CRD) - DISPLAY ONLY - Once the service item entry has been invoiced and 

the invoice has been updated, this service item entry is considered "updated" and can no longer be 

changed or deleted.  However, if there are other service item entries or lines on the service order 

that have not yet been updated, the service order will stay in the current data entry table until all 

service item entries are updated. 

Invoice No - (STD REF WTY CRD) - DISPLAY ONLY - Once an invoice has been created for this service 

item entry (see Create Service Invoices) that invoice number is displayed in this field for your 

reference.  As long there is an invoice in this field, you cannot change the service item entry or any 

of the lines.   

New Item Code - (REF WTY CRD) - Whenever a service item is to be put back into inventory, either 

when returned from a customer on a Warranty Replacement/Credit Return or when transferred to a 

Refurbish target warehouse, you have the option of telling the system to assign a new Inventory 

Item Code for this service item entry.  When you enter a new item code here, you will also have to 

accept the default New Serial No or enter a New Serial No.  When the resulting invoice or credit 

memo is updated, the new item code and serial number will be in inventory. 

New Serial No - (REF WTY CRD) - If you have assigned a New Item Code for this service item entry, 

the existing serial number will be filled in here.  You can change the serial number, but you cannot 

leave it blank.  When the resulting invoice or credit memo is updated, the new item code and serial 

number will be in inventory instead of the original item code and serial number. 

New Return Cost - (REF WTY CRD) - When you choose a New Item Code and New Serial No, you can 

also enter a new cost to use as the basis for that item when it is put into inventory.  For example, 

you may sell a unit that cost you $100.00.  The customer uses it for six months and returns it to 

you.  You wish to put it back into your stock, but it is not worth $100.00 anymore, because it is 

used.  You can enter a new reasonable cost here and that is the cost that will be assigned in 

inventory when the credit memo is updated. 

Svc Item Desc - (STD REF WTY CRD) - DISPLAY ONLY - This is description from the permanent 

service item record. 
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Optional Search 

 

 
 

The optional search button allows you to find item codes in inventory and service items already on 

file, making it quicker to add service item entries.  The default search at the Item Code field on the 

grid will show just the service items that are already on file for the customer.  The optional search 

gives you that ability, along with the ability to search for all the service items on file by item code or 

by serial, plus the ability to search your inventory items codes and the old serial numbers.   Once 

you select a record from any one of these search lists, the item code and serial number (if 

applicable) will fill in on the service item entry row. 
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Create Loaner 

 

 
 

 
 

The Loaner button ("L") is only enabled if the service type is Standard or Refurbish.  This button 

allows you to create a sales order to ship a unit for the customer to use while their unit is being 

repaired.   This button is not used to send an exchange.  Check out the Create Replacement feature 

which is triggered by the Replacement button ("R").  For more information about service types, see 
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Service Types in Helpful hints.  For more information about demos and loaners, check out  Demos 

and Loaners in the Helpful hints section. 

When you click on the Loaner button, this dialog pops up to allow you to specify what item code you 

wish to send as a loaner for the service item entry.  Once you have filled in the item code, serial 

number (if applicable), warehouse, price and comment fields, the system will automatically create a 

sales order. 

When you enter the item code, if the Auto-set Loaner/Replacement Price box is checked on the 

Service Order Options, the loaner price will be automatically set to the standard price for this item 

and for the Service Order customer. You will be able to enter a serial number only if the Lot/Serial 

Distribution is enabled in Sales Order options, and the item you are going to send is a Lot/Serial 

item. A separate comment line will be added to the created sales order and to the service item 

entry lines for each filled in comment field. Your shipping department can then go through the 

normal process to pick the unit and ship it to the customer.   

If the service item entry is a standard service type and you are sending a loaner, the sales order line 

will be flagged as a "Loaner".  When the resulting invoice is updated, the item shipped is not 

removed from your inventory, but is rather transferred to the Demo/Loaner Target Warehouse 

specified on the Service Order Options Main panel. 

 

Copy Service Item 
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If you have several service items coming in for repair, return, or refurbishment that are almost 

identical, you can save time by creating the first service item entry, then using the Copy Service 

Item button to duplicate that service item entry.   When you click the button, a dialog pops up 

asking you how many copies you want to make.   Keep in mind that you already have one, so you 

just want to specify how many more to make.   For example, if there will be a total of six (6) service 

item entries, you have created one and will make five (5) copies of that one, for a total of six. 

When the copies are made, everything you entered on the original service item entry will be copied 

to the duplicate entries except for the serial number.  Obviously each service item entry will typically 

be for a different serial number. 
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Sales Order 

 

 
 

Clicking on the sales order button will drill into the Sales Order Entry screen and allow you to see all 

the information about the sales order that has been created when you sent a loaner or replacement 

for this service item entry. 
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Create Replacement 

 

 
 

 
 

The Loaner button ("L") is only enabled if the service type is Standard or Refurbish.  This button 

allows you to create a sales order to ship a unit for the customer to use while their unit is being 

repaired.   This button is not used to send an exchange.  Check out the Create Replacement feature 

which is triggered by the Replacement button ("R").  For more information about service types, see 
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Service Types in Helpful hints.  For more information about demos and loaners, check out  Demos 

and Loaners in the Helpful hints section. 

When you click on the Loaner button, this dialog pops up to allow you to specify what item code you 

wish to send as a loaner for the service item entry.  Once you have filled in the item code, serial 

number (if applicable), warehouse, price and comment fields, the system will automatically create a 

sales order. The serial number field will be available only if Sales Order options allows you to 

distribute serial numbers on a sales order. 

When you enter the item code, if the Auto-set Loaner/Replacement Price box is checked on the 

Service Order Options, the replacement/loaner price will be automatically set to the standard price 

for this item and the Service Order customer. You will be able to enter a serial number only if the 

Lot/Serial Distribution is enabled in Sales Order options, and the item you are going to send is a 

Lot/Serial item. A separate comment line will be added to the created sales order and to the 

service item entry lines for each filled in comment field. Your shipping department can then go 

through the normal process to pick the unit and ship it to the customer.   If it is a replacement unit, 

a service item will be created.  On the service item record in Service Item Maintenance, the 

returned unit will show "Replaced by" and the new item code and serial number.  The new service 

item you sent will show "Replaces" along with the old item code and serial number that was 

replaced. 

If the service item entry is a standard service type and you are sending a loaner, the sales order line 

will be flagged as a "Loaner".  When the resulting invoice is updated, the item shipped is not 

removed from your inventory, but is rather transferred to the Demo/Loaner Target Warehouse 

specified on the Service Order Options Main panel. 
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Problem Description 

 

 
 

Clicking on the Problem Description button gives you a lot larger space into which you can write the 

problem description text for the service item entry that is highlighted.  This makes it easier to see 

what you've written. 
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Show Service Item 

 

 
 
 

Clicking on the show service item button will drill into the Service Item Maintenance screen and 

allow you to see all the information about the service item that is on the service item entry row.   If 

you have the role security permission, you can modify the service item from here.  Once the 

modifications are made, you will need to press the Reset Values from Service Item button to pull 

the modified information into the service item entry row. 
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Reset Values from Service Item 

 

 
 

Once you enter the item code and serial number on a service item entry row, certain information, 

including the service item description, condition, and warranty dates, are copied to that service 

item entry and will not change.  If you have to change any of the permanent service item 

information, such as warranty dates, and you want that changed information to be reflected on this 

service item entry for this service order, you will need to click the Reset Values from Service Item. 

If, for example, you created the service item entry then went to the service item maintenance for 

that service item to change the warranty dates, you might click the Reset Values from Service Item 

button to bring in the new warranty dates.  As soon as this happens, the system might have to 

recalculate prices on the lines because the warranty status of the item being repaired might have 

changed. 
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Show Status History 

 

 
 

Every time the status of a service item entry is changed, a record is written to the status history log. 

 Clicking on the Show Status History button will pop up a list of each status for this entry, showing 

the status it was changed to, when, who did it and what the status comment was.  If a vendor 

number and RMA were entered, that will be displayed, also. 
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Show Current User Location 

 

 
 

Each service item in the permanent database has an address for the current location of the unit.  If 

that service item is added to a row on the service item entry panel, you can click the Show Current 

User Location to know immediately where the service item being repaired is kept.  This is useful if a 

technician is visiting the customer site for the repair. 
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Extended Text 

 

 
 
If you click on the grid cell and then on this Extended Text button, a new window will appear where 

you can enter text and then save it to the grid cell. The new screen will appear for text fields that 

allow for more than 30 characters. 
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Change Status Log Records 

 

 
 
If you click on the Change Status Log Records button, a new window will appear where you can 

make changes to the status date or status time of any log record. Once the change is done and the 

update button is pressed, the program will recalculate the status end date/time and minutes in 

status value on all log records for this service item entry. 

Note: Status log records can be changed for the current and history service item entries. To make 

changes to the history service item entry log records, use the Change Status Log button in  Service 

Order / Service Item Entry History Inquiry. 
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Service Order Lines 

 

 
 

Once you have completed the header of the service order and entered the list of service item 

entries that you will be repairing, modifying or returning to stock, you can enter the parts and 

charges required to complete each service item entry.  This is done on the Lines tab. 

Service Item Entry List Box - The list of service item entries is shown in the list box above the 

primary grid.  You highlight the service item entry you are entering parts and charges for, then enter 

those line items in the primary grid, just below the list box.  You can sort the list of service item 

entries by clicking on the title row of the list box.  If you wish to enter lines that are not related to 

any particular service item click on the top line, No Service Item. 
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Lines Grid - The Lines are entered in two grids.  The top grid has the item codes and miscellaneous 

codes for each service item entry organized in rows.  For each row, or line, the secondary grid will 

show additional fields related to that line.  As is standard with Sage 100 ERP, you can rearrange the 

order of the fields and move some fields from one grid to the other to suit your unique data entry 

needs.  For a detailed explanation of all the line fields available, check out Line Columns. 

Return Lines - If you are returning a service item to your stock with a Credit Return or an Exchange 

service item entry, there is a special line automatically added.  This line, as shown on the Return 

Lines page, shows the actual item code that will be put back in stock, along with the price and other 

information.   

Show All Lines -  Click the Show All Lines button to pop up a dialog with a list of all the service item 

entries and all the associated lines.  You can then browse through all of them and double-click on 

the one you want.  Take a look at Show All Lines for a more detailed view. 

Time Transactions -  The Time Transactions button is available when you are entering a labor 

miscellaneous item code.  Take a look at Miscellaneous Item Maintenance - Labor to see how to 

specify that a miscellaneous item code is labor.  You can use the Technician Time Transactions 

feature on the main menu to enter time for technicians as they log on and off of tasks.  Once the 

entries are done and you wish to bill that time, create a new line on the lines tab, using a labor 

miscellaneous item code, then click this Time Transactions button to accumulate all the time and 

calculate the quantity of hours to bill.  See Time Transactions for more detail. 

Text Editor - The Text Editor button is a feature that has been added for your convenience.  This 

button will be enabled when you have your cursor in a field that is able to hold more than 30 non-

numeric characters, such as a comment line. If you click the button, a large edit window will appear 

so you can view, edit, and format your comment more easily. 
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Return Lines 

 

 
 

When you enter a Credit Return or an Exchange service item entry then move to the Lines panel 

and highlight that entry in the service item list box, you will see the item to be returned in the lines 

grid.  This allows you to change the price you wish to refund to the customer and enter a comment. 

 There are no other changes allowed to this line.  When the service item entry is complete and a 

credit memo is created, this line will be copied to the lines of that credit memo. 
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Line Columns 

 

 
 

Item Code - Enter an item code from the Inventory Management item table, or enter a 

miscellaneous code (comment, miscellaneous charge or miscellaneous item) starting with a slash 

(/).  You can use the F2 key to look up an item code, or do a more sophisticated search by using the 

flashlight or binoculars icons just above the primary grid.  There is more detail about these search 

options in the Fields link on Sales Order order entry overview. 

Description - This field will automatically fill in with the description of the item code entered in the 

first field, but you can change it. 

Ordered Quantity - Enter the quantity ordered for this item.  If this is return line created by the 

system for a credit return or exchange service item entry, the quantity will be negative one (-1) and 

cannot be changed.  If you used the Time Transactions button to calculate labor hours from time 

transactions, the total of the transactions selected will be filled in here. 

 Note: The Technician Time Transaction entry will always override the quantity manually 

entered here. For example, if a technician logged 2 hours, a supervisor can then change it to 

3 hours in service order lines. But if the technician then works .5 more hours, the total in the 

service order lines will become 2.5, not 3. 

Unit Price - The default unit price will be brought from the item code entered.  It can be changed if 

the user has role security rights. 

Extension - The ordered quantity times the unit price will calculate the extension automatically, but 

it can be overridden.  If the extension amount is entered by the user, the unit price will be 

recalculated. 
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Comment - You can enter a very long comment for each line. 

Warehouse - Enter the warehouse from which this item is to be sold.  This field is only available for 

inventory item lines.  By default the warehouse will be taken from the header warehouse, unless 

you have specified a warehouse by technician in which case the warehouse is taken from the 

service technician record for the tech assigned to the service item entry.  

Unit of Measure - Enter a unit of measure, or click the Lookup button to list all units of measure. 

This field will be taken from the item code record or from the miscellaneous code. 

Price Level - Type a price level for the current customer. The price level is used to determine the 

pricing schedule for calculating the price of this item. This field is available only if the Inventory 

Management module is integrated with Sales Order and an inventory item is entered at the Item 

Code field.  

Tax Class - Enter the tax class for the order, or click the Lookup button to list all tax classes. This 

field is available only if the Sales Tax Reporting check box is selected in Accounts Receivable 

Options. 

Discountable - Select this check box if the item is discountable. Clear this check box if the item is 

not discountable.  

Note A warning message appears if a discount amount is entered and no line items are selected as 

discountable on the Lines tab.  

Disc % - Type the discount percentage to apply to this line. This field is available only if the Allow 

Discount Rate By Detail Line check box is selected in Sales Order Options. 

Drop Ship - Select this check box if the item will be drop-shipped. Clear this check box if the item 

will not be drop-shipped. If this check box is selected, the quantity on hand is not checked because 

the item does not affect inventory in stock. This check box defaults to cleared for a new item.  

Commissionable - Select this check box to calculate commission on this item. Clear this check box 

if you do not want to calculate commission on this item. 

Subj to Exempt - Select this check box if the item is subject to sales tax exemption. Clear this check 

box if the item is not subject to sales tax exemption. 

Cost - Type the unit cost amount of this item (the total amount you pay for the item). This field is 

available only if the Drop Ship check box is selected. 

Sales Account - Enter the general ledger sales account number for posting the sale of this item, or 

click the Lookup button to list all general ledger accounts. If the account number is longer than the 

field, use the left and right arrow keys to view the entire account number.  

This field defaults to one of the following: 

• The Sales account assigned to the Inventory Item Product Line in Product Line 

Maintenance  

• The Sales account assigned to the miscellaneous item in Miscellaneous Item Maintenance 

• The Special Item Sales account assigned in Sales Order Options 
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• The Returns account assigned to the Inventory Item Product Line in Product Line 

Maintenance when entering parts and charges for a Credit Return or an Exchange service 

item entry 

• The Sales account assigned to the Service Item Product Line in Product Line Maintenance 

if the Use product Line from Service Item option is selected in Service Order Options 

• The Returns account assigned to the Service Item Product Line in Product Line 

Maintenance when entering parts and changes for a Credit Return or an Exchange service 

item entry if the Use Product Line from Service Item options is selected in Service Order 

Options 

• Service G/L accounts if the Use Service G/L Fields from Product Line option is selected in 

Service Order Options 

• The Exchange Sales Account for the replacement item being sent and the line item for the 

unit being returned if the Use Exchange G/L Accounts options is selected in Service Order 

Options 

Accounts can be created at this field if the appropriate settings are defined at the Auto Create when 

all Segments are Valid field in General Ledger Options.  

Cost Account - Enter the general ledger account number for posting the cost of goods sold for this 

item, or click the Lookup button to list all general ledger accounts. If the account number is longer 

than the field, use the left and right arrow keys to view the entire account number. This field is not 

available if a miscellaneous charge, comment item, or kit component is entered at the Item Code 

field.  

This field defaults to one of the following: 

• The Cost of Goods account assigned to the Inventory Item Product line in Product Line 

Maintenance 

• The Cost of Goods account assigned to the miscellaneous item in Miscellaneous Item 

Maintenance 

• The Special Item Cost of Goods account assigned in Sales Order Options 

• The Cost of Goods account assigned to the Service Item Product Line in Product Line 

Maintenance if the Use product Line from Service Item option is selected in Service Order 

Options 

• Service G/L accounts if the Use Service G/L Fields from Product Line option is selected in 

Service Order Options 

• The Exchange Cost of Goods Sold Account for the replacement item being sent and the 

line item for the unit being returned if the Use Exchange G/L Accounts options is selected 

in Service Order Options 

Accounts can be created at this field if the appropriate settings are defined at the Auto Create when 

all Segments are Valid field in General Ledger Options.  
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Item Type - This field displays the item type of the item selected, and can only be viewed. Inventory 

item types can be accessed and maintained in Item Maintenance. 

Product Line - This field displays the product line of the item selected, and can only be viewed. 

Once a Product Line is entered, it can be changed but it cannot be blanked out.  The product line is 

first pulled from the Item Code when a Svc Item Code is entered. When a serial number is also 

entered, making it a valid Service Item, then the product line is pulled from the Service Item record. 

The user can override the product line on the service item entry at any time. 

Product Type - This field displays the product type of the item selected, and can only be viewed. 

Price Code - This field displays the price code of the item selected, and can only be viewed. 

Costing - This field displays the cost description of the item selected, and can only be viewed. 

Extended Desc - This check box appears selected if the item has an extended description. This field 

can only be viewed. 

Component - This check box appears selected if the item is a component item in a sales kit. This 

field can only be viewed. 

Alias Item - This field displays the alias item code for the item code selected, and can only be 

viewed.  

Alias Item Desc - This field displays the alias item code description for the item code selected, and 

can only be viewed.  

Svc Tech - This field is enabled for a labor miscellaneous code.  It will default to the technician 

assigned to the service item entry but can be changed on each labor line. 

Complaint Code - Enter the complaint code for this line.  This field will default to the complaint code 

entered on the service item entry, but can be changed on each line. 

Failure Reason - Enter the failure reason for this line.  This field will default to the failure reason 

entered on the service item entry, but can be changed on each line. 

Covered by Wty - This flag indicates if the line is covered by the warranty on the service item entry.  

It will be checked if the service item is under warranty unless the failure reason is set up to 

suppress the warranty. 

Ordered Hours - If this is a labor line (see Miscellaneous Item Maintenance - Labor) then the 

Ordered Quantity entered may be in any unit of measure.  The Ordered Hours field converts the 

Ordered Quantity, regardless of the unit of measure, to hours, using the conversion factor. 

Trans Hours - For labor lines, if you have calculated the ordered quantity based upon Time 

Transactions, the number of hours imported from the time transactions will be shown here, even if 

the ordered quantity has been changed. 

Updated - Once the service item entry has been invoiced and the invoice has been updated, this 

line is considered "updated" and can no longer be changed or deleted.  However, if there are other 

service item entries or lines on the service order that have not yet been updated, the service order 

will stay in the current data entry table until all service item entries are updated. 
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Invoice No - Once an invoice has been created for this service item entry (see Create Service 

Invoices) that invoice number is displayed in this field for your reference.  As long there is an invoice 

in this field, you cannot change the service item entry or any of the lines.   

Vendor Number - Enter the vendor number, or click the Lookup button to list all vendor numbers. 

For inventory items, this field defaults from the inventory item's primary vendor but it can be 

changed. For previously entered service orders, this field is blank. This field is available only if the 

Purchase Order module is set up and the user has the appropriate security set up. 

Note This field is not available for a kit item if No is selected when prompted to explode the lines 

and order by component. 

PO Number - Type the purchase order number. The entry at this field defaults from Auto Generate 

from Service Orders and when creating a purchase order from Service Order Entry. This field is 

available only if the Purchase Order module is set up and the user has the appropriate security set 

up. Note This field is not available for a kit item if No is selected when prompted to explode the 

lines and order by component. 

PO Required Date - Type the purchase order required date. The entry at this field defaults from 

Auto Generate from Service Orders and when creating a purchase order from Service Order Entry. 

This field is available only if the Purchase Order module is set up and the user has the appropriate 

security set up. Note This field is not available for a kit item if No is selected when prompted to 

explode the lines and order by component. 

Serial Numbers List - Enter a list of serial numbers that will be used in creating service items for 

non-serialized inventory items. Note This field is not available if the Get Serial Numbers from Line 

Entry box is not checked in Service Order Options (see Line Entry Tab) or the line item is not set up 

for service tracking (see Service Item Setup). 
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Show All Lines 

 

 
 

Clicking on the Show All Lines button just above the primary line grid will pop up a dialog that shows 

all the service item entries and all the lines in a format that is easy to view.  This gives you an idea 

of what the customer will see if you create an invoice for all the service item entries.  It also makes 

it easy to find the line you wish to edit.  Just find the line and double-click to return to the grid with 

the selected line highlighted. 
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Time Transactions 

 

 
 

As you can see in the above image, all the transactions entered will be displayed on the left side.  

You can filter by technician by using the Select Technician field.   Highlight the time transactions 

you wish to bill on this repair labor line and click the arrow pointing to the right in the middle.  You 

can copy all the transactions from left to right using the double-arrow in the middle.   You can also 

drag and drop transactions from either column to the other using your mouse. 

As you move transaction, the total hours at the bottom of each column will change to show how 

many transaction hours you have selected.   You can also double-click on any of the transactions to 

edit it as necessary. 

Once you are satisfied with the selection, click the accept button.   The total Selected Hours will 

then be copied to the Ordered Quantity field on the line.  If the unit of measure for the labor 

miscellaneous item code is not HOUR, then the Selected Hours will be converted to the appropriate 

quantity based on the unit of measure.  You can then change the Ordered Quantity as you wish, but 

the selected Transaction Hours will still be available for viewing in the Trans Hours field, which you 

can see on the Service Order lines panel. 
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Lot/Serial Distribution 

 

 
 

If the Enable Lot/Serial Distribution check box is selected in Service Order Options, you can 

distribute lot and serial numbers to Standard, Credit Return, Exchange and Refurbish order types 

during order entry. 

Use Lot/Serial Number Distribution to display the lot and serial numbers that are already 

distributed for the current line item or to distribute the transaction quantity by entering the quantity 

next to the corresponding lot and serial numbers. You can also enter additional lot and serial 

numbers. 
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When entering a lot or serial item during line entry, you are required to distribute the total quantity 

entered for the item to one or more lot/serial numbers. You can enter the lot/serial numbers and 

quantities one at a time until the total quantity for the item is fully distributed. You must fully 

distribute all lot and serial lines before completing an invoice. 

The Distribution Balance field at the bottom of the window reflects a running total of the remaining 

quantity to distribute. This balance does not reflect the quantity entered for the current line. 

Note When the item code, warehouse code, or unit of measure is changed on a previously saved 

line with existing lot and serial distribution records, the previously entered distribution records are 

removed after you click OK.  

 

Purchase Order 

 

 
 
If the Enable Purchase Order Generation During Service Order Entry check box is selected in 

Service Order Options and a Purchase Order is generated for a service order line, you can click on 

the Purchase Order button to drill into Purchase Order Entry. To create a Purchase Order  through 

Service Order Entry, hit the "Generate PO" button on the Totals tab. 
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Service Order Totals 

 

 
 

Generate PO - If the Enable Purchase Order Generation During Service Order Entry check box is 

selected in Service Order Options, a Generate PO button appears allowing you to generate a 

Purchase Order from a Service Order. If the 'Prompt to Generate Purchase Order on New Service 

Orders' check box is selected, you will be prompted to generate a Purchase Order from a new 

Service Order. 

Order Date - This field displays the order date and can only be viewed. 

Order Type - This field displays the order type and can only be viewed. 
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Salesperson - This field displays the salesperson code and can only be viewed. 

Amount Subject to Discount - This field displays the total of all line items for which the amount is 

subject to discount. This field can only be viewed. 

Discount Rate - Type a discount rate for this customer. If a new rate is entered, the discount 

amount is recalculated. This field defaults the rate entered in the Discount Rate field in Customer 

Maintenance, but it can be changed. 

Discount Amount - Type a discount amount. The discount amount is calculated by multiplying the 

amount subject to discount by the discount rate. If a new discount amount is entered, the discount 

rate is recalculated. A warning message appears if a discount amount is entered and no items are 

selected as Discountable on the Lines tab. 

Taxable Amount - This field displays the taxable total amount of all line items for which a tax class 

is entered in the Tax Class field. This field can only be viewed. 

Non-Taxable Amount - This field displays the nontaxable total amount of all line items for which a 

tax class is entered in the Tax Class field. This field can only be viewed. 

Ship Zone - Enter a ship zone for this order. If Yes or Actual is selected in the Use Shipping Code to 

Calculate Freight field in Service Order Options, click the Lookup button to list all ship zones. The 

freight is calculated automatically. 

• If the shipping code entered in the Ship Via field for this invoice indicates that the ship 

zone is a ZIP Code, the ZIP Code from the ship-to address appears. 

• If the Use Prior Range of ZIP Codes check box is selected in Shipping Rate Maintenance, 

the last sequential ZIP Code that most closely matches the ZIP Code entered is used in the 

freight charge calculation. This field is available only if the shipping code entered in the 

Ship Via field is defined to use ship zones. 

Ship Weight - Type a shipping weight for this order. Fractional weights are not accepted. 

• If Yes or Actual is selected in the Use Shipping Code to Calculate Freight field in Service 

Order Options, click the Lookup button to list all ship weights. 

• If Actual is selected in the Use Shipping Code to Calculate Freight field in Service Order 

Options, this field displays the actual total weight of all inventory items on this order; 

however, the weights for each item must be in the Inventory file, and all weights must be 

expressed in the same unit of measure (lb, tons). You can change the actual weight that 

appears. 

• If Auto Use Next Weight from Table is selected in the Freight Calculation Method field in 

Shipping Rate Maintenance, the next sequential weight for this ship zone that most 

closely matches the ship weight entered is used to calculate the freight charge for this 

order. 
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Note The ship weight must be numeric. Do not include the unit of measure. 

Freight Amount - Type the freight amount for the invoice. If the Use Shipping Code to Calculate 

Freight check box is selected in Service Order Options and a shipping code is entered in the Ship 

Via field, the freight amount is automatically calculated based on the entries in the Ship Zone and 

Ship Weight fields. 

Deposit Payment Type - Select the deposit payment type to use for the current service order. If 

Credit Card is selected, focus moves to the Credit Card tab where you can enter the credit card 

information and submit the transaction. 

If the default payment type is Credit Card and the customer is assigned a primary card ID in 

Customer Maintenance, this field defaults to Credit Card, but it can be changed. Payment types are 

defined in Payment Type Maintenance. 

Check Number/Reference Number - For deposits paid by a check payment type, type the check 

number. For deposits paid by cash payment type, type a reference number. This field is available 

only if Check or Cash, or a check or cash payment type set up in Payment Type Maintenance is 

selected in the Deposit Payment Type field. 

Deposit Amount - Type the customer deposit amount to record a customer deposit to apply against 

the invoice for this service order. The deposit amount can be maintained for partial shipments and 

is not zeroed out automatically for the first shipment. For credit card deposits, this field displays the 

deposit amount entered on the Credit Card tab. 

Commission Rate - The commission rate for the responsible salesperson appears. Type 0 (zero) for 

the commission rate if you do not want commission calculated for this order. The commission 

amount is calculated after the order is invoiced. You can override the commission rate if the 

appropriate security has been set up. 

Sales Tax Amount - This field displays the total sales tax for the order and can only be viewed. The 

sales tax amount is calculated by multiplying the amount in the Taxable Amount field by the total 

tax rate for the state, county and/or local codes that apply to this service order. To modify the sales 

tax amount displayed, click Tax Detail and enter the new sales tax amount in the Tax Amount field 

in the Tax Detail window. 

Order Total - When all field entries are complete for the order, this field displays the total for all 

lines items, applicable freight, and tax amounts, minus any applicable discount. This field can only 

be viewed. 

Billed Amount - If the service order has been partially invoiced, and the invoice has been updated, 

this field displays the total amount of the updated invoice. This field can only be viewed. 

Net Order - When all field entries are complete for the order, this field displays the order total less 

any deposit amount. This field can only be viewed. 
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Service Order Credit Card 

 

 
 

The Credit Card tab is available only if Credit Card is selected in the Deposit Payment Type drop box 

on the Totals tab, and at least one of the service item entries has a service type of Standard or 

Refurbish. 

If the service order has several service item entries of different service types, all information 

entered on the Credit Card tab will be applied against the invoices created for Standard or 

Refurbish service item entries only. 
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Card ID - Enter a card ID to identify this credit card, or click the Lookup button to view a list of all 

card IDs for this customer. The primary card ID automatically defaults if the default payment type is 

Credit Card and the customer is assigned a primary card ID in Customer Maintenance, but it can be 

changed. Click Clear to clear the information on the Credit Card tab. 

Save - Select this check box to save the card ID for future use. Clear this check box if you do not 

want to save the card ID for future use. 

• This check box is automatically selected when entering a new card ID and clicking Yes to 

the message that appears asking if you want to save the card ID for future use. This check 

box is also selected if the card ID already exists for the customer, but it can be changed. 

• If this check box is selected and changes are made to the billing or corporate card 

information, the record in Customer Credit Card Maintenance will be automatically 

updated when the entry is saved. This check box is cleared after the credit card 

information is successfully updated. 

• If this check box is cleared for an existing card ID and the card’s expiration date is 

changed in the Credit Card Payment Processor window, clicking Submit in Credit Card 

Payment Processor will automatically update the record in Customer Credit Card 

Maintenance with the new expiration date. 

Payment Type - Enter the credit card payment type, or click the Lookup button to list all credit card 

payment types. The payment type automatically defaults if an existing card ID is entered for the 

customer or if the customer is assigned a primary card ID in Customer Maintenance, but it can be 

changed. 

Card Type - This field displays the card type and can only be viewed. 

Primary - This check box is automatically selected if this credit card is the primary card ID assigned 

in Customer Maintenance; otherwise, it is cleared. This field can only be viewed. 

Last Four Digits - This field displays the last four digits of the credit card number entered in Credit 

Card Payment Processor and can only be viewed. For a one-time use card that is not processed 

through Credit Card Payment Processor, this field is available to manually enter the last four digits 

of the credit card number. 

Expiration Month/Year - These fields display the expiration month and year of the credit card 

entered in Credit Card Payment Processor and can only be viewed. If you are using a non-

processing payment type and not saving the credit card record, these fields will be available to 

manually select an expiration month and year. A message indicating that the card will expire in a 

specified number of days may appear based on the value entered in the Days Before Credit Card 

Expiration field in Accounts Receivable Options. You can click Submit Card to update the credit 

card's expiration month and year. 
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Cardholder Name - Type the cardholder name. When entering a new card ID and a payment type or 

changing the payment type, this field will default to the customer name in Customer Maintenance, 

but it can be changed. This is a required field. 

Address - Type the cardholder's billing address. When entering a new card ID and a payment type, 

these fields default to the first two address lines in Customer Maintenance, but they can be 

changed. The first line of the Address field will be used by the Credit Card Payment Processor 

address verification service. This is a required field. 

ZIP Code - Type the cardholder's billing ZIP Code. When entering a new card ID and a payment type, 

this field defaults to the customer's billing ZIP Code in Customer Maintenance, but it can be 

changed. The information in this field will be used by the Credit Card Payment Processor address 

verification service. This is a required field. 

City - Type the cardholder's billing city. When entering a new card ID and a payment type, this field 

defaults to the customer's billing city in Customer Maintenance, but it can be changed. If a ZIP 

Code is entered, the city automatically appears. This is a required field. 

State - Type the cardholder's billing state. When entering a new card ID and a payment type, this 

field defaults to the customer's billing state in Customer Maintenance, but it can be changed. If a 

ZIP Code is entered, the state abbreviation automatically appears. This is a required field. 

Country - Enter the code for the cardholder's billing country, or click the Lookup button to list all 

country codes. When entering a new card ID and a payment type, this field defaults to the 

customer's country code in Customer Maintenance, but it can be changed. The information in this 

field will be used by the Sage Exchange address verification service. This is a required field. 

E-mail Address - Type the cardholder's e-mail address. This field defaults to the e-mail address in 

Customer Maintenance, but it can be changed. Use a semicolon (;) to separate multiple e-mail 

addresses. If the e-mail address is longer than this field, use the left and right arrow keys to view 

the entire address. 

Comment - Type a comment for this credit card. 

Corporate ID/PO - Type the corporate ID or purchase order number assigned to the user of the 

corporate/commercial card. This field is available only if the Allow Corporate Cards check box is 

selected for the payment type in Payment Type Maintenance. 

Note The corporate ID or purchase order number is not required to process the transaction; 

however, the credit card company may charge a higher transaction fee if you do not track this 

information. 

Transaction Type - Select a fund transfer method. 

• Select Deposit/Sale to process a credit card transaction on the deposit amount entered. A 

deposit transaction will be fully processed as a sale when the Submit Card or Accept 

button is clicked in this task or S/O Invoice Data Entry and a deposit amount is entered. If 
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the Process in Batch check box is selected, the transaction can be fully processed when 

the Perform Credit Card Processing check box is selected during the Daily Sale Journal 

printing. 

• Select Payment/PrePost Authorization to trigger the transfer of funds when printing the 

Daily Sales Journal. A payment will first be pre-authorized when the Submit Card or Accept 

button is clicked in this task or S/O Invoice Data Entry. If the Process in Batch check box is 

selected, the transaction can be fully processed when the Perform Credit Card Processing 

check box is selected during the Daily Sales Journal printing. 

Pay Balance - Select this check box to pay the balance of the order using a credit card. If this check 

box is selected and you click Submit Card, the deposit that is entered will be processed and the 

remaining order balance will be pre-authorized. The remaining balance will be processed when the 

Daily Sales Journal is printed. Clear this check box to pay only the deposit using a credit card. 

This field is available if Deposit/Sale is selected in the Transaction Type field. 

(Balance/Payment) Amount - This field displays the credit card balance or credit card payment 

amount for the service order. This field can only be viewed. 

(Balance/Payment) Corp Sales Tax - Type the sales tax amount associated with the credit card 

payment for the service order. This amount is included in the total transaction amount. Sales tax 

amounts are reported for corporate cards only, and the amount entered here will be reported on 

the customer's corporate credit card statement. 

If the Sales Tax Reporting check box is selected in Accounts Receivable Options, the default 

amount is calculated based on the actual sales tax amount and the amount of sales tax already 

allocated to the payment. If the Sales Tax Reporting check box is cleared, this field defaults to 0.00. 

Click the Reset Corporate Sales Tax button to reset the amount to the default amount. 

This field is available only if the Allow Corporate Cards check box is selected for the payment type in 

Payment Type Maintenance, and a corporate card ID or purchase order has been entered.  

Note The sales tax amount is not required to complete the transaction; however, the credit card 

company may charge a higher transaction fee if you do not track this information. 

(Balance/Payment) Auth No. - This field displays the authorization number for the credit card 

transaction processed through Credit Card Payment Processor and can only be viewed. For a one-

time use card that is not processed through Credit Card Payment Processor, this field is available to 

manually enter the authorization number for the credit card transaction. 

Note The Process in Batch check box must be cleared to obtain an authorization number through 

Credit Card Payment Processor immediately after clicking Submit Card. 

(Balance/Payment) Auth Amount - This field displays the authorization amount for the credit card 

transaction processed through Credit Card Payment Processor. The authorization amount defaults 

to the total order amount less the deposit amount, but it can be changed. 
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The pre-authorization amount is valid for several days. If the order will be held beyond the pre-

authorization period, select the Process in Batch check box to pre-authorize the amount through 

the Daily Sales Journal process. 

This field is available when the Pay Balance check box is selected or Payment/PrePost 

Authorization is selected in the Transaction Type field. 

(Balance/Payment) Auth Date - This field displays the authorization date for the credit card 

transaction processed through Credit Card Payment Processor and can only be viewed. For a one-

time card that is not processed through Credit Card Payment Processor, this field defaults to the 

current date when an authorization number has been entered. 

(Balance/Payment) Auth Time - This field displays the authorization time for the credit card 

transaction processed through Credit Card Payment Processor and can only be viewed. For a one-

time card that is not processed through Credit Card Payment Processor, this field defaults to the 

current time when an authorization number has been entered. 

(Balance/Payment) Transaction ID - This field displays the transaction ID for the credit card 

transaction when the transaction is successfully processed through Credit Card Payment Processor 

and can only be viewed. A message appears below this field stating that the credit card transaction 

was authorized. If the transaction is declined, this field is blank and a message appears below this 

field stating that the credit card transaction was not authorized. This field is available only when the 

Pay Balance check box is selected or Payment/PrePost Authorization is selected in the Transaction 

Type field. 

(Deposit) Amount - Type the credit card deposit amount applied to this transaction. This field is 

available only if Deposit/Sale is selected in the Transaction Type field.  

(Deposit) Corp Sales Tax - Type the sales tax amount associated with the credit card deposit for the 

service order. This amount is included in the total transaction amount. Sales tax amounts are 

reported for corporate cards only, and the amount entered here will be reported on the customer's 

corporate credit card statement. 

If the Sales Tax Reporting check box is selected in Accounts Receivable Options, the default 

amount is calculated based on the actual sales tax amount and the amount of sales tax already 

allocated to the deposit. If the Sales Tax Reporting check box is cleared, this field defaults to 0.00. 

Click the Reset Corporate Sales Tax button to reset the amount to the default amount. 

This field is available only if the Allow Corporate Cards check box is selected for the payment type in 

Payment Type Maintenance, and a corporate card ID or purchase order number has been entered. 

This field is also available only if Deposit/Sale is selected in the Transaction Type field. 

Note The sales tax amount is not required to complete the transaction; however, the credit card 

company may charge a higher transaction fee if you do not track this information. 

(Deposit) Auth No. - This field displays the authorization number for the credit card transaction 

processed through Credit Card Payment Processor and can only be viewed. For a one-time use card 
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that is not processed through Credit Card Payment Processor, this field is available to manually 

enter the authorization number for the credit card transaction. This field is available only if 

Deposit/Sale is selected in the Transaction Type field. 

Note The Process in Batch check box must be cleared to obtain an authorization number through 

Credit Card Payment Processor immediately after clicking Submit Card. 

(Deposit) Auth Date - This field displays the authorization date for the credit card transaction 

processed through Credit Card Payment Processor and can only be viewed. For a one-time card that 

is not processed through Credit Card Payment Processor, this field defaults to the current date 

when an authorization number has been entered. This field is available only if Deposit/Sale is 

selected in the Transaction Type field. 

(Deposit) Auth Time - This field displays the authorization time for the credit card transaction 

processed through Credit Card Payment Processor and can only be viewed. For a one-time card that 

is not processed through Credit Card Payment Processor, this field defaults to the current time 

when an authorization number has been entered. This field is available only if Deposit/Sale is 

selected in the Transaction Type field. 

(Deposit) Transaction ID - This field displays the transaction ID for the credit card transaction when 

the transaction is successfully processed through  Credit Card Payment Processor and can only be 

viewed. A message appears below this field stating that the credit card transaction was authorized. 

If the transaction is declined, this field is blank and a message appears below this field stating that 

the credit card transaction was not authorized. This field is available only if Deposit/Sale is selected 

in the Transaction Type field. 

Swipe Card - Select this check box if a new credit card will be swiped for this transaction when 

Credit Card Payment Processor is launched. Clear this check box if the credit card will not be 

swiped. This check box is available only if the Process in Batch check box is cleared. 

Note A Credit Card Payment Processor approved credit card swipe device, available through Credit 

Card Payment Processor only, is required to use this feature. 

Process in Batch - Select this check box to process this credit card transaction through Credit Card 

Payment Processor in a batch when printing the Daily  Sales Journal or the Sales Order Batch 

Authorization listing. Clear this check box if you do not want to process this transaction in a batch. 

You can then enter the CVV number for each credit card transaction when clicking Submit Card or 

Accept. This check box is automatically selected if the Default Transactions to Process in Batch 

check box is selected in Company Maintenance, but it can be cleared. This check box is available if 

the Swipe Card check box is cleared. 

Note When processing credit card transactions in a batch, the CVV number cannot be entered for 

each credit card transaction; therefore, the credit card company may charge a higher transaction 

fee. 
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Service Order Quick Print 
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Service Order Printing 

 

 
 
Service Order Printing allows you to print a Crystal Reports form containing all the service order 

information.  To actually print the form, select a printer then click the Print button.  If you wish to 

see the form on the screen, you can click the Preview button.   

In either case, if you preview or print with no other choices made on the screen, the program will 

select and print only those service orders where the "Print Order" box on the service order header is 

checked.  You can, however, enter parameters and click the "Select" button at the top of the panel 

to find all matching service orders and change the "Print Order" flag to "Y" for those orders. 
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Picking Sheet Printing 
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Service Item Label Printing 

 
 

Shipping Label Printing 
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Service Item Data Entry 

 
 

Service Item Data Entry allows you to edit, delete, and add lines to a Service Item Entry without 

having to lock the whole order. Service Item Entries represent the individual pieces of equipment 

that are being serviced on an order. These are added to the order during Service Order Data Entry. 

Once the Service Item Entry exists, you can edit the fields, add comments and add lines for that 

entry from the Service Item Data Entry Screen. Click on the image above or the links below for more 

information about the options on each tab. 

You can also add new Service Item Entries by typing in a new number, or by pressing the Next Entry 

No button (#). 

Most of the fields and features in this menu option are identical the counterparts in Service Order 

Data Entry. Refer to Service Item Entry for details about most of the information on the panel. The 

fields covered below are exceptions. 

Order Number - You can enter an order number, or use the F2 key or lookup button to select an 

existing order. You do not have the option of creating a new order here. That must be done in 

Service Order Data Entry. 

Entry Number - You can enter a six-digit entry number, or you can use the F2 key, lookup button, or 

browse buttons to find the entry that you wish to modify. If you enter a number for which a entry 

does not exist, you will have the option to add the entry. 
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Service Item Entry Header 

 

 
 
The header panel of Service Item Data Entry displays the same information that is available in the 

grids on the Service Item Entry tab of Service Order Data Entry.  Since Service Item Data Entry deals 

with only one entry (or unit, serial number, equipment) at a time, the fields that are in grids on 

Service Order Data Entry are displayed in individual fields on the header panel of Service Item Data 

Entry.  This may be a more convenient format if a user chooses to work with one service item entry 

at a time. 
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Quantity - The Quantity field is only available for Credit Returns and Exchange Service Types that 

have no serial number entered. This field is useful when large amounts of items are being returned 

or exchanged that are not being individually tracked. Replacements can also be sent out for those 

items sine the Replacement Dialog now allows a quantity to be entered, defaulting to the quantity 

returned. 

 

Service Item Entry Additional 
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Service Item Entry End User 
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Service Item Entry Lines  

 

 
 

If you wish to enter parts used and other charges for this Service Item Entry you can go to the Lines 

tab. Any lines you enter in this panel will refer only to the Service Item Entry you are currently 

editing. This feature allows multiple people to be adding lines for the same order, but different 

Service Item Entries. 
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For detailed information about the grids, fields, and buttons on this panel, refer to Service Order 

Lines.  The fields here are the same ones that can be entered and maintained in Service Order 

Data Entry. 

Parts Limit - If the customer for this order belongs to a group (see Group Code Maintenance), you 

may have set up a Parts Limit for repairs. If so, that limit will display on the right side of the lines 

panel. Just below is the actual total price of parts you have entered so far. If the total price of parts 

exceeds the limit, the Parts Limit field will turn red. 

Text Editor - The Text Editor button is a feature that has been added for your convenience.  This 

button will be enabled when you have your cursor in a field that is able to hold more than 30 non-

numeric characters, such as a comment line. If you click the button, a large edit window will appear 

so you can view, edit, and format your comment more easily. 

 

Service Item Entry Totals 
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Technician Time Transactions 

 
 

Technician Time Transactions allows each technician to log on and off of service item entries.  

Transactions entered here can be used to calculate billing hours for labor lines in service order data 

entry. 

Note: The Technician Time Transaction entry will always override the quantity manually entered in 

the Service Order Data Entry lines tab. For example, if a technician logged 2 hours, a supervisor can 

then change it to 3 hours in service order lines. But if the technician then works .5 more hours, the 

total in the service order lines will become 2.5, not 3. 

Service Order - Enter or select the service order that you are working on.  It may be a good idea to 

print bar codes on the order form so that each technician can quickly scan the order number into 

this screen. 

Entry No - Enter or select the service item entry number that you are working on.  A bar coded entry 

number on the order form is a good idea to speed up data entry. 

Status - DISPLAY ONLY - This shows the current status of the service item entry that was selected. 

Assigned Technician - DISPLAY ONLY - This shows the technician assigned to the service item entry. 

Start Date / Time - Enter the starting date and time for the work being done.  For a new entry, this 

will default to the current date and time. 

End Date / Time - Enter the ending date and time.  For a new entry the end date and time will be 

blank and can be left blank.  If the technician has already created a transaction with a start date 
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and no end date, that same transaction record will be pulled up and the end date and time will be 

filled in. 

Charge Code - Enter the labor miscellaneous item code that should be used for this time 

transaction.  This is for the user's benefit only.  In service order entry the user must create a labor 

line before selecting time transactions. If you would like to have the billing code required with the 

transaction is closed, you can select the check box in Service Order Option in the Line Entry tab. 

Comment - Enter a comment about the work that was done.  When time transactions are used to 

calculate time in service order data entry, the comments for the time transactions selected will be 

commented and put in the line comment code. 
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Create Service Invoices 

In order for service orders to be completed, they typically must be billed through the Sales Order 

Invoice Data Entry or Sales Order Shipping Data Entry system.  There are several ways to create 

invoices from service orders. 

Create Invoice Button - On the service order header screen there is a button that can be pressed to 

create an invoice for one service order at a time.  Take a look at the Service Order Data Entry for 

more information about this feature.  

Sales Order Invoice Data Entry - You can create a new invoice or credit memo in Sales Order 

Invoice Data Entry and specify a service order number instead of a sales order number to create an 

invoice.  For this feature to work, at least one of the service item entries on the service order must 

be closed.  See the Complete and Ready to Update flag in Status Maintenance. 

Sales Order Shipping Data Entry - You can create a new invoice  in Sales Order Shipping Data Entry 

and specify a service order number instead of a sales order number to create an invoice.  For this 

feature to work, at least one of the service item entries on the service order must be closed.  See 

the Complete and Ready to Update flag in Status Maintenance. 

Create Service Invoices - This menu option allows you to scan all the service orders in the data entry 

table and find those that meet the selection parameters you enter on the screen shown below.  In 

order for any service order to be invoiced this way, at least one of the service item entries must be 

closed. See the Complete and Ready to Update flag in Status Maintenance.  Once the invoices are 

created using this method, each service order/invoice will appear on the Service Generated Invoice 

Log. 
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Service Generated Invoice Log 

 
 
Every time an invoice is created from a service order using the Create Service Invoices feature from 

the main menu, a record is entered in the service invoice log.  You can print this report to see the 

list, and then clear the log as soon as the printing is complete. 
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Quick Status Change 

 
 

Quick Status Change allows you to edit the fields on an existing Service Item Entry without having to 

lock the whole order. To add new Service Item Entries or to edit, delete, and add lines to a Service 

Item Entry you should use Service Item Data Entry or Service Order Data Entry. 

All of the fields and features in this menu option are identical the counterparts in Service Item Data 

Entry. Refer to Service Item Entry for details about most of the information on the panel. 
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Inquiry Menu 

Service Order Inquiry 

 
 
Service Order Inquiry is the same as Service Order Data Entry except it is read only. 
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Service Item Entry Inquiry 

 
 
Service Item Entry Inquiry is the same as Service Item Data Entry except that it is read only. 
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Service Order History Inquiry 

 
 
Service Order History Inquiry is similar to Service Order Inquiry and Service Order Data Entry except 

that it is read only. You can see all Service Orders, including those in history and those that have 

been deleted. 
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Service Item Entry History Inquiry 

 
 
Service Item Entry Inquiry is similar to Service Item Entry Inquiry and Service Item Data Entry except 

that it is read only. You can see all Service Item Entries, including those in history and those that 

have been deleted. 
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Service Item Inquiry 

 
 
Service Item Inquiry is the same as Service Item Maintenance except that it is read only. 
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Serial History Inquiry 

 
 
Serial History Inquiry is where you can look up any serial number item code in your history to see all 

of its details and transactions. 

 - Use the lookup button to perform either a service item search or a serialized item search.  

 -  Use the binoculars at the top if you wish to see the service item which will open Service Item 

Inquiry. 

 - Use this button to drill into the item for more information. When you push it, Service Order 

History Inquiry will open. 

 - If the item has an invoice, this button will be activated and you can use it to see invoice 

information. It will open A/R Invoice History Inquiry 

 - Use the binoculars on the side to search for serial transactions, the following window will 

appear. 
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Reports Menu 

Open Service Order Report 

 
 

The Open Service Order Report prints a report of all the service orders in the current service order 

table.  There are several selections and parameters that allow you to select the orders you wish to 

see and the amount of detail you need. 

Sort Report By – 
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Use the drop box to select the sequence that you want the orders to appear in.   

Service Order Types to Print - There are five service types.  You can select All or just check the 

boxes for the service types you wish to include.  The program will scan all the service item entries 

and will only print those entries that match the boxes checked.  Service item entries will only print if 

the Print Service Item Entries box is check on the panel. 

Print Summary Header - If this box is checked, only one line will be printed for each service order 

header. 

Print Service Item Entries - If checked, the report will include a line for selected service item 

entries. 

Print Lines - If checked, the report will include the lines for each service item entry selected. 

Print If Invoiced - If this box is cleared and a service item entry has an invoice in process or has 

already been invoiced, that entry will not be selected for the report. 

Print Comments - Select Partial to see one line of comments or full to see the complete comments. 
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RMA Progress Report 

 
 

The RMA Progress Report prints a report of all the service orders with RMA numbers assigned in the 

current service order table.  There are several selections and parameters that allow you to select 

the RMAs you wish to see and the amount of detail you need. 

Sort Report By –  

 

Use the drop box to select the sequence that you want the orders to appear in.   
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Service Order Types to Print - There are five service types.  You can select All or just check the 

boxes for the service types you wish to include.  The program will scan all the service item entries 

and will only print those entries that match the boxes checked.  Service item entries will only print if 

the Print Service Item Entries box is check on the panel. 

RMA Progress - Check the box to select what RMAs you wish to see.  If an RMA is Open, that means 

it has not been received yet.  Take a look at Service Order Header for more about receiving an RMA. 

 If the report date is beyond the expiration date of the RMA on the service order header, the RMA 

will show as Expired on the report.  

Print Service Item Entries - If checked, the report will include a line for selected service item 

entries. 

Print Lines - If checked, the report will include the lines for each service item entry selected. 

Print If Invoiced - If this box is cleared and a service item entry has an invoice in process or has 

already been invoiced, that entry will not be selected for the report. 

Print Comments - Select Partial to see one line of comments or full to see the complete comments. 
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Service History Report by Item 

 
 

The Service History by Service Item report will allow you to see service history organized by the 

service item.  This is similar information that you will see on the Open Service Order Report, but is 

specific to the item and serial number that defines the service item. 

Sort Report By –  

 

You can select how you wish to sort the report by selecting one of the options from the drop box. 
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Print Service Orders –  

 

Select whether you wish to include only current orders, only history orders or both current and 

history orders. 

Service Order Types to Print - There are five service types.  You can select All or just check the 

boxes for the service types you wish to include.  The program will scan all the service item entries 

and will only print those entries that match the boxes checked.  Service item entries will only print if 

the Print Service Item Entries box is check on the panel. 

Total by Item Code - Check this box to total the lines by item code. 

Total by Serial Number - Check this box to total the lines by serial number. 

Summarize Svc Item Entry - If this box is checked the service item entry information will be limited 

to one line each. 

Print Lines - Check this box to print the lines from the service order for each service item entry. 
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Failure Analysis Report 

 
 

The Failure Analysis Report will count the occurrence of failures according to the parameters you 

specify on the screen and will display them in columns by Month, Quarter or Year. 

A failure code can be a Failure Reason on the service item entry, a failure reason on a line, or a 

Technician Diagnostic Code, depending on the selections you make.  Each unique failure code will 

be counted as one for each service item entry.   That means that if you have five lines with the 

same failure code on them, they will only count as one failure, but if three lines have one failure 

reason code, NOISY, and two lines have a failure reason code, ABUSE, then the program will count 

two failures, one will show up on the report as NOISY and one will show for ABUSE.   
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Note - it is important to understand that the same service item entry can be selected and counted 

twice on this report because each service item entry can have multiple failures. 

Sort Report By - You can select up to four breaks and totals for your report.   You pick the field by 

which you want to break by click the drop box for each Group By. 

 

 

In the example above, we have chosen to group by Failure Code, then Product Line, the item code 

of the service item, and then Complaint Code.  You can see what other options are available in the 

image above.  

Report Columns - Select if you wish to see columns by Month, Quarter or Year.   

Number of Columns -  Select how many Months, Quarters or Years you wish to show across the 

page.  The maximum number of columns is twelve. 

As of Date - The cutoff date for the report.  The program will automatically calculate the end of the 

month for the date you enter and will include all failures within that month. 

Failure Codes to Analyze - Select if you wish to count service item entry failure reason codes, line 

failure reason codes and/or technician diagnostic codes.  You can include all of them or select one 

or two. 

Service Order Types to Print - Check the boxes to determine which service types to include.  This 

looks at the service type assigned to the service item entry and will exclude those that are not 

checked. 

Include Updated Svc Items Only - Most of the time, a failure is not analyzed unless we are sure that 

the repair has been complete.  This box would typically be checked. 

Ignore Blank Failure Reason - If you do not regularly use failure reason codes, you can still make 

use of this report by clearing this box so that even those service item entries without a failure 

reason can be counted. 

Print Details - Check this box to print the line detail that goes with each service item entry. 
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Warranty Renewal Report 

 
 

The Warranty Renewal Report is useful to find all the service items for which one or more of the 

warranties is about to expire.  You enter a date range and select which warranties to look at, and 

the report will find all the warranties expiring in that range.  It will then print out all the information 

you need to contact the current user or the original sold-to customer. 

Sort Report By –  

 

Select how you want the data on the report to be sorted. 

Print Items with No Warranty - Check this box to also select those service items that do not have a 

warranty at all.  This could be helpful if you are trying to sell extended warranties or service plans. 

Beginning Date - Enter the beginning date of the range. If the warranty expiration falls before this, it 

will not appear on the report. 

Ending Date - Enter the end date of the range.  If the warranty expiration falls beyond this, it will not 

appear on the report. 
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Customer Type - Select whether you wish to print the Original Sold-To or the Current User 

information on the report. 

Data to Print - Check the box to indicate which warranty you wish to show on the report. 

Open Demo/Loaner Report 

 
 

The Open Demo/Loaner Report will show all the parts or items that you have sent out to customers 

on demo or loan.  A demo is typically sent out from a sales order or invoice.  A loaner generally is 

sent out for the customer to use while a service item is being repaired. 

Sort Report By –  

 

Select if you wish to sort the report by item code, serial number or customer 
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Demo/Loaners to Include –  

 

Select if you wish to include on the report All, Updated Service Entries only or Closed and Updated 

Service Entries only. 

Data To Print –  

 

Select the valuation methods you wish to include on the report and whether the report should 

include just demo units, just loaner units or both demo and loaners units. 
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Service Item Report 

 
 
Service Item Report is where you can view a report on a specific service item.  
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Utilities Menu 

Expired RMA Register and Update 

 
 

The Expired RMA Register will find all the service orders that have expired.  You can select the date 

range and other parameters.  Once the report is run, you can select to update and all the listed 

orders will be purged. 

Remove Service Orders Dated on or Before - This is the cutoff date.  If the order date falls before 

this date and all the other criteria are met, the order will appear on the register. 

Remove RMA Expired on or Before - This is the RMA expiration date.  If the RMA Expiration date on 

the service order header is on or before the date entered here and all other criteria are met, the 

order will appear on the register. 

Include/Purge Blank RMA Numbers - Check this box if you wish purge service orders with the blank 

RMA number. 

Print Service Item Entries - Check this box if you wish to show the service item entry on the register 

before purging. 

Print Lines - Check this box if you wish to show the lines on the register before purging. 
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Service History Purge 

 
 
The Service History Purge is a good way to get rid of service history, not current service orders, that 

are old and no longer needed on file. 

Service Item Purge 

 
Service Item Purge allows you to find and remove service items that were sold on or before a 

certain date and that meet other requirements.  It is best to first purge service history first to make 

sure there is no history for these items. 
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Sales History Conversion 

 
 

The Sales History Conversion Utility will read through the A/R Invoice History and recreate any 

Service Items that are missing.  It will also update extended warranties that were sold through S/O 

invoicing when the service item was first shipped. 

This utility is useful not only for restoring master file data after a system crash or file corruption, but 

it can be used to create Service Items quickly if you have just begin to use Service Center, but have 

been using Sage 100 ERP® S/O and I/M for a while. 

Note that you must set the Service Tracking options for all the items in inventory for which you wish 

to create Service Items.  For more information, see Service Item Setup in Inventory Management. 

If you choose to correct item descriptions and customer addresses, the program will make a second 

pass through all Service Items on file to compare the descriptions to the I/M item master and/or 

the sold-to and end user addresses to the A/R Customer Master. 

Beginning Invoice Date - Enter the earliest invoice date you wish the program to evaluate when 

searching the invoice history. 

Ending Invoice Date - Enter the latest invoice date you wish the program to evaluate when 

searching invoice history. 
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Restore Missing Service Items - Check this box if you want the program to create service items that 

are missing based upon sales of items in the invoice history lines.  If an item code found on an 

invoice history line is set up to create a service item upon sale, this program will create the 

appropriate service item from the invoice. 

Create Service Items for Non-Serialized Items - Check this box if you wish to create service items 

for non-serialized items.  This is a tricky thing to do.   For non-serialized items, the serial number is 

created on-the-fly based upon the date or the invoice number followed by sequence number.  When 

this program runs, it cannot know what sequence number was used the first time, so it cannot 

evaluate if the service item is already on file.  Check this box only if you are creating service items 

for units that you are certain have never been set up before.  This would be the case if you have 

just install Service Center for the first time, or just turned on the Track In Service option in the 

Inventory Management Service Item Setup. 

Restore Warranties Sold - If you have used miscellaneous item codes to sell additional warranties 

on the same invoice that the original service item is sold, check this box to make sure those 

warranties are also restored. 

Assign Original Warranty If Blank - If this box is checked, when the program finds an invoice line 

that sells a product and the service item for that sale already exists, but the original warranty is 

blank on that service item, it will use the default warranty from the inventory item code to assign 

the warranty with the beginning warranty date set to the invoice date.  This is useful if an inventory 

item was not correctly set up with a default warranty when it was first sold. 

Correct Item Descriptions - Check this box if you want the program to correct the service item 

description if it does not match the inventory item code description. 

Correct Customer Names and Addresses - Check this box if you want the program to change the 

service item customer name and address, both or the sold-to and the end user, to match the 

associated A/R customer record. 

Restore Missing Purchase Information - Check this box if you want the program to find the original 

receipt of the serial number and update the service item purchase information based upon that 

date and the default vendor warranty that was set up in inventory management Service Item Setup. 

Update Service Item Totals 

 
 
The Update Service Item Totals utility will read through the service history and recalculate the totals 

for each service item.  These totals include: 

TotalWarrantyHours 

TotalWarrantyLaborCost 
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TotalBillableHours 

TotalServiceLaborCost 

TotalServiceLaborSales 

TotalServiceMaterialCost 

TotalWarrantyMaterialCost 

TotalMaterialSales 

 

The primary reason for running this utility is when you have upgraded from a legacy version of 

Service Center (Service & Warranty Management) which did not maintain these totals.  It does not 

do any damage to run it again if you are not sure. 

Correct Received Dates 

 
 
In an early version of Service Center the Actual Received Date was not being set correctly when the 

status was changed.  This utility will read through the service item entry and service item entry 

history, then read through the status history for each entry, determine the correct received date, 

then put that received date in the Actual Received date field on the service item entry. 

Copy Help Files to Workstation 

 
 

Help files for Service Center are delivered in a compiled help format (.CHM).  For security reasons, 

Microsoft Windows does not allow this type of file to be viewed across a network connection, so 

Sage 100 ERP requires that the file be copied to the workstation in a special folder designated for 

that purpose.  Before you can use the pop-up help for Service Center, you must copy the SM.CHM 
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help file from the Sage 100 ERP\help folder on the server to the special help folder on your 

workstation. 

For each workstation that wishes to use the Service Help Files, simply select the Copy Help Files to 

Workstation menu option.  It prompts to make sure you want to proceed.  When you click Yes, the 

copy is performed. 

Remove Update Service Orders  
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Sage 100 ERP Integrations 

Service Center installs as a module in the Sage 100 ERP product line and acts just as any other 

Sage 100 ERP module would act.  It also tightly integrates with Inventory Management, Sales Order 

and Accounts Receivable.  In order for everything to work seamlessly, some changes have been 

made to other modules and are explained in this section. 

Inventory Management  

Service Center integrates closely with Inventory Management similarly to Sales Order.  There are 

two specific changes that Service Center makes to inventory Item Maintenance as described below. 

• Service Item Setup  - Set an item to "track in service" so that a service item is automatically 

created every time a particular item is sold. 

• Service Orders for Item - On the Orders panel in Item Maintenance, you can see which service 

orders are selling or returning the item code you are viewing. 

 

Service Item Setup 
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A new button has been added to the Additional panel in Item Maintenance and Item Inquiry.   If you 

want a new service item to be created each time this item is sold, click this button and set up the 

default service item creation fields as shown below. 

 

 
 

Track as Service Item - Check this box if you want a service item to be created every time this item 

is sold through Sales Order order processing and invoicing.  For more information about service 

items, take a look at Service Items. 

Original Warranty Code - Select a warranty code to assign to each new service item created 

automatically when this item is sold. 

Default Vendor Warranty Code - Select a warranty code to assign as the vendor warranty on the 

purchase tab of the service item. 

Cumulative Total Sold - Each time one of these items is sold and creates a service item, this 

counter is incremented.  
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Service Orders for Item 
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Service G/L accounts 

 

 
 

Several new G/L accounts have been added to the Product Line Accounts.   

Service Material Sales - This account will be used as a default Sales account when a new item has 

been added to the grid on the lines panel of the service order if the Use Service G/L Fields from 

Product Line option is selected in Service Order Options. 

Service Material Cost - This account will be used as a default Cost of Goods Sold account when a 

new item has been added to the grid on the lines panel of the service order if this item is not 

covered by warranty and the Use Service G/L Fields from Product Line option is selected in Service 

Order Options. 

Service Warranty Material Cost - This account will be used as a default Cost of Goods Sold account 

when a new item has been added to the grid on the lines panel of the service order if this item is 

covered by warranty and the Use Service G/L Fields from Product Line option is selected in Service 

Order Options 
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Labor Sales - This account will be used as a default Sales account when a new Labor Item has 

been added to the grid on the lines panel of the service order if the Use Service G/L Fields from 

Product Line option is selected in Service Order Options. 

Labor Cost - This account will be used as a default Cost of Goods Sold account when a new Labor 

Item has been added to the grid on the lines panel of the service order if this item is not covered by 

warranty and the Use Service G/L Fields from Product Line option is selected in Service Order 

Options. 

Labor Warranty Cost - This account will be used as a default Cost of Goods Sold account when a 

new Labor Item has been added to the grid on the lines panel of the service order if this item is 

covered by warranty and the Use Service G/L Fields from Product Line option is selected in Service 

Order Options 

Service Returns - This account will be used as a default Sales account when a new item has been 

added to the grid on the lines panel of the service order when you are entering parts and charges 

for a Credit Return or an Exchange service item entry and the Use Service G/L Fields from Product 

Line option is selected in Service Order Options. 
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Sales Order 

Service Center is tightly integrated to Sales Order in several ways.  The most obvious is that when 

you create an invoice from a service order, the invoice is in Sales Order Invoice Data Entry or Sales 

Order Shipping Data Entry.  You can also use Sales Orders and Invoices to send out demos or 

loaners which are then tracked in the Demos and Loaners subsystem, will appear on the Open 

Demo/Loaner Report, and can be viewed in Demo/Loaner Record Maintenance.  Finally, Service 

Center adds new fields to the sales order and invoice tables that you can then add to forms and 

reports. 

 

Demo Loaner Lines 

 

 
 
 

On the Sales Order Entry and Invoice Data Entry lines panel a new field has been added to the 

secondary grid to designate that the item code line highlighted is a demo or a loaner.   If you set 

this flag to Demo or Loaner, when the invoice is updated the item is not actually relieved from 

inventory, but is transferred to the Default Target Warehouse for Demo/Loaner Items on the 

Service Center Options Main panel. You can then track that item on the Open Demo/Loaner Report 
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and view it in Demo/Loaner Record Maintenance on the Setup menu.  For more information about 

demo/loaner processing, take a look at Demos and Loaners in the Helpful Hints section. 

 

Invoice Data Entry 

 

 
 

A new field has been added to the Invoice Data Entry header.  Rather than entering a sales order 

number to invoice, you can enter a Service Order Number.  You can also use the lookup button or 

F2 to show a list of service orders.   The field has been placed at the bottom of the panel to avoid 

rearranging so many standard fields.  You can use Custom Office to move the field wherever you 

prefer it to be. 

Note - In order for a service order to be invoiced at least one of the service item entries must have a 

status that indicates it is ready to update and create an invoice.  For more information about status 

codes take a look at Service Order Status Maintenance. 

Once you enter or select a service order, the program will review all the service item entries looking 

for those that are ready to bill.  If some service item entries will create credit memos (Credit Return 

and Exchange) and some will create invoices (Standard and Refurbish), the following message will 

appear. 
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The sample order, 0000145, has both credit return and standard service item entries, so it gives a 

choice to click Yes to create an invoice from the Refurbish and Standard service item entries or 

click No to create a credit memo for the Credit Return and Exchange service item entries. 

Credit Memo - If you click No, the Invoice Type is changed to Credit Memo.   Once you fill out the 

header fields as desired and click on the Lines panel, the program will prompt for which service 

item entries you wish to invoice. 

 

You must select which of the service item entries you wish to invoice.  Double click on a row to 

change the Select column to YES or NO.  The Select All button on the lower left will automatically 

set them all to YES while the Deselect All button will set all the rows to NO. 

Once you have selected all the service item entries you wish to ship, click OK and all the associated 

lines from the service order will be copied to the invoice.  Note that the item being returned is 

shown on the first line.  If you set the New Item Code and New Serial Number when you entered the 
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service item entry, you will not see the original item code for the service item, but the new item 

code. The New Item Code and New Serial Number will be put back into inventory.  For more 

information see Service Item Entry Columns. 

 

 

Invoice - Click Yes to create an invoice from the Refurbish and Standard Service Item entries.  Once 

you've done that, the Invoice Type is set to Invoice (rather than Credit Memo) and you can proceed 

to edit any of the header fields you wish to change.  Once you click on the Lines panel, the dialog 

will pop up asking you to select the service item entries to invoice. 
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You must select which of the service item entries you wish to invoice.  Double click on a row to 

change the Select column to YES or NO.  The Select All button on the lower left will automatically 

set them all to YES while the Deselect All button will set all the rows to NO. 

Once you have selected all the service item entries you wish to invoice, click OK and all the 

associated lines from the service order will be copied to the invoice lines.  Note that there is a 

comment line at the top that represents the actual service item. 
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Once the lines are copied to the invoice, you can proceed as you normally would to ship the items. 

Add Lines  - If you have copied in one service item and then decide that you can ship a second or 

more service items, click the Add Lines button and select additional service items entries just the 

way you did before. 

Cancel or Delete - If you cancel a shipment record before it is saved, or if you delete an existing 

shipper that came from a service order, the service order status is changed to the Status To Use if 

Invoice Deleted from the Service Center Option Main panel. 
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Shipping Data Entry 

 

 
 

A new field has been added to the Shipping Data Entry header.  Rather than entering a sales order 

number to ship, you can enter a Service Order Number.  You can also use the lookup button or F2 

to show a list of service orders.    

Note - In order for a service order to be shipped at least one of the service item entries must have a 

status that indicates it is ready to update and create an invoice.  For more information about status 

codes take a look at Service Order Status Maintenance. 

Once you enter or select a service order, the program will show a list of service item entries on that 

order that are complete and ready to invoice.  Since Shipping Data Entry cannot create credit 

memos, only Standard and Refurbish service types will show on this selection panel. 
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You must select which of the service item entries you wish to invoice.  Double click on a row to 

change the Select column to YES or NO.  The Select All button on the lower left will automatically 

set them all to YES while the Deselect All button will set all the rows to NO. 

Once you have selected all the service item entries you wish to ship, click OK and all the associated 

lines from the service order will be copied to the shipping record.  Note that there is a comment line 

at the top that represents the actual service item. 
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Once the lines are copied to the shipping record, you can proceed as you normally would to ship the 

items. 

Add Lines - If you have copied in one service item and then decide that you can ship a second or 

more service items, click the Add Lines button and select additional service items entries just the 

way you did before. 

Cancel or Delete - If you cancel a shipment record before it is saved, or if you delete an existing 

shipper that came from a service order, the service order status is changed to the Status To Use if 

Invoice Deleted from the Service Center Option Main panel. 

 

 
Sales Order Forms 

 
Service Center creates invoices and credit memos in the Sales Order invoicing system.  To make 

the invoice forms more useful for customers, several new fields are added to the work tables so 

they can be optionally added to the Crystal Reports form for invoices.  All fields added according to 

Sage standards. 
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D531DemoLoanerLine - "D" if this line is a demo and "L" if it is a loaner line.  See Demo Loaner 

Lines. 

D531TechnicianCode - Technician code from the service order line.  See Line Columns. 

D531ServiceOrderDetailLineKey - Combine with D531ServiceOrderNo to link to the service order 

line.  If this is history, D531HeaderSeqNo is also necessary. 

D531ReplacedItem - If the invoice is shipping out a replacement for an Exchange service item 

entry, the original item code from the service item being replaced will be here.  See Create Loaner 

or Replacement. 

D531ReplacedSerialNo - If the invoice is shipping out a replacement for an Exchange service item 

entry, the original serial number from the service item being replaced will be here.  See Create 

Loaner or Replacement. 

D531ServiceItemEntryLineKey - Combine with D531ServiceOrderNo to link to the service item 

entry record.  This is also the Service Item Entry number.  If printing from history, 

D531HeaderSeqNo is also necessary for the link. 

D531ServiceOrderNo - The service order number that created this invoice. 

D531HeaderSeqNo - The header sequence of the service order if printing from history. 

D531ReturnItem - If "Y", this is an item being returned to stock because of a Credit Return or a 

Warranty Replacement service item entry. 

D531NewItemCode - For refurbish, credit return or warranty replacement service types you can 

rename the item code when it's put back in stock.  This field holds the new item code you assigned. 

D531NewSerial - For refurbish, credit return or warranty replacement service types you can rename 

the serial number when it's put back in stock.  This field holds the new serial number you assigned. 

D531NewReturnCost - For credit return or warranty replacement service types you can assign a 

new cost when it's put back in stock.  This field holds the new cost you assigned. 

D531OldItemCode - For refurbish, credit return or warranty replacement service types you can 

rename the item code when it's put back in stock.  This field holds the old item code from the 

original service item. 

D531OldSerial - For refurbish, credit return or warranty replacement service types you can rename 

the serial number when it's put back in stock.  This field holds the old serial number from the 

original service item. 

D531ServiceItemLine - If "Y" this is the comment line (or return item line) that represents the actual 

service item entry you created on the service order. 

D531ServiceItemCode - This contains the service item entry's item code.  This is the item that was 

repaired. 

D531ServiceItemSerialNo - This contains the service item entry's serial number.  This is the item 

that was repaired. 

D531ServiceItemDesc - This contains the description of the service item that was repaired. 

D531ProblemDescription - This contains the long problem description from the service item entry. 

D531UnderWarranty - If "Y" this service item entry was considered to be under warranty on the 

service order date. 

D531FromWarrantyDate - The beginning of the warranty period for the service item entry. 

D531WarrantyExpirationDate - The ending of the warranty period for the service item entry. 
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Serial Numbers List 

 

 
 

Serial Numbers List - On the Sales Order Entry, Invoice Data Entry and Shipping Data Entry lines 

panel a new field has been added to the secondary grid to allow entering a list of serial numbers 

that will be used in creating service items for non-serialized inventory items.  

Note This field is not available if the Get Serial Numbers from Line Entry box is not checked in 

Service Order Options (see Line Entry Tab) or the line item is not set up for service tracking (see 

Service Item Setup). 
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Accounts Receivable 

Since Service Center is well integrated to Accounts Receivable, there are added features in this 

module to give you the information you need for good customer service. 

 

Customer Inquiries 

 

 
 

On the A/R Customer Maintenance and A/R Customer Inquiry Main tab, a new button with a drop 

down menu has been added to allow you to inquire on Service Center records related to that 

customer.   When you click the button you get a drop down menu. 
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Service Orders - Selecting Service Orders will pop up a lookup window to show all the service orders 

that are currently in process for this customer.   If this customer is assigned on the service order 

header, that order will display in the list, regardless of who owns the service items being repaired. 

Service History - This will show all the service orders, past and present, that exist for this customer. 

  In the list that is popped up, one of the fields will show whether the order shown is history, current, 

or deleted. 

End User Service Items - Selecting this option will pop up a list of all the service items for which this 

customer is assigned as the End User customer. 

Dealer Service Items - The dealer is also the sold-to customer.   This option will show all the service 

items on file for which this customer is assigned as the sold-to customer. 

Drill Down -  All of the menu options will bring up an Advanced Lookup showing the selected 

records.  It is valuable to know that in these lookups, you can highlight a record and click the drill 

down, or Zoom, button to drill into the record.  For example, if you are looking at Service Orders, the 

drill down button will pop up Service Order Entry and all you to edit that order, as long as you have 

role security clearance to do so.   If you have selected one of the service item lookups, you can drill 

into the Service Item Maintenance for the selected record.   When you use the drill down button, 

you will not lose your place in the list, so it is very useful for making changes quickly to several 

records associated with a customer. 

 

 

Open Order Calculation 

 
The Customer open order amount is updated every time a sales order or service order is added, 

changed or deleted.   For sales orders, the open order amount does not include quotes and is 

decreased by the amount that has been invoiced.   Service Orders are different.   In a service order, 

the amounts on the totals page are for the complete order, including all the service item entries.   

Since it is possible to invoice one service item entry without invoicing others, the totals for a service 

order might include amounts that have already been invoiced.   These amounts will still show up in 

the open order field. 

 

 

Customer Memos 

 
Service Order Entry allows you to pop up Customer Memos in the same way Sales Order Data Entry 

does.  You can tailor this feature in the A/R Memo Maintenance feature or in Common Information 

Memo Maintenance.  It is possible, though, that Service Order will not show up in the list after you 

first install Service Center.  If you are in A/R Memo Maintenance and have selected Customer type 

memos for a particular role, check to see if there are four entries for Service Center.   Below is a 

screen with the default entries, lacking any for Service Center.  To get the Service Center options to 

show up, click the Reset All to Defaults button as shown. 
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When the button is clicked, the system will prompt you to approve the action. 
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If you answer "Yes", the new options will appear as shown in the screen below.   You will need to do 

this for all roles. 
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Purchase Order 

 
Auto Generate from Service Orders 

 

 
 

Use Auto Generate from Service Orders to automatically generate purchase orders for a selected 

group of service orders. You can generate purchase orders from all service order types, 

procurement types, product types, and item types, and you can include the service order header 

comment and/or comment lines. You can automatically summarize multiple lines with the same 

item into one line on the purchase order, or create a single purchase order for all drop ship items 

with the same vendor by sales order.  

The purchase quantity can be based on the service order quantity, or the reorder quantity. Separate 

purchase orders are generated for any drop-ship items contained in the selected service order 

range.  
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If you previously made a selection, but did not complete the generation process, you can make 

additional selections, or you can click Clear to clear the previous selection(s) and restart the 

generation process. 

Note The system does not check whether the Inactive Item check box in Item Maintenance is 

selected for items included on orders created using this task.  

Note Orders are generated only for those items that have a vendor specified on the service order 

line, and if the service order is not being invoiced. 

Note A warning message dialog box appears if you attempt to access Auto Generate from Service 

Orders while Auto Reorder Selection is in process. This prevents you from automatically issuing 

duplicate purchase orders for the same items. 

Service Entry Types to Generate From - Select one or more service entry types to include when 

generating the purchase orders, or select the All Types check box to include all sales order 

types. 

Procurement Types to Generate - Select one or more procurement types to include when 

generating the purchase orders, or select the All Types check box to include all procurement 

types. These fields are available only if the Purchase Order and Service Order modules are 

integrated with Inventory Management.  

Product Types to Generate - Select one or more product types to include when generating the 

purchase orders, or select the All Types check box to include all product types. These fields are 

available only if the Purchase Order and Service Center modules are integrated with Inventory 

Management.  

Item Types to Generate - Select one or more item types to include when generating the 

purchase orders, or select the All Types check box to include all item types. The Inventory check 

box is available only if the Purchase Order and Service Center modules are integrated with 

Inventory Management.  

Include Drop Ship Lines - Select an option to determine whether to include drop-ship lines when 

generating the purchase orders. 

• Select Yes to include drop-ship lines. 

• Select No to exclude drop-ship lines. 

• Select Only to generate the purchase orders for drop-ship lines only.  

Base Order Quantity On - Select the quantity type to base the order on. For drop-ship orders and 

non-inventory items, the order quantity amount is based on the quantity entered on the service 

order. 
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• Select Service Order Quantity to set the ordered quantity on the purchase order to 

equal the quantity entered on the service order. 

• Select Reorder Qty / Reorder Qty by Whse / Reorder Qty for Default Whse to use the 

item's reorder method from the Item Warehouse file. If Reorder Qty for Default Whse 

is selected, the default warehouse will automatically be assigned to the line item 

during generation regardless of the warehouse assigned on the services order. This 

option is available only if the Purchase Order module is integrated with Inventory 

Management and an option other than Only is selected at the Include Drop Ship 

Lines field. For more information, see Reorder Maintenance and Inventory Reorder 

Report. 

Note In Inventory Management Options, if the Require Multiple Warehouses check 

box is cleared, Reorder Qty appears, if the Require Multiple Warehouses and Reorder 

by Warehouse check boxes are selected, Reorder Qty by Whse appears, and if the 

Require Multiple Warehouses check box is selected and the Reorder by Warehouse 

check box is cleared, the Reorder Qty for Default Whse appears.  

Update Unit Cost With - Select one of the following options to indicate which unit cost to use. 

• Select Last Unit Cost to update the purchase order unit cost with the last cost in Item 

Maintenance. This option is available only if the Purchase Order and Service Order 

modules are integrated with Inventory Management, or if the Inventory check box at 

the Item Types to Generate field is selected.  

• Select Standard Unit Cost to update the purchase order unit cost with the standard 

unit cost from Item Maintenance. This option is available only when an option other 

than Special is selected at the Item Types to Generate field.  

• Select Average Unit Cost to update the purchase order unit cost with the average 

cost from the item's warehouse in Item Maintenance. If the average unit cost from 

the item's warehouse is set to zero, the average unit cost of the item is used. This 

option is available only if the Purchase Order module is integrated with Inventory 

Management or if the Inventory check box at the Item Types to Generate field is 

selected.  

• Select Svc Unit Cost to update the purchase order unit cost with the service order 

unit cost. The service order unit cost is based on the total amount paid for the item.  

• Select Svc Unit Price to update the purchase order unit cost with the service order 

unit price.  

• Select Costing Hierarchy to update the purchase order unit cost using the costing 

hierarchy. For more information, see Defining the Hierarchy of Costs. This option is 

available only if the Purchase Order and Service Order modules are integrated with 
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Inventory Management, or if the Inventory check box at the Item Types to Generate 

field is selected.  

Note When generating purchase orders for special items, the service order unit cost will 

be used unless the service order unit price is selected. When generating purchase orders 

for miscellaneous items, the standard unit cost will be used when Average Unit Cost, 

Costing Hierarchy, or Last Unit Cost is selected at this field.  

Summarize Multiple Items by Line - Select this check box to summarize items that appear 

multiple times for a vendor and where the Drop Ship check box is cleared for the service order 

line item; one detail line is generated to order the total quantity for an item included on multiple 

service orders in the entered range. Clear this check box to generate a separate detail line for 

each item when the same item is ordered on multiple service orders. This field is available only 

if an option other than Only is selected at the Include Drop Ship Lines field.  

Include Expired Service Orders - Select this check box to include expired service orders. Clear 

this check box to exclude expired service orders.  

Note If the RMA expiration date on the service order is prior to the system date, the 

service order is expired.  

Summarize Drop Ship Lines by Vendor - Select this check box to include items that appear 

multiple times on the same service order with the same vendor in one drop-ship purchase order. 

Clear this check box to create a purchase order for each item. This field is available only if an 

option other than No is selected at the Include Drop Ship Lines field.  

Update Unit Cost with Svc Unit Cost for Drop Ship Lines - Select this check box to update the 

purchase order unit cost with the service order unit cost for drop-ship orders only. Selecting this 

check box will override the selection made at the Update Unit Cost field for drop-ship lines only. 

Clear this check box if you do not want to update the purchase order unit cost with the service 

order unit cost for drop-ship orders. This field is available only if an option other than No is 

selected at the Include Drop Ship Lines field.  

Note When the Summarize Drop Ship Lines by Vendor check box is selected, the unit 

cost on the item line must match in order to summarize it.  

Add Service Order Customer Detail as a Comment Line - Select this check box to add the 

service order customer detail information as a comment line on the purchase order. Clear this 

check box if you do not want to add the service order customer detail information as a comment 

line. This field is available only if the Combine Service Orders by Vendor check box is selected in 

Service Order Options and the Summarize Multiple Items by Line check box is selected.  

Include Svc Comment Lines - Select whether to include comments originating from the service 

order on the purchase order.  

• Select Following Item Only to include any comment lines following the item on the 

service order.  
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• Select Preceding Item Only to include any comment lines prior to the item on the 

service order. 

• Select None to exclude all service order comment lines. 

Note When summarizing lines and/or combining service orders by vendor, each 

comment line for the item is included. For example, if there are three items that can be 

summarized and each has a corresponding comment line, three comment lines will 

appear on the purchase order following the item.  

Include Service Order Item Line Comments - Select this check box to include the service order 

item line comments. Clear this check box to exclude the service order item line comments. This 

field is not available if the Summarizing Multiple Items by Line or Summarizing Drop Ship Lines 

by Vendor check box is selected.  

Format PO Header Comment With - Select the format of the purchase order header comment to 

use when generating the purchase order.  

• Select Customer PO No. to include the customer purchase order number from the 

service order.  

• Select Customer PO No. + Customer Name to include the customer purchase order 

number, a semicolon, and the customer name from the service order, which will be 

truncated. 

• Select Customer PO No. + Ship To Code to include the customer number, a 

semicolon, and the service order ship-to code from the service order. 

• Select Customer PO No. + Ship To Code + Customer Name to include the customer 

purchase order number, a semicolon, the ship-to code, a semicolon, and the 

customer name from the service order, which will be truncated. 

• Select Service Order Header Comment to include the service order comment from 

the Header tab on the purchase order Comment field on the Header tab. 

• Select None if you do not want to format the purchase order Comment field on the 

Header tab. 

 

Operand - Select an operand to limit your selection to a particular value or range of values. 

When selecting a value using the Lookup button or entering a value directly into the Value field 

(and moving out of the field), the operand automatically changes to Equal to. Likewise, when 

selecting a value using the Lookup button for a range or entering values directly into both Value 

fields, the operand automatically changes to Range.  

The following operands are available.  
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Operand Operand Function 

All Selects all information for the Select Field. 

Begins with 

Selects only the information for the Select 

Field that begins with the value entered at 

the Value field. 

Ends with 

Selects only the information for the Select 

Field that ends with the value entered at the 

Value field. 

Contains 

Selects only the information for the Select 

Field that contains the value entered at the 

Value field. 

Less than 

Selects only the information for the Select 

Field that is less than, but not equal to, the 

value entered at the Value field. 

Greater than 

Selects only the information for the Select 

Field that is greater than or equal to the 

value entered at the Value field. 

Range 

When Range is selected, two Value fields 

are used. Information is selected that is 

greater than or equal to the first value 

entered and less than or equal to the 

second value entered at the Value fields.  

 

Note Entries at the "From" Value field may 

change to the entry made at the "To" Value 

field, if the "From" Value contains a 

lowercase letter and the "To" Value contains 

an uppercase letter. This occurs because 

lowercase letters are greater than 

uppercase letters. For example, if 01a is 

entered at the "From" Value field and 01C is 

entered at the "To" Value field, the "From" 

Value field changes to 01C.  

Equal to 

Selects only the information for the Select 

Field that is equal to the value entered at 

the Value field. 
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Not Equal to 

Selects only the information for the Select 

Field that is not equal to the value entered 

at the Value field. 

Additional operands are available for date Select fields. The system date is used to calculate 

the date ranges. When one of the date operands is selected, the Value fields automatically 

default to the appropriate dates. 

You can use commas (,) to separate multiple values; however, if your selection values already 

contain commas, you must use alternate separators to separate them.  

Note When alternate separators are used, the value list must end with the alternate separator 

character. 

The alternate separators include the following: 

~ ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ) = [ ] \ ; " / _ + { } | : < > ?  

Note If you enter a value that contains a comma (for example, if a vendor number is 01-

SAGE,WEST), then you must enclose the value with an alternate separator (for example, %01-

SAGE,WEST%). Because the comma is a separator, if the value is not enclosed in alternate 

separators, the system can search for two incorrect values (for example, "01-SAGE" and "WEST", 

instead of "01-SAGE,WEST"). 

If your company uses commas in item codes, use an alternate separator to select one or 

multiple item codes.  

Value - Enter a value based on the operand entered, or click the Lookup or Calendar button to 

select a value from the list. Multiple values can be entered by using a comma or alternate 

separators to separate values.  

You can enter single or multiple values as follows: 

Operand Value 

All Selects all information for the Select Field.  

Begins with 

Multiple values are separated by a comma 

or alternate separator, and assume an OR 

condition. 

Ends with 

Multiple values are separated by a comma 

or alternate separator, and assume an OR 

condition. 

Contains Multiple values are separated by a comma 

or alternate separator, and assume an OR 
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condition. 

Less than Only single values are allowed. 

Greater than Only single values are allowed. 

Range 

Both Value fields are used to define a 

range. Only single values are allowed at 

each Value field.  

Equal to 

Multiple values are separated by a comma 

or alternate separator, and assume an OR 

condition. 

Not Equal to 

Multiple values are separated by a comma 

or alternate separator, and assume an AND 

condition. 

Note If you enter a value that contains a comma (for example, if a vendor number is 01-

SAGE,WEST), then you must enclose the value with an alternate separator (for example, %01-

SAGE,WEST%). Because the comma is a separator, if the value is not enclosed in alternate 

separators, the system can search for two incorrect values (for example, "01-SAGE" and "WEST", 

instead of "01-SAGE,WEST"). 
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Purchase Order Link to Service Order 

 

 
 

On the Purchase Order Entry lines panel a new field has been added to the secondary grid 

Service Order Number - Enter the service order number, or click the Lookup button to list all service 

order numbers. The entry at this field defaults from Auto Generate from Service Orders and when 

creating a purchase order in Service Order Data Entry. This field is available only if the Service 

Center module is set up, if the user has the appropriate security setup, and if Standard or Drop Ship 

is selected at the Order Type field.  

When the Combine Service Order by Vendor check box is selected in Service Order Options and the 

Summarize Drop Ship Lines by Vendor check box is selected in Auto Generate from Service Orders, 

if a purchase order is created from multiple service orders, MULTI will appear at this field.  

Service Order Button - If a line for a standard or drop-ship order includes a service order number at 

this field and you have the appropriate security set up,  press the Service order button to access 

either Service Order Data Entry or Service Order Inquiry. 
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The Service Order Number field has also been added to the Receipt of Goods Entry and Receipts of 

Invoice Entry. This field displays the service order number and can only be viewed. This field is 

available only if the Service Center module is set up. 

 

Helpful Hints 

 
Service Items 

The heart of the Service Center system is the Service Item. Anything you or the customer owns can 

be tracked in the Service Item table, as long as it has an Item Code and a serial number. One of the 

best features of Service Center is that this tracking can be automatic if you sell the items out of 

your inventory, but you can also add Service Items that you did not sell, or that were sold before you 

installed Service Center. 

Service Items are usually serialized parts that you carry in inventory and sell as finished goods to 

customers or dealers. If the item in inventory is set up for service tracking (see Service Item Setup), 

then as soon as you sell it on a Sales Order invoice, it will appear in the Service Item database. 

Along with the Item Number and Serial Number, the Service Item will also store information about 

your purchase and your sale. You also automatically maintain a service history. Every time you 

complete a Service Order for that item, Service Center creates a permanent record of the work 

done. All of the information on a Service Item is visible from the Service Order Entry screens if the 

customer should call you with another problem. 

There are several ways that Service Items can be added to the database. The most common is 

automatic. When you enter a serialized Item in your Inventory Management system, you can select 

the “Service” button on the Additional panel and check the box to track item. From that point on, 

any time you sell that inventory item, a Service Item is automatically created. In the Track Service 

dialog, you can also select a default Original Warranty Code to be used for the Service Item. If the 

customer belongs to a Group (see Group Codes), then the Group Information can determine the 

warranties that are used. There is a way to choose between multiple Warranty Codes in Sales Order 

or in Service Order if you wish (see Warranty Processing). 

The second way is to manually add items in the Service Item Setup and Maintenance program on 

the Service Center Setup menu (see Service Item Maintenance). You will need a valid Item Number, 

and will also need to know the serial number of the part. If there is no serial number, then you will 

need to make one up. Every Service Item must have a unique Item Number/Serial Number 

combination. 

If a customer calls in with a problem on a piece of equipment, and you cannot find the serial 

number or item number in your Service Item database, you can add that Service Item “on-the-fly” 

from within Service Order Entry. 

If you return a serialized item using a credit memo, the system will check to see if this item exists as 

a Service Item. If it does, then it is important that your records reflect that the item was returned. If 
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there have been no repairs, or Service Orders, on the Service Item, then the Service Item is 

completely removed during the update of the credit memo. If there have been repairs, then the 

program will keep the Service Item and its history, but will change the end-user to the “company 

owned customer” (on the Service Order Options Main Tab ) and will reset the in-service flag. 

If you later resell a Service Item that was returned, the program will find that the Service Item 

already exists in your permanent database. In this case, the assumption is that this is a used item, 

and the “Condition” flag is set to Used. 

 

Warranty Processing 

The Warranty Code is a ten-character code that can be made of numbers or letters. It is created in 

the Warranty Code Maintenance program on the Service Center menu (see Warranty Code 

Maintenance). For each Warranty Code, along with the description you will choose if the warranty 

period is measured in days, weeks, months, or years, and you will tell it how many of these periods 

are in the warranty. Additionally, you get to choose if this warranty covers labor or parts or both. 

There are three categories of warranty code: original, extended, and repair, which correspond to the 

three warranty code fields in the Service Item (see Service Item - Warranty Tab ). The Original 

Warranty is usually given by your company, or the manufacturer or distributor when the item is first 

made or sold. The Extended Warranty is typically sold as an additional coverage for an extended 

period. The Repair Warranty generally is applied after the Service Item has been repaired.  The 

Repair Warranty can be automatically applied upon completion and invoice of a service order with 

the use of Group Codes (see Group Code Maintenance) 

In Inventory Item Maintenance there is a button on the Additional tab that allows you to determine 

if the item is to be automatically tracked in Service Center when it is sold. On the same screen 

where you make that decision, you also assign a default Warranty Code to use for that item (see 

Service Tracking). If the Track Service flag is checked, whenever the Item is sold a Service Item is 

automatically created and the Warranty Code you entered is assigned to the Service Item. The 

Warranty Start Date is set to the invoice date and the Warranty End Date is calculated according to 

the information you set up in the Warranty Code. 

You can also set up a Miscellaneous Item Code to sell a particular warranty (see Miscellaneous 

Item Maintenance - Warranty).  This Miscellaneous Item Code can be used on the original sales 

order or invoice where the service item is sold, to apply an extended warranty, or it can be entered 

on the lines panel of a service order when a service item is being repaired. 

You also have the option to sell an extended warranty on the same sales order. The extended 

warranty you sell will become the extended warranty for the Service Item. This warranty can overlap 

the original, or it can be set to start after the original ends, depending on the settings in Warranty 

Code Maintenance. To sell an extended warranty with a sales order, the new warranty must be sold 

on the same sales order as the original Service Item. 

If you wish to sell an extended warranty some time after the initial sale, you can do so through 

Service Order Data Entry. First you must enter the Service Item that you are extending the warranty 

for. On a line after that Service Item Entry, you can sell the extended warranty using the matching 

miscellaneous code. 
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Inheriting and Preserving Warranties - There are two features of warranty handling that are often 

confused.  In the Service Order Options you can select to Inherit Warranty on Replacement.  This 

applies to when a replacement service item is sent out as a result of use the Loaner/replace button 

on a Warranty Replacement service order.  When you send out the replacement for a service item 

being returned, if the Inherit Warranty on Replacement box is checked, the new item being shipped 

will take the original warranty from the item being returned, rather than getting a brand new 

warranty.  That's 'inheritance'.   Preserving the warranty, which is a check box on each service item, 

tells the system that when a service item is returned to stock then shipped out again, it should keep 

the original warranty, rather than getting a new warranty assigned.  If an item is sold out of 

inventory, the system will look to see if a service item already exists for that serial number.  If it 

does already exist, a new warranty is assigned, unless the Preserve Warranty box is checked for 

that service item. 

 

Group Codes 

If you have agreements or contracts with groups of customer, or you wish to give a set of customers 

distinctive treatment when it comes to warranties and pricing, you can use Group Codes (see Group 

Code Maintenance ). 

A customer can belong to one, and only one, group. Each group carries with it a set of default 

Warranty Codes (see Warranty Processing ), charge codes, and rates. 

In addition to having these codes and rates assigned to the group as a whole, you can also create a 

list of specific items or product lines that have different Warranty Codes, charge codes, or rates. 

For example, you could set up GROUP1 with three warranty codes. When you enter a Service Order 

for a customer that belongs to GROUP1, you might need to add a new Service Item for the piece of 

equipment you are receiving from the customer. When you do, the system will first look to see of 

that particular item number is set up as an exception for the group. If it is, the original and extended 

warranty codes you set up for the Group and item will automatically fill in for the Service Item. If no 

record exists for that item for that group, then the program will check the product line and use 

those warranty codes. Finally, if no product line exception exists, then the warranty codes from the 

main group code panel are used. In this way, you can assign warranties that are different, 

depending on the customer group plus the item or product line. This is especially useful for 

companies that do not sell items, but provide warranty service for other manufacturers. 

You can also assign a default Group Code to be used if you have a customer that does not belong 

to any other group.  The default Group Code to be assigned to all customers without a group 

assignment is on the Service Order Options Main tab (see Main Tab) 

The Repair Warranty Code can also be quite useful. You assign the repair warranty to a Group Code, 

or to an item or product line under a Group Code. When a Service Order is completed and updated, 

the repair warranty code is automatically applied to the Service Item. 

The Charge Codes are intended to allow you to use one or two labor charge codes, but have the 

price vary depending on the group the customer is in, and the item or product being repaired. If you 

have a different rate that you charge per hour for each product line, you do not have to set up a 

different Miscellaneous Item Code for each product line. Rather, you create one Miscellaneous Item 
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Code, /REPAIRLABOR, and set up a default rate on the main panel, and rates specific to the 

product line in the Item/Product Line panel. 

You can even use the Group Code to modify the way your warranties work. Without Group Code, 

your warranty either covers labor or it does not. But if you have an agreement in which the labor 

rate is reduced during the warranty period, you can enter an In Warranty rate and an Out of 

Warranty rate. In the Warranty Code Maintenance, you would not cover labor, but the Group Code 

will take care of charging the right rate for /REPAIRLABOR. 

In the same way that you can vary the rate for the chosen labor code, you can also assign a 

different price level for in-warranty and out-of-warranty parts. 

When you are on the lines tab of Service Order Data Entry, you can press the GROUP button (see 

Group Button) to display the charge codes to use for the given customer and Service Item Entry.  A 

screen similar to the one shown below tells the user what the valid charge codes are, what the 

rates should be, and gives some brief information about the group the customer belongs to. 

 

Service Types 

Price Quote - A Price Quote is used to give an estimate to a customer on the repairs necessary for a 

Service Item. This Service Type is exactly like a Standard Order, except that items are not 

committed in the inventory system. You can print the Price Quote in the normal fashion and send it 

to the customer for approval before the repair is done. 

You cannot change the Status of a Price Quote to Closed.  Once the customer has approved the 

quote, you can change the Service Type to Standard and all the items on on the lines will be 

committed in inventory. 

Standard - Standard Orders are used for normal repairs, or what some call "Repair and Return". In a 

typical Standard Order, you will specify the Service Item to be repaired, then you will enter line 

items for various material, labor, and other charges associated with the repair. When the work is 

complete, you will close the order, or some of the Service Item Entries on the order, and create 

invoices. 

If you select standard for the order type on the Service Order header, you can set a different type 

for each Service Item Entry, if you wish. 

Credit Return - A Credit Return order is used to return a Service Item to your stock and, optionally, 

give the customer credit. When the Credit Return order or Service Item Entry is closed and the 

Create Invoice function is executed, it will result in a Sales Order Credit Memo. 

A Credit Return Service Item Entry creates a line on the service order lines panel for the service 

item entry showing the negative quantity and the credit that will be given.  The credit amount for the 

Service Item being returned defaults to the original sale price from the Service Item record in the 

permanent database (Sales Price). 

You may enter other charges on the lines tab of the order. Note, however, that any charges you 

enter on the lines will be negative on the credit memo, and will reduce the amount of the credit. 

The intent is to allow restock and handling charges when necessary. It is possible, however, for the 

negative amounts on the credit memo to be greater than the positive (credit) amount for the item 
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being returned, resulting in a negative credit memo. This is confusing to the customer and should 

be avoided. 

Warranty Replacement - Warranty Replacement Orders are used to exchange a bad part for a new 

or reconditioned part from your inventory.  

Note that the service item does not have be under warranty to use this service type.  The name is 

kept for historical purposes only.   It is really an "Exchange". 

When you add the Service Item Entry to a Warranty Replacement Order, you have the option to 

create a sales order to send the replacement (see Loaner/Replace). Once the Sales Order is 

created, it can be shipped and billed just like any other sales order, but the Service Order remains 

on file until the defective unit is returned and the Service Order, or the Service Item Entry, is closed. 

When the order is closed and updated, it will create a Sales Order credit memo to return the item to 

stock. 

The credit amount for the Service Item being returned defaults to the original sale price from the 

Service Item record in the permanent database. You can override this price, however, on the lines 

tab of the service order. 

You may enter other charges on the lines tab of the order. Note, however, that any charges you 

enter on the lines will be negative on the credit memo, and will reduce the amount of the credit. 

The intent is to allow restock charges when necessary. It is possible, however, for the negative 

amounts on the credit memo to be greater than the positive (credit) amount for the item being 

returned, resulting in a negative credit memo. This is confusing to the customer and should be 

avoided. 

Refurbish Orders - Refurbish Orders are very much like Standard Orders, except that the customer 

is your company. A Refurbish Order is used to perform service on your own inventory, and track that 

inventory in the Service Item database. You must use the customer that you specified in Service 

Order Options (see Customer Code for Company-Owned Refurbish Items on the Service Order 

Options Main Tab ). If the part you want to repair is not already in the Service Item database, it will 

be added automatically.   When you complete a Refurbish order and the resulting invoice is 

updated, the serialized item that was modified or repaired is automatically transferred from the 

original warehouse to the Target Warehouse for Refurbish designated on the Service Order Options 

Main Tab. 

 

Demos and Loaners 

Service Center helps you to track the demonstration units that you send to customers for 

evaluation, and the units you lend to customers while theirs are being repaired. These are called 

Demos and Loaners and a complete subsystem is dedicated to them.  Demo units and Loaner units 

are treated exactly the same throughout, so this discussion will simply refer to Demo/Loaners to 

mean either type. 

There are two methods for creating a Demo/Loaner record.  You can enter it directly in Sales Order 

line entry, where you can enter an inventory item on a line, then use the new drop-box to flag that 
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item as a demo or loaner (see Demo Loaner Lines).  Alternatively, you can create a sales order 

directly from Service Item Entry that will set the flag to Loaner. 

To create a sales order directly from Service Item Entry that will set the flag to Loaner, on the 

Service Item tab of the Service Order Entry, when you are entering the service item to be repaired, 

click the "Loaner" button just above the primary grid, to the right.  It is an L button.  When you click 

that button, a dialog pops up to let you specify the Item Number and the Serial Number you want to 

ship and the warehouse to ship from. You will be able to enter a Serial Number only if the Lot/Serial 

Distribution is enabled in Sales Order options, and the item you are going to send is a Lot/Serial 

item. The Warehouse defaults to the warehouse specified as Default Warehouse for Demo/Loaner 

on the Service Order Options Main Tab.  You can change the item number, serial number or the 

warehouse here, and you can enter a charge if desired. 

Once you click the Proceed button, a sales order is created with the text from Service Order Options 

Message Text Tab. The line containing the item you specified is automatically created on the sales 

order with the Demo/Loaner field set to Loaner, usually in the Secondary Grid. 

The Sales Order you have created with the Demo/Loaner line is now processed just as if it were any 

other Sales Order. Once it is invoiced, though, the Demo/Loaner item is not relieved from inventory, 

but is flagged as a Demo or Loaner and will now show up on the Open Demo/Loaner Report.  The 

item is automatically transferred from the source warehouse to the Demo/Loaner Target 

Warehouse specified in Service Order Options Main Tab. 

The item will stay on the report until you return it with a credit memo. This is the only way to clear a 

Demo/Loaner record. Therefore, if the customer decides to keep the item, you must first return it to 

stock, then sell it as a standard item on a different sales order, or a debit memo to the same sales 

order. If you have the Auto-Transfer feature, returning the item will also transfer it back to the 

warehouse specified in Service Order Options.  A quick way to create the credit memo to return a 

demo/loaner item is to click the Return button in Demo Loaner Maintenance (see Demo/Loaner 

Record Maintenance). 

 

Using Inventory Categories 

 
Service Center can use the Inventory Categories which you define in the Sage 100 ERP Inventory 

Management Options to carry additional information about a Service Item.  A possible example 

would be to define a new category which you label "COLOR".  Once you do this, you have a new ten-

character field in every item you can enter the color of the item. 

Service Center takes this further by optionally using the field when a Service Item is automatically 

created during a sale.  If you sell a WIDGET where the COLOR category is "Red", the resulting 

Service Item will also have the COLOR category set to "Red".  You can turn that option on in Service 

Order Options (see Service Order Options Main Tab ). 
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Section E: Uninstall DSD Enhancements 

 

A DSD Enhancements Uninstall Utility has been provided for the purposes of removing DSD 

Enhancements from your Sage 100 System.  This utility may be accessed from the DSD 

Enhancement Control Panel menu option on the Library Master / Utilities menu. 

 

 
 

When accessing the DSD Utility Suite, select the enhancement that you wish to Uninstall, and then 

select the Uninstall Enhancement button.  The following message box will appear: 

 

 
 

Select No to exit the Uninstall Process. 

Select Yes to continue with the Uninstall Process. 
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The following message box will appear, to remind you that a complete backup of your entire SAGE 

100 system should be completed prior to uninstalling a DSD product. 

 

 

 
 

Select No to exit the Uninstall Process. 

Select Yes to continue with the Uninstall Process. 

 

After the Uninstall of the DSD Enhancement, you MUST reinstall certain standard Sage 100 

modules, followed by reinstallation of MAS Service Packs / Updates, if applicable. 

 

The following message box will appear, and will display which of those specific Sage 100 modules 

you must reinstall afterwards. 

 

 
 

 

Select No to exit the Uninstall Process. 

Select Yes to continue with the Uninstall Process. 
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The following message box will appear, displaying the final warning message. 

 

Select No to exit the Uninstall Process. 

Select Yes to continue with the Uninstall Process.  At this point, the DSD Enhancement will be 

removed from the Sage 100 system. 

 

 
 

After completion of the Uninstall, the following message box will appear.  Select OK to continue. 

 

 
 

Now that the Uninstall process is completed, you must: 

 

• Reinstall the applicable standard Sage 100 modules 

• Reinstall the latest Sage 100 Service Pack/Updates, if applicable. 

• Reinstall any other DSD Enhancements or Developer products that are affected from the 

reinstallation of the standard Sage 100 module(s). 
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License Agreement 

IMPORTANT:  THIS SOFTWARE IS LICENSED BY DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. TO CUSTOMERS FOR THEIR USE ONLY IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH THE TERMS SET FORTH IN THIS CUSTOMER LICENSE AGREEMENT. OPENING OR USING THIS 

PACKAGE CONSTITUTES ACCEPTANCE OF THESE TERMS. IF THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE ARE NOT ACCEPTABLE, THE 

CUSTOMER MAY OBTAIN A FULL REFUND OF ANY MONEY PAID IF THIS UNUSED, UNOPENED PACKAGE IS RETURNED 

WITHIN TEN (10) DAYS TO THE DEALER FROM WHICH IT WAS ACQUIRED. 

1. LICENSE. DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., a California corporation as Licensor and owner hereby agrees to grant 

you as Licensee a non-exclusive license to use the enclosed software subject to the terms and restrictions set 

forth in this License Agreement. Title in and ownership of all programs and program enhancements or 

modifications written by DSD Business Systems, Inc. shall remain at all times vested in DSD Business Systems, 

Inc. The right granted by this Customer License Agreement and your payment of the non-refundable License fee is 

the right to use the Program in accordance with the terms of this Customer License Agreement. Delivery of a copy 

of the Program to you is made solely to enable you to exercise this right. 

2. COPYRIGHT. This Program is copyrighted and all rights are reserved by DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. and SAGE, 

INC. You may not copy or reproduce any part of the Program except to copy the Program for backup purposes. If 

you make a backup copy you must reproduce and include the copyright notice on it. The distribution of the product 

is intended for the use of the original Licensee only and for use only on the computer systems specified. Lawful 

users of this Program are hereby licensed only to read the Program from its medium into the memory of a 

computer only for the purpose of executing the program. 

The documentation is also copyrighted and all rights are reserved. This document may not, in whole or in part, be 

copied, photocopied, reproduced, translated, transmitted or reduced to any electronic medium of machine 

readable form without prior consent, in writing, from DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. 

The Licensee recognizes that DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. has expended considerable time, effort and money 

to develop the licensed Software and Manual and that DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. will be substantially 

damaged by its unauthorized use, sale or distribution. In addition to recovery of all damages and the obtaining of 

injunctive relief as provided by law, in the event legal action must be taken to enforce this provision, the Licensee 

will pay DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. all reasonable legal fees incurred in enforcing the rights of DSD BUSINESS 

SYSTEMS, INC. under this provision. 

3. RESTRICTIONS ON USE AND TRANSFER. The original and any backup copies of the Program and its 

documentation are to be used only in connection with a single computer or network fileserver. You may physically 

transfer the Program from one computer to another, provided that the Program is used in connection with only one 

computer or network fileserver at a time. You may not distribute copies of the Program Documentation to others. 

The Program is to be used exclusively for business purposes and not for personal, family or household use. YOU 

MAY NOT USE, COPY, MODIFY, OR TRANSFER THE PROGRAM, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY 

PROVIDED FOR IN THIS LICENSE AGREEMENT. IN ADDITION YOU MAY NOT MODIFY, ADAPT, TRANSLATE, REVERSE 

ENGINEER, DECOMPILE, DISASSEMBLE THE PROGRAM, OR CREATE ANY DERIVATIVE WORK BASED UPON THE 

PROGRAM. 

4. WARRANTY. DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. software is licensed "as is" with no warranties of any kind, either 

expressed or implied, other than the following: DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS will repair any bugs or flaws found in the 

software. Flaws of a critical nature which affect the basic functionality of the software will be repaired on an 

"emergency" basis, with a corrected distribution diskette sent via UPS Blue or equal. Flaws of a non-critical or 

cosmetic nature will be repaired on a timely basis, and a corrected distribution diskette sent via UPS ground or 

regular mail. All incidental or consequential damages that result from any defect in the software, even if DSD 

Business Systems, Inc. has been advised of the possibility of such damages will be assumed by you. 
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5. LIMITED WARRANTY FOR DISKETTES. To the original licensee only, DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. warrants the 

magnetic diskette on which the Program is recorded to be free from defects in materials and faulty workmanship 

under normal use and service for a period of ninety days from the date the Program is delivered. Any implied 

warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose are limited in duration to the period of ninety 

(90) days from the date of delivery. If, during this 90 day period, a defect in the diskette should occur, the diskette 

may be returned DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., 5120 Shoreham Place, Suite 280, San Diego, California, 92122, 

or to any authorized DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. Dealer, and the diskette will be replaced without charge to 

you, provided that you have previously returned the Warranty Registration Card along with a copy of your sales 

receipt for the Program.  

6. NO OTHER WARRANTIES. No dealer or distributor of DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. products or any agent of DSD 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. is authorized to make any representation of warranty with respect to the Program 

except those expressly stated in the Customer License Agreement. 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. Neither DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. nor anyone else who has been involved in the 

creation, production or delivery of this program shall be liable for any direct, incidental or consequential damages. 

8. TERM. This license is effective until terminated. You may terminate it at any time by returning the Program and 

Documentation together with all copies, modifications and merged portions in any form to DSD BUSINESS 

SYSTEMS, INC. The license will also be terminated by DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. immediately and without 

notice if you fail to comply with any term or condition of this License Agreement. 

9. ACKNOWLEDGMENT. Your opening this package, use of this program or signature on the warranty registration 

card acknowledges that you have read this customer license agreement and agree to its terms. You further agree 

that the license agreement is the complete and exclusive statement of the agreement between yourself and DSD 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. and supersedes any proposal or prior agreement, oral or written, and any other 

communications between yourself and DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC or dealers and distributors of DSD 

BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC products relating to the subject matter of this agreement. 

10. ASSIGNMENT. You may not sublicense this license or the Program. You may not rent this Program or the use of 

the Program. You may not transfer this copy of the Program unless the recipient agrees in writing (and a copy of 

such acceptance is sent to DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC., 5120 Shoreham Place, Suite 280, San Diego, 

California, 92122) to accept all of the terms of this Customer License Agreement. Any attempt by you to otherwise 

rent, sublicense, assign or transfer any of the rights, duties or obligation hereunder is void and may be the cause 

for immediate termination of the license. DSD BUSINESS SYSTEMS, INC. may assign any of its rights and 

obligation under this agreement to any party without notice to you. 
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Fax Transmittal Form 

 

To: DSD Business Systems Customer Service Fax: 858/550-4900 

From: Name:  Phone:  

 Company:  Fax:  

Date:      /     / # Pgs Including this Page:  

Subject:      Check One:          �Product Problem         �Suggestions 

Product: SMSM S/M Service Center Version: 5.00 
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